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MASTICATION IN MAN.

\\\ HANS BLOCK, Dresden*, Germany.

Mastication in General.

"The final object of every scientific inquiry," says Buckle, "is
the power of foretelling the future," and when students of dental

surgery have fully investigated the relations of mastication, one im-

portant result must be that they will be better acquainted with the

necessary consequences which any operative procedures must have
;

that is, they will better understand how to render surgical services to

their patients with a view to improving mastication ; they can more
accurately foretell the future results in every case, and will be able to

better meet the requirements of their patients.

The Latin word masticarc means to chew, to divide, to grind, to

comminute, to crush, to reduce, to triturate, to break up ; hence the

English word " mastication."

Let us first consider what relation mastication has to the external

world.

The word mastication is a comprehensive term. It not only tells

us that we are dealing with biology, and that we are in the midst
of the organic or living world, but it refers us directly to the animal
kingdom, as it denominates a process belonging exclusively to animal
life (although not all animals, not even all mammalia, do masticate).

There are a hundred thousand living species of animals on our globe,

and if we had to study all the forms of apparatus which they have for

mastication, it would exceed a lifetime study.

When we investigate mastication, we take leave of the vegetable
world, for plants, which are destitute of the endowment of sensibility,

consciousness, volition and voluntary action, and of motion, are natu-

rally not capable of mastication, nor do they require any masticatory
organs, nor any internal cavity to contain their food and reduce it to

a fluid state, for their nutrition goes on by direct absorption through
their tegumentary system. The human teeth, which are also pro-
vided with their aliment solely through their roots, resemble in this

respect vegetable structures.

Mastication is inseparable from an extremely reckless struggle
which we never can impute to plants ; it means destruction of living

structures for the sake of building up other living animal structures,

and is often the instigator of cruelty and of suffering.

We must indeed not overlook that in all beings who are capable of

mastication the introduction of food is under the control of their will
;
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that in them the desire for food can become extremely painful ; and
that these beings can stop their nourishment voluntarily, and in that

way commit suicide. This is impossible for plants, as they cannot
exercise any voluntary power. Justly it may be asked if this prerog-
ative is a preference, an advantage for the animal kingdom of which
man is the head. The human race is indeed especially exposed to

the hardest struggles in the demand for food. Those who in vain

are looking for its supply, in spite of all efforts of their will, are ex-

posed to starvation, and in this way mastication is closely related to

the social question.

As soon as we contend that in everything in nature there is order
and design, which would prove the necessity for an intelligent and
omnipotent Creator, we must concede that there must exist some
constitutional laws regarding the character of the food of man, and
everybody ought to be interested in finding and learning these laws.

Dentists, however, do not seem to care to take the time or trouble

for studying this question. But it is a too important one to permit
of any further slighting, for we shall see that it is a neglect of duty
when dentists ignore the science of human life, an important part of

which is intrusted to their care.

As every species of the animal kingdom has its own and unchange-
able range of food, to which its masticatory and digestive apparatus
is adapted, it is obvious that deviation from this proper range of ali-

mentary substances regularly results in degeneration, or at least in

debility and disease, which are incompatible with longevity.

Now, as a fact, animals never live contrary to the laws of nature,

but men do, and hence disease is nearly unknown among animals

as long as they live in a free state of nature where they can follow

their own instincts ; but among the human race disease has a strong
foothold, and interferes with the highest development and increase

of man.
"Man is," says Dr. Rodrigues Ottolengui in his invaluable work

on " Methods of Filling Teeth," "the only animal who constantly

suffers from caries" ; but his conclusion is erroneous, that this is so
because the human race is more susceptible to it. In reality, man
breeds caries by his reckless contravention of all hygienic laws.

It ought to be expected that naturalists, anatomists, and physiolo-

gists should in the first line have devoted all their lifetime to the

solution of the one question, What kind of food has been designed
for man to answer the highest interests of his constitution ?

It is of course known to everybody that "food is anything that,

introduced in the alimentary canal, can meet the constitutional wants
of the body," and in this way even a bottle of kerosene may tempo-
rarily serve as food to a miner entombed alive under the earth ; but

food in this general sense is not fitted for every-day use, as the natural

food is only that kind which affords the greatest extent of longevity.

The definition given by some physiologists, that "food is any
substance capable of playing a part in the nutrition of the body," is

not concise enough, for sodium chlorid is not food, although salt

" plays a part," etc. ; nor is a purgative food, nor the saliva, nor is a

set of artificial teeth or a silver spoon food, although they all "are
capable of playing a part in the nutrition of the body."
To say it exactly would be: "Food is any substance containing



nutritive materials capable of forming proximate (or alimentary) prin-

ciples in a digestible state."

Furthermore, some physiologists say, "The nutritive value of the

food depends upon the extent to which the alimentary principles exist

in it." This could mean that the more alimentary principles the

food contains, the higher would be its nutritive value. Such an
apprehension would, however, involve tremendous error, as the real

nutritive value of the food depends upon its digestibility; that means
upon the presence of a certain amount of nutritive materials, the
character and extent of which are wonderfully regulated by nature,

and cannot as yet be imitated, perhaps never will.

It is not the concentrated food that man has to hunt for, but it is

the normal and natural food which alone gives him the right propor-
tion of nutritious and innutritious matter.

But, strange to say, although the question regarding the natural

diet of man is the one which is of pre-eminent importance for the
health of the human race, it has yet been unsatisfactorily investi-

gated by nearly all scientific experts, and although hygiene conld be
a matter of nearly as exact science as mathematics, it is yet, as far as

diet is concerned, at present shrouded in mystery. In consequence
of this misapprehension, one-third of all human beings die during
childhood, and an immense amount of human happiness is destroyed
on account of the imperfect understanding of the real laws of hygiene,
and especially that of nutrition.

Anthropologists profess that there is no doubt that primitive men
indulged in cannibalism, but what testimony they have to prove this

seems to be a secret, even devoid of any sound psychological basis.

That man is not exclusively herbivorous, nor graminivorous, nor
carnivorous, like other mammalia, is now generally conceded by
everybody.
The question is not, however, settled, whether man is a frugivor or

an omnivor. Conclusions to this effect have been made by celebrated
physiologists and anatomists which are inconsistent with incontest-

able physiological maxims and inconsistent with the higher principles

of reasoning. And yet these suppositions are generally unquestion-
ably accepted by modern men of science. All colleges and universi-

ties (except that at St. Petersburg, Russia) teach nowadays straight

from the shoulder, that man is an omnivor. The dental periodicals

only too often thoughtlessly re-echo this.

So many oppQsing arguments, however, are in favor of those who
affirm the frugivorian character of man, that the authoritative doctrine,
11 Man is an omnivor," has never been able to stand the fire of dis-

cussion.

The idea that man is a frugivor, and must live exclusively on fruits

or atone for it, was originally advanced by the founders of the oldest re-

ligions, who all were eminent philosophers ; later on by Pythagoras,
wholived twenty-four centuries ago, it was worked out in a metaphysical
system. Since then this view has been partly or fully indorsed by nearly
all prominent thinkers, among them by Newton and Shakespeare,
and at present the idea lives, and sooner or later must inevitablv re-

sult in a reform of dietetic science.

The process of mastication is a part of the phenomena involved in

the study of the natural dietetic character of man, for the organs of



mastication, oral least the teeth, are of such typical forms that they
afford one ol the mosl essential means ol distinction between spe<

of different dietetic characters.

Moreover, between the organs of movemenl and those ol mast;'

tion is established a fixed relation
;
for instance, the ruminants always

have hoofs, the beasts of prey have toes which are not grown together
hut are pointed to (laws, and so on. Furthermore, the articulation of

the jaw differs, and for example in carnivorous animals all lateral

motion of the lower jaw, in the act of mastication, is not only
j

eluded by the saw-like structure of the teeth and the shutting of the

lower within the upper, but it is rendered impossible by the hinge-

like joint of the maxilla-, which only permits of ginglymus motion,
whereas herbivorous animals have the freest lateral motion in mastica
tion.

Hence for the same reasons the levator muscles of the jaw are large

and powerful in carnivores, but small in herbivores, which, on the

other hand, have the pterygoid muscles (for lateral movement; largely

developed.
Professor Henry Gray, who is very laconic in his treatment of com-

parative anatomy, only states that in carnivora the zygomatic process
is very strong, and projects enormously, while the clavicle is merely
rudimentary. This is meager information for a modern text book

;

and so much the more so because better and more complete com-
parisons were made in this direction thousands of years ago

Notwithstanding the admiration which we incontestably all owe to

the more modern discoverers in biology, Linne, Bichat, BufTon,

Cuvier, Owen, Hunter, etc., it is conspicuous that while these men
of such refined gift of observation were studying the dietetic character

of man, their work was not so thorough as that of men who lived two
millenniums before them. That this was not due to their lack of quali-

fication, but to want of sufficient care, is obvious. We find that

Plutarch, although he lived eighteen hundred years ago, and was no
naturalist, points out some remarkable relations between carnivora

and man, which by those modern specialists who have enriched com-
parative anatomy so greatly with other details were partly overlooked.

Plutarch says,
'

' Carnivores have a higher digestive power and a

higher blood-temperature than men have, and the roundness of the

human teeth, the smallness of the mouth, and the softness of the

tongue prove sufficiently that nature has not destined us for carnivores.

Some of these criteria have been overlooked by modern biologists,

though it would be very desirable to have complete statistical com-
parisons on the measurement proposed by Plutarch to evince the

correctness of his theory. But instead of making investigations in this

direction, we find that the dental periodicals, faithful to the general

sterile narrowness of view now in style with all specialists who believe

they can attempt scientific progress without a previous study of meta-
physics, philosophy, and cultural history, are filled with the most
minute illustrations of the deplorable advances of degeneration in

modern cities, and they do this without seizing the problem : What is

this degeneration due to, and how can we arrest it?

It might be objected that Plutarch was mistaken, and that the tongue
had nothing to do with mastication. But it ought to be considered

that the tongue is such a powerful muscle, or rather complexus of



muscles, that it is used constantly in the act of eating, not only to push

the morsels on the morsal surfaces, but also by many old people who
have lost all their teeth and yet crush their food into soft little pieces

by the pressure of the tongue. Plutarch's observation that in car-

nivores the tongue is coarse like a grater was therefore a useful one,

and, thanks to the immortality of thought, we can derive benefit from

it even now after eighteen centuries.

The economy of nutrition sustains the whole body, and its tissues

are all elaborated and built up solely from the blood, which is derived

from the food. The proper food must necessarily produce healthy

blood, and so it is evident that incorrect diet is the main source of dis-

ease. A thorough scientific study of the comparative anatomy of the

organs of mastication, and a clear elucidation of all the other points

integrating the natural dietetic character of man, would therefore be
of f;n greater benefit for the human welfare than thousands of those

modern disclosures of problematic value, which are more exhausting
than rxhaustive.

As strictly belonging to the dentist's area, one little example may,
however, be inserted here to show what absurdities can result from lack

ofacquaintance with those fundamental laws (and especially with funda-

mental hygienic laws) which have to be our guide in all our inquiries.

Modern evolutionists have advanced the theory, or "discovery"
as they call it, that man will eventually lose his wisdom-teeth and his

laterals, in total eight teeth, or the trifle of twenty-five per cent, out
of his present set of thirty-two.

This statement is, however, incompatible with fundamental princi-

ples, and therefore incorrect.

Evolutionists base their statement on the fact that those inhabitants

of large cities who mostly live on substances which hardly require any
trituration—for instance, on bread made of finely divided flour and
prepared with those malicious substances called baking-powder and
artificial yeast—do not sufficiently use their teeth and exercise their

jaws, and consequently bring about an arrest of development of their

jaws and teeth. Is anything more natural than this result, which
simply teaches us the old, old story, that organs which are insuffi-

ciently used must degenerate ? Or has it not been known to everybody
since the establishment of the Olympian games by the Greek athletes,

twenty-seven centuries ago, that the normal use of all organs is ?ieces-

sary to their health, and that exercise increases their development ?

Does a sitting occupation, with lack of outdoor exercise, not weaken
the lower extremities and the lungs ? What, then,- after all, is the

philosophy of this "discovery"? Simply that we ought to return to

our natural aliment—for instance, a coarser unbolted bread as pre-

pared by the country people of Europe—and discard all other ab-

normal stomach pleasures, especially intoxicating beverages. The
wisdom-teeth and laterals are not deficient in the jaws of any nation
that has happy dietetic habits, but only in those individuals who live

in a poor (physiologicallv poor) style.

It would be easy to demonstrate within a few decenniums the loss

of function or of development of any organ by lack of exercise, but
has that anything to do with the evolution of man ? Most positively

not. We should be stimulated to care for a better education of the
masses, that they may never forget the maxim that harmonious de-



velopment and health ol all organs depend upon their steady u

That is all, and everybody who observes the causes of monstrosities

will understand that.

It is indeed true, that as the eyes are the mirror of the soul, just so

are the teeth the mirror of the body (or of its health), and from the

reports of the dentists upon the decay or the irregularity of the teeth

we can easily conclude what the morals and the physical and mental
conditions of a country may be like.

Those people in whom the wisdom-teeth remain suppressed are

positively not types of health nor of morality ; they are rather out-

casts of a sick population which mostly needs one thing, and that is :

a return to nature in their dietetic habits. In fact, it would be good for

many of those enfeebled people if they would get an equivalent of

twenty years of service in the French, or Austrian, or German army.
This would, to a very great part, dispel their mischievous customs
and correct their improper diet, and all the absent teeth would wonder-
fully develop in them.
Emerson is very right in saying, " In the constructions of nature

no particle can be dispensed with." This is indeed one of the most
comprehensive laws ever proclaimed to the world. The theory of the

disappearing of the wisdom-teeth is arrived at by the inductive

method of thinking ; it is a generalization of an incorrect or inexact

observation. Emerson's law, however, is obtained by the deductive
method of reasoning, and as it is shared by all philosophers, who pro-

nounced it in a thousand different ways, the test of time has proved it

as a truth. It takes little meditation to detect that the hypothesis of

the suppression of teeth is incompatible with this truth, and so it has

to give way.
Another law of deductive origin is that of Graham, who writes :

" Man has no power to abolish the laws of nature, but must obey
them or suffer," and we would add that all those who lived in such a

manner that their wisdom or lateral teeth did not develop in their

jaws have no reason at all to be proud of it (for every deficiency is a

disgrace), and to consider themselves as "improved" specimens of

the human family, for they belong just to the opposite side, where
depravity and degeneration have reserved front seats for them.
Or let any number of persons of ordinary habits of living accustom

themselves to masticate their food freely on one side, for instance,

the right side of their mouth only, and make no use of their teeth

on the other side, and in a few generations their offspring will indu-

bitably all be deficient of the teeth on their left side, and evo-

lutionists could seize the result and declare that mankind is losing

all the teeth on the left side. This prophetical annunciation would
really contain the same amount of wisdom as the theory concerning
the disappearance of the wisdom-teeth in the human race.

Where are the proofs that these teeth begin to disappear in other-

wise perfectly healthy people ? Where are the proofs that adult people
with only twenty-four or twenty-eight teeth developed in their jaws
are not weaklings, that they are not deficient in all other respects of

physical development too ? Where are the statistics supporting these

observations ?

Let us give the right answer. These proofs do not exist, as the

whole "discovery" is only an unjustifiable generalization of some



abnormalities which were the consequence of disturbed health or per-

verted habits ; and just as syphilitic patients exhibit organic deficien-

cies, so do other degenerated people exhibit dental deficiencies. Those
who wish to know why not the arms or the eyes, but just the wis-

dom-teeth, are absent as a result of degeneration, may consider that

there are no other organs in the whole skeleton whose growth could
be interfered with after childhood, but the wisdom-teeth because they
alone develop so late.

Again, other authors make the remark that the wisdom-teeth are

of little use for man any more. This is likewise an unqualified and
hasty hvpothesis, contrary to all common sense.

Dr. I. B. Davenport recently said, " The fight for existence is such
a close one that slight advantages determine the result."

Now, is it not an advantage to have four teeth more for the work of

mastication ? and as such an advantage may perhaps determine in the

result of enabling us to live longer, how can these teeth be called
" useless," even if their existence would prolong our life only by four

weeks or four days ?

Are the wisdom-teeth not placed nearest to the masticating muscles,

and consequently in the best position for powerful action ? Do they not

act at the fulcrum ? Are these not the largest teeth, as a rule, and
are they not imbedded in much thicker bony surroundings than any
other tooth ? We can safely answer : The four wisdom-teeth are just

as indispensable for everybody nowadays as they were two thousand
or five thousand years ago. If statistics were taken from observations

of one of the European armies with respect to the condition and utility

of the wisdom-teeth, they would be most valuable, as such a field

would be the best in the world to examine the entire adult popula-
tion which is able-bodied, and consequently healthy, and all private

notes based only on few cases would shrink into insignificance when
compared with those results. Dentists should also, for other reasons,

mike efforts for securing dental statistics in the European armies.

The whole confusion arises from the mistake on the part of observ-
ers in failing to consider that in all cases where there is a deficiency

in the number of teeth a depraved hygienic regimen will account for

it, and that in our days relatively more persons are effeminate because
they make a wrong use of the comforts and a too extensive use of

the evils of civilization. Departure from hygienic laws leads to mon-
strosities and anomalies.

Nature, when undisturbed by human ignorance, always produces
perfect creatures, always men with thirty-two teeth, and evils only are

derived from a violation of the laws of life and health.

Pathological and degenerative changes have nothing to do with
evolution. Evolution is a change brought about under the influence

of geological revolutions from wrhich not one individual of the species

can escape ; but pathological changes are entirely restricted to the
single individual and to his personal regimen.
As man anatomically now is, so has he been as far back as the first

traces of myth permit of the conception, and so will he remain.
In the hypothesis of the evolutionists, that the wisdom and lateral

teeth are rapidly disappearing, the wish, we may say, has been father

to the thought.



I'm Muscles of Masi icai ion.

Alter these introductory comments on the bearing which masti<

tion has to the scientific study of man, we are prepared to enter into

the subject proper of our theme.
The muscles of mastication belong to the voluntary groups which

by their striped appearance show that they act under the < ontrol of

the will, which is exercised by the brain. These muscles are purely
organs of external relation, or, as it is termed, of animal life, which
always requires voluntary motion, whereas the organs of organic life

have really no time to wait for any voluntary suggestions, as a single

moment's entire suspension of the functions of organic life would be
a death from which there could be no resuscitation. The grand aim in

the vital economy for which all its organs co-operate is, however, not

death, but the sustenance of the body, and in the words of- the unhappy
crown-prince Rudolf, of Austria, "the life of man is the most valu-

able capital" in the world.

We need not follow up the development of these muscles from
their first appearance in the seventh week of fcetal life. What inter-

ests us is that the tissue of which these muscles are 'composed has
two important vital properties : it is contractile and susceptible of

stimuli, and as soon as vitality ceases in the muscles no power on
earth can give back to them their vital properties. The stimuli or

irritations to which these voluntary muscles are subjected are nerv-

ous impulses which are generated in the center of animal life (at or

near the top of the medulla oblongata, though the apparent origin

of the roots of the nerves is perceptible, somewhat remote from
this point), and they are transmitted through special nerves which
convey only efferent or centrifugal powers, and are called motor
nerves. These nerves, which might be called the instruments of vitality,

belong to the cerebro-spinal system, and are composed of medullated
nerve-fibers. A single one of these nerve-fibers always enters a single

muscular fiber, at points which are called motorial end-plates.

When stimuli affect these end-plates, then in the same instant the

muscles respond by their contraction (the amount and energy of

which is regulated by the will), and it is only by this action of the

muscles (in this case the voluntary muscles) that motions are per-

formed, motions which are necessary for the supply of the internal

wants of the organism. Hence we can often conclude from the

motions of an organism what are its natural conditions of living.

These motions, like almost every function of animal bodies, are per-

formed in opposition to the law of gravity.

To sustain their vital properties all muscles and nerves are nourished
by the blood-vessels over whose functions the nerves of organic life

preside, which have their centers in the semilunar ganglia and solar

plexus. This arrangement makes it evident that animal life and all

our great endowments, as sensibility, consciousness of being, etc.

,

which give us our interesting faculties and peculiarities, are dependent
upon the center of organic life, which stands in the most intimate

sympathy with the stomach. Here, then, again, is a proof that by
neglect of natural dietetic rules our highest intellectual endowments
must sufier.

As we perceive, the object of the muscles is the exertion o( force,



which has to be transformed into work. But it might be asked, How
is this force generated ? This is very plain. All living animal bodies,

by virtue of their vitality, generate heat. This heat is derived

from the oxidation of the food taken up into the system and partly

transmuted into muscular energy. It is, however, not the destruc-

tion of the albuminous principles from which the heat results, but it is

the oxidation of the saccharine and oleaginous principles from which
the evolution of muscular force originates.

In the case of the masticating muscles, as we shall see, this force is

transmitted to the jaws which support the teeth, and the mechanical
work of mastication consists in the breaking up of the food while it is

in contact with the morsal planes of the teeth.

The lower jaw is the only bony part of the skull which is movable,
and it is by the muscles of mastication that this movement is brought
about. They are only called muscles of mastication, though they are

used to a great extent also for voice and speech.

Of the four hundred and seventy or five hundred muscles which
hold the human frame together, the muscles of mastication form only

a very small part, and each of them has an origin (attachment to the

fixed part) and an insertion (termination at the movable part).

The muscles of mastication, like all parts of the body belonging to

animal life, are of a duplicate form, for there is on one side of the

median line a right, and on the other a left half, which are almost
precisely alike, although in the domain of organic life there is rarely

perfect symmetrical correspondence of the two halves.

Professor Henry Gray informs us, on page 301 of his " Anatomy,"
that the articulation of the lower jaw is one of the joints of the

trunk ; but this is, of course, a blunder, as the jaw belongs to the

skull, and not to the trunk. On page 365 he calls the muscles of

mastication " muscles of the face" instead of the skull. He further-

more enumerates the temporo-maxillary articulation under the group
arthrodia. This is right in as far as every movable joint must permit
of gliding motion ; as soon, however, as we discriminate the various

directions of motion which the joint permits, we can no longer place

the lower jaw in such a monotonous class as arthrodia, but must
properly call its articulation condyloid diarthrosis, because in man the

jaw articulates by an ovoid head in an elliptical cavity which permits
of all movements except circular rotation.

The principal muscles of mastication are the temporal, the masseter,

the buccinator, and the internal and external pterygoid muscles,

and we shalj confine our study to them ; but, strictly speaking, all

muscles which help to move the bolus within the mouth and all which
depress the jaw ought to be included in this group ; that is, we have to

add the digastric, the platysma-myoides, the mylo-hyoid, the orbi-

cularis oris, and the five muscles of the tongue.
That the latter are just as necessary in mastication as in voice and

speech, is proven by the fact that many animals have a very large

tongue without using it for voice. " In the snail twelve thousand to

forty thousand teeth have been counted on the saw-like lingual rib-

bon," and even in some classes of mammals teeth may be found upon
the tongue. Now when in this case the tongue itself represents the

entire masticatory apparatus, why shall we not in general give to the

tongue at least the honor of ranging it among the muscles of mastica-

tion ?



IO

In studying the individual muscles, let us begin with the buccinator
or cheek muscle, as it is that muscle which in the first stage of infancy

is exclusively used in mastication, whence it also is called the suck-
ing muscle. Really, the whole face of the infant seems to be one
buccinator. It is a quadrilateral muscle. Its fibers bulge out on the
cheeks, and converge to the angle of the mouth and the lips. Its

name is derived from the Latin word bucci?ium, a trumpet, beca
it is brought into full use and visible action in blowing that instrument.
The buccinator arises :

i. From a ridge on the outside of the alveolus of the superior
maxilla covering the three molars, which ridge Gray has failed to

point out, though on all other bones he marks every point, be it even
of the size of a pin's head. This ridge is called by Dr. G. V. Black
the molar ridge or molar eminence.

2. From the front part of the pterygo-maxillary ligament, which
forms a part of the inner walls of the mouth.
The buccinator is inserted in the outer part of the alveolus of the

inferior maxilla (inferior molar ridge), corresponding to the origin

above, and into the orbicularis oris.

Its action is to compress the cheeks.
The masseter is likewise a quadrilateral muscle, and does, as its

name indicates, the main work in masticating. It arises by two heads :

i. An outer or superficial one which is attached to the malar pro-

cess of the superior maxilla and the zygomatic arch (malar bone),
and is inserted into the angle of the lower jaw and the lower half of

the ramus on its outside.

2. The inner or deep portion of the masseter takes its origin from
the inner part of the zygomatic arch, and terminates in the upper half

of the ramus and the outer side of the coronoid process.

The action of the masseter is to raise the jaw up and forward.

The temporal is a broad, radiating muscle, whose fibers converge
toward a point ; it is by this arrangement somewhat in shape like a

fan. Its name is derived from the Latin word tempus, time, whereby
the temples shall be remembered as the place where the appearance
of gray hair first indicates the progress of age and time.

The temporal muscle arises from :

i. The inner surface of the temporal fascia.

2. The temporal fossa.

3. The inferior temporal ridge. As the full extent of this ridge is

nowhere mentioned in Gray' s
'

' Anatomy, '

' it may be well to state here
that it begins at the external angular process of the frontal bone, from
where it runs along the curved lines on the frontal and parietal bones
to the posterior root of the zygomatic process of the temporal bone.

The curve described by the superior temporal ridge which gives

attachment to the temporal fascia is a little larger.

The temporal muscle is inserted into the inner part of the coronoid

process of the lower jaw.

The action of the temporal is to raise the jaw up and backward.
In this way it brings the incisors together, and may hence be called

the biting muscle proper.

The internal pterygoid is again a quadrilateral muscle like the

masseter, to which it runs nearly parallel and to which it is a synergist,

as it also raises the jaw up and forward. It takes its origin :
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i. From the inner surface of the external plate of the pterygoid

process of the sphenoid bone.

2. From the posterior tuberosity of the vertical plate of the palate

bone.

3. From the tuberosity of the superior maxilla, which prosthetic

dentists like to call " the condyle," or the " heel" of the jaw.

The internal pterygoid muscle is inserted into the inner side of the

angle and ramus of the lower jaw.

The external pterygoid muscle is decidedly the most interesting

and characteristic muscle of the whole group, as it runs nearly hori-

zontally and is inserted into an interarticular fibro-cartilage, a case

without parallel in the whole skeleton. It is somewhat conical, pyram-
idal, or V-shaped in outline, and originates by two heads, an upper
and lower one, and is attached to the pterygoid ridge of the great

wing of the sphenoid bone and the outer surface of its external

plate, to be inserted into the neck of the condyle of the lower jaw and
its interarticular fibro-cartilage.

When this muscle acts on one side only, then it draws the jaw for-

ward and laterally to the opposite side ; when it acts, however, simulta-

neously with its fellow, then the jaw is simply drawn forward. In this

way it produces the rotary motion which is so marked in herbivora,

and which stamps it as the real triturating or grinding muscle.

The external pterygoids are opposed by the digastric and hyoid
muscles.

For the dentist the pterygoid is often the source of annoying diffi-

culty, for through its action in the procedure of "taking the bite"

patients will often throw their jaw forward or sideways, and all efforts

to get the correct " bite" are in vain.

To tell the patient to " bite with the back teeth" or "as in swallow-
ing," or while placing the finger on the tip of the upper front teeth

to tell the patient " not to bite the finger, but back of it," or to order
him to

'

' throw the head backward' ' (so as to make the throat muscles
act as a bridle), or to " place the tongue on the roof of his mouth and
to keep it there while closing," are often of no avail, for as soon as

the patient hears the word " bite," he will bring his lower jaw in a
hostile position like a carnivore.

The only remedy is, after directing the patient to open his mouth,
to place the thumb on his symphysis and the other four fingers on the

ligamentum nuchae, and while the jaw in this way is firmly pressed
backward by the operator, he must be told to "close his mouth"
(not to

' l

bite'
'
). This is the way to get the correct bite, or, as it should

be called, the occlusion, or articulation, or interarticulation.

Besides, by the power of the muscles the lower jaw is held in posi-

tion by four (or as some say five) ligaments, of which only two have
any strength. These are the external and internal lateral ligaments.

The strength of the levators of the jaw is in some acrobats five

hundred pounds, and in many sound persons so great that they can
crack a peach-stone, which act requires a pressure of probably three
hundred pounds.
The depressor muscles of the jaw (the digastric, glenio-hyoid,

mylo- hyoid, and platysma-myoides) have a dynamic power of four

pounds.
The involuntary tendency of the jaw to drop equals one pound only,
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As we see, those muscles which keep the mouth closed arc far more
powerful than their antagonists, and it is only natural that patients in

a dentist's chair very soon get tired of keeping the mouth open.
When by the loss of teeth the masticating muscles shorten some-

what, they will lengthen again, and give to the patient a better ap-
pearance, as soon as an artificial appliance brings the jaws hack to

their natural distance.

Regarding the innervation of the muscles of mastication, we find

that they are all supplied by the inferior maxillary division of the fifth

nerve, which also is called the trifacial or trigeminus, and belongs to

the group known as the cranial nerves. Although this nerve is as to

its greater part a nerve of common sensation, its smaller (anterior)

root is a motor branch, and has ks superficial origin from the side of

the pons Varolii. The trifacial is sometimes also called the " sympa-
thetic of the head," and it is really capable of an exorbitant degree of
morbid sympathy between the different parts of its distribution. It

communicates with the organs of all the five senses. By some this

nerve (together with the Gasserian ganglion) is thought to be the

peculiar cerebral organ of animal instinct ; this may be possible when
we consider that the gustatory or lingual branch of this nerve is pre-

sumed to be the nerve of taste.

Although the buccinator receives branches from the inferior maxil-

lary nerve, it is yet asserted that these branches in the buccinator are

entirely nerves of ordinary sensation, and that the true motor supply
of the buccinator is from buccal branches of the facial or seventh pair

of nerves.

As to the vascular supply of the muscles of mastication, it would be
somewhat toilsome to follow all the tortuosities and twistings in the

course ofthose vessels which supply them with arterial blood and carry

the venous blood away ; we must therefore confine their description

to the mere statement of their names. We shall see that these

muscles derive all their nourishment from the external carotid artery,

and mainly from its two terminations, which are called the internal

maxillary and the temporal artery.

The buccinator is supplied by the buccal branch, the masseter by
the masseteric, the temporal by the deep temporal, and the internal

and external pterygoids by the pterygoid branch of the internal

maxillary artery, which is the larger termination of the external carotid

artery.

The buccinator, internal pterygoid, and masseter are besides sup-

plied by the muscular branch of the facial artery, and the temporal
by the posterior temporal artery ; that is, by its transverse facial branch
and by the middle temporal artery.

The return of the blood to the heart is effected by means of the

branches of the external and internal jugular veins.

Occlusion.

Furnished with the knowledge which we now have of the muscles,

their name, origin, insertion, relation to nerves and blood-vessels, and
their action, we are prepared to study the act of mastication, which is

somewhat complicated.

Before, however, the dynamical relations can be clearly elucidated.
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it is proper to investigate first the statical relations, that is, the stage

of occlusion, just as an engineer will study a machine first while it is

at rest, before at work.
Occlusion is the correct articulation of the teeth of both jaws while

the mouth is closed, and the condyles of the jaw in the glenoid cavity

are as far back as possible. The jaws rest on each other in occlu-

sion. No light enters the mouth during occlusion, and the teeth are

shrouded in nearly perfect darkness, as the cheeks and the bones of

the face are only very slightly translucent.

Gray, whose " Anatomy" once marked such a progress in descrip-

tion, left the rules of occlusion entirely untouched, so that dentists

have to some extent worked out this part of anatomy for themselves,

although the work is far from complete.
We shall now endeavor to describe the normal human denture,

which, as Dr. Dean recently said, means the perfect, excellent, ideal

denture.

Against this might be objected that normal dentures will never or

so rarely occur in real life, that their description would be a mere
phantom and of no value.

To this objection we reply that perfect symmetry, although a little

rarer in the vital domain than in the inorganic world, is the common
and inseparable companion of health. Health, of course, is a rare

condition among our pampered metropolitans, but it is not rare among
the lower classes (whose occupation compels them to exercise and
to simplicity in diet), and even less rare among the rural classes ; nor
is it rare among savage tribes, where health and splendid dentures are

to be found abundantly ; nor is it rare among the lower classes of

animals, which by authority of their pure instinct can never violate

the laws of nature.

Those who generalize their observations made on their metro-
politan clients maintain that nature does not make all things per-

fect, and hence that nature is to be—not imitated, but surpassed.

Those who so speak forget that it is the highest degree of perfectness

to be invariably consequent on a wiseplan. Nature gives perfect den-
tures to all who live in conformity with her laws.

A hi^h authority said last year, " The first permanent molars are

the only teeth that erupt normally, and are not influenced by the other
teeth. On the other hand, the third molars seldom erupt normally."
This remark would perhaps be limited a little should its author be
asked if he personally inspected the mouths of all the fifteen hundred
millions of men who populate the earth, or if he had any statistical

records of equivalent value on hand.
As we have mentioned, the rural classes are as a rule healthy

(mortality is found to be three times greater in the city than in the

country), and they form by far the greater part of the population of
all nations, and hence we can say the majority of the human race is

healthy, and consequently in possession of normal dentures.

The great average of human dentures must necessarily be normal
and symmetrical, and we need not be afraid to establish the rules

which appertain to and govern the normal arrangement and articula-

tion of the teeth, because its existence is not a mere fancy, but a com-
mon occurrence.

It may be arbitrary for a dentist who has to make an artificial den-
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ture, if he wants to follow the anatomical rules, or if lie prefers to

imitate nature by way of representing abnormities and irregularities,

but there can be no doubt that normality is superior to all deviations

from the ideal. Besides, the representation of abnormities requires

just as well the previous knowledge of normality.

It is also true that perfect dentures can be made by artists and
experts without any knowledge of rules, and without any other fixed

guide but refined, instinctive perception. " Art founded on empiri-

cism can, however, never equal in accuracy that founded upon science,"

and we have here hardly to deal with the opinions about artificial den-
tures, but with the anatomy of the natural human denture, without
the knowledge of which we should fail to understand mastication.

About the nomenclature which we have to use no divergence
exists, as the popular and the scientific names of the teeth are identical

in America. It is true the majority would perhaps prefer Dr.

Palmer's dental notation, which divides the mouth into four divi-

sions and describes the teeth by numbers from one to eight, and their

position by an angle-mark indicating the relation to median and
occluding line (for instance, right upper central 2 I

or lower left third

molar
| 8), but we have to wait for the general authoritative indorse-

ment of this or some better system, perhaps by the World's Colum-
bian Dental Congress. Soon, however, the individual teeth will

have to be named by figures,—thus securing a truly international

denomination. Then the various surfaces of the teeth ought to be
baptized in the same way, viz : mesial side should be side I ; dis-

tal side, side II ; labial or buccal side, side III ; lingual or palatal

side, side IV ; neck, side V ; morsal surface, side VI. This notation

would unite the advantage of international intelligibility with that of

greatest simplicity ; a compound cavity, for instance, which combines
the mesial, buccal, and morsal surfaces of a tooth could be described
by the short method of Roman figures with I-, II-, \T-sided cavity.

The Sixth-Year Molar.

Though the present nomenclature is just as logical as simple,

there is yet one name given to one of the eight types of teeth which
ought, once for ever, to be removed from all scientific papers, peri-

odicals, colleges, and text-books, and ought never to be used any more
by learned dentists neither in America nor in Great Britain nor in

France (the other countries are free from it), and that is the name
" sixth-year molar" given to the first permanent tooth.

One would watch in vain for a sixth-year molar of any perfectly and
well developed child of undegenerated origin. No molar would make
its appearance, no permanent molar would be discoverable at that age.

All periodicals, in nearly every copy, publish the utterance ofsome emi-

nent practitioner to the effect that " Americans have the poorest teeth

in the world." As " poor" teeth erupt prematurely as a rule, and as

dentists mostly make their observations in large cities on rich patients

who give a very " poor" average, we may guess how the unnatural

name originated in the American nomenclature fixing a standard which
is entirely incorrect. Harris carries this undesirable premature erup-

tion in rich American children to startling extremes, as he writes, on
page 187 (unconscious of what a confession it involves),

—
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" The average time for the eruption of the first permanent molars
is five to six years."

The logical deduction from this might be expressed as follows :

And the average mortality of people with fifth- or sixth-year molars
is one-seventh greater than the normal average.

That under no circumstances should second dentition normally
commence before the beginning of the seventh year can be learned

from all European, and especially the older, authorities. We must be
contented with the quotation of only a few of them.

Gray, on page 850, writes, " The first permanent molars appear at

six and a half years ;" that is, within the seventh year.

Graham writes, "The process of second dentition ordinarily com-
mences about the seventh year of life."

Dr. Jul. Parreidt, in his book on "The Teeth," remarks, "The
first molar erupts in the seventh year. It wants six years for its de-

velopment, when only its crown and a quarter of its root are ready."
Dr. M. Eichler, in the newest German compend of dentistry (which
irtly under the press yet), writes, " The first molars appear at the

end of the sixth or at the beginning of the seventh year in the upper
jaw, and later on in the lower."
That the abnormal premature eruption of the first molar is such a

frequent occurrence can only prove that many city children are

abnormally brought up ; but when teeth erupt early their structure is

not well nourished, and all sensible parents ought to improve the

hygiene of their children when they see from the premature dentition

that the child's vital power and its health are put at an undesirable
stretch. Moreover, we know that in case of abscess from death of
the pulp of a deciduous tooth, the permanent tooth erupts earlier

than nature intended.

The name "sixth-year molar" is a pathological name, and if we
take the earliest dentition of frequent occurrence on record, we ought
to call the first molar " fifth-year molar." If we, however, desire to

indicate the normal period of its eruption, then we are forced to give
it the name "seventh-year molar." This name is too long for

popular use, but the old wrong name, " sixth-year molar," ought
to be promptly discarded, for it has no sense under the heaven, as the
tooth does not normally erupt in the sixth year.

The error recalls a little table about "the sevens of eruption,"
which, being not bare of interest, might be inserted here, as it has
never been published before, and embraces really all the "turning-
points" of dentition :

Sevens in the Order of Dental Eruption.

Before Birth. time of appearance.

The primitive dental groove, containing germs of
deciduous teeth, in the 7th fcetal week.

Completion of epithelial follicles of future enamel-
organ of deciduous teeth and formation of
dental sac, at 2 times 7 fcetal weeks.

Beginning of calcification of germs of deciduous
teeth, appearance of germs of permanent teeth,

at 3 times 7 fcetal weeks.
Appearance of enamel in remaining temporary

teeth (cuspids and molars), about 7th fcetal month.
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Completion of calcification of deciduous teeth, at 3 times 7 u
Eruption of lower centrals (first deciduous teeth),

formation of second permanent molar, at 7th month.
Eruption of first deciduous molar, at 2 times 7 months.
Eruption of second milk-molars (last deciduous

teeth), formation of third permanent molar, at 3 times 7 to 5 times 7 months.
Eruption of first permanent molar, beginning "I

calcification of second mplar, at 7 years.

Eruption of second permanent molar, beginning
of calcification of third molar, at 2 times 7 years.

Eruption of third permanent molar, at 3 times 7 years.

Also the name "wisdom-tooth" is objectionable as having no scien-

tific meaning, though it must be acknowledged that the whole tempera-
ment character of everybody undergoes a remarkable change toward
"wisdom" at the age of about twenty-one years, which in all coun-
tries is regarded as the time of majority or full age. The full denture
in this way became correlated with the " full wisdom."

The Normal Human Denture.

We shall study now the adult human denture in its normal and
natural relations. This description will not include the forms of the

surfaces of the individual teeth, as these can be studied from Dr.
Black's excellent work on the " Descriptive Anatomy of the Human
Teeth," but it will give only the landmarks and characteristics which
constitute or affect occlusion.

This classification, as will be seen, is mostly a compilation from
numerous authorities.* It must therefore cover the field a little better

than the description of any one of the single authors could do, because
all the rules are grouped together and the study of the object is

logically systematized.

Fundamental Law of Construction.

"The arrangement of the teeth and jaws is in consonance not only with the
laws of geometry, physics, and mechanics, but also according to those for the
economy of force."

—

Dr. So/omons.

This is excellently said, but while the author emphasizes the physical

laws of usefulness and permanence to which the articulation is adapted,

he should also recognize that the esthetical laws of regularity and
beauty have no less share in its construction. " Beauty," says Dr.
Kingsley, "comes from graceful variation," and indeed every undu-
lated outline which entices the eye is beautiful, especially when the

curve appears in accordance with the design of the object, so that the

originating idea becomes evident. Without harmonious correlation

and equilibrium of form and purpose and requirement, nothing can be

*Dr. Harrison Allen, Dr. A. P. Beale, Dr. G. V. Black, Dr. H. C. Boenning,
Dr. E. A. Bogue, Dr. W. G. A. Bon will, Dr. I. B. Davenport, Dr. G. S.

Dean, Dr. W. H. Dwindle, Professor Sylvester Graham, Professor Henry
Gray, Dr. S. H. Guilford, Dr. C. A. Harris, Dr. L. P. Haskell, Dr. L. Hol-
laender, Dr. C. T. Howard, Dr. Robert S. Ivy, Dr. Norman W. Kingsley, Dr.

E. Martin. Dr. E. Miihlreiter, Dr. Rodrigues Ottolengui, Dr. H. A. Parr, Dr.

Jul. Parreidt, Dr. John J. R. Patrick, Dr. C. N. Peirce, Dr. S. O. L. Potter,

Dr. P. Schwarze, Dr. R. M. Solomons, Dr. E. T. Starr. Dr. A. H. Thompson,
Dr. R. M. Walker, Dr. Jacob L. Wortman, Dr. J. M.Whitney, Prof. Dr. E.
Zuckerkandl.



tested as beautiful. That the human denture is such a unit of beauty,

because it combines grace with the utmost practicalness, will in many
respects be demonstrated by this treatise, as we shall evidence that it

bears the stamp of a majestical, sublime genius in its entire arrange-

ment.
These laws, as a whole, have often been observed and mentioned in

numerous articles by the most distinguished dentists, living and past
;

they have found admirers and incited noble efforts in all civilized coun-

tries ; they have been imitated (and have in this way brought to life

the art of dentistry),—but they have never been corroborated in full.

It is, therefore, perhaps worth while to undertake such a proof which
will show the correctness of the main part of this law, and in doing
this, interpret the "why" by illustrating its negative. Therefore

when we meet the question, Why is the masticatory apparatus such a

perfect instrument (as indicated in the above laws) that it is beyond
improvement, we need merely to sketch how this organ would work if

it were not what it is.

For this purpose we will chiefly confine our investigation to the lower

jaw, as it is the movable part of the apparatus, the upper being

really only the negative matrix of it ; and the reader is invited to follow

a momentary departure from the actual conditions of the lower max-
illa in order to become convinced of what the result of mastication

would be if such an arrangement had not been made by nature. It

is evident to every student of biology that the lower jaw could not be
the most powerful instrument in the armamentarium of most animals

if it had not been constructed on the most effective principles. But
in order to suppose that nature '

' missed her object' ' because she could

not overcome the architectural difficulties, let us, for a moment, imagine
it would have been better if the lower jaw had been devised on the same
principle as the extremities,—that is, if one-half of the jaw hung down
freely on each side of the skull without any bony or cartilaginous con-

nection in the middle, just as the arms or legs extend free and inde-

pendent on each side, the left extremity not being united with its fellow

on the right side. What advantages, if any, would this arrangement
afford for mastication ? Both sides could chew at the same time, as

they would act independently of each other. One side could take a

vacation, while the other side alone might do the work. Furthermore,
what a grand field of mobility would be at the disposal of each half!

Perhaps many other improvements would come into full play if we
could only see such wonderful arrangement as a left jaw and a right

jaw ! But.now comes the other side of it : the disadvantages of such
a construction would be even greater. To point out only a few of them,
let us imagine how often the pharynx would get into a perilous

dilemma, not knowing which bolus it had to swallow first, the one
prepared by the right or the one from the left maxillary half. Suf-

focation would indeed become a common accident. The greatest

disadvantage, however, would be the considerable loss of efficiency,

—a loss, as we shall see, so great that the whole apparatus would
become a miscarriage and a source of failure. For there can be no
doubt that not only for the act of biting—that is, for cutting the food

—

the provision of two arm-like maxillary extremities (without the junc-

tion in front) would be a miserable failure, as the biting apparatus
proper represented by the cross-bar with the six anterior teeth would
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be missing, and consequently only one pair instead of three pairs of

teeth on each Side could be brought into action when a larger alimen-

tary object was placed at the entrance of the oral apparatus in order
to have a part of it cut off for mastication, but the whole work of
grinding would be done with much less power, because, with no trans-

verse connection between the two halves of the jaw, the transmission

of force from one group of muscles on one side of the oral cavity to the

group on the other side would be impossible, to say nothing of the

unsafety and awkwardness of the movements intended to crush the

food between the teeth.

It can meet no contradiction when we say that precise and regular

movements are far better adapted for effectiveness than uncontrolled

and unguided motions.

Now, is it not clear that nature, by forming a transverse connection
in front between the two lateral arms, intended to bring one arm under
the control and to the assistance of the other?

Those, however, who do not believe that stability and accuracy of

motion are of the utmost importance for the proper and perfect per-

formance of the masticatory act, and for the preservation of the

organs of mastication themselves, are referred to the following de-

scribed case, which perhaps will partly illustrate the righteousness of

these claims.

Before us is the skull of the Hawaiian chief whose history was dis-

cussed in the Dental Cosmos of January, 1893. As it will be re-

membered, this skull shows a partial ankylosis of the temporo-maxil-
lary articulation of long standing on the right side, with consequent
limitation of its movements, and on the other side of the jaw, where
motion was impaired, the teeth are conspicuously worn down ; the

cusps have really disappeared, so great was their wear, while the right

half of the apparatus where inactivity was compelled shows the cusps
undamaged. This may be taken as an indication of what would hap-
pen if the left side of the masticatory apparatus could act as an inde-

pendent arm, separated from the right half. The movements of mas-
tication would jar the teeth so violently against each other (for want
of collateral action of the muscles on both sides) that probably the

food would be ground less than the teeth themselves, and this undesir-

able mechanical abrasion would result in a premature destruction of

the teeth, and the poorly-ground food would besides be more or less

difficult of digestion.

To resume the considerations which were intended to get at the

bottom of the law of construction of the jaws, we have seen that

nature's arrangement is indeed the wisest one, for if the two halves

of the jaws were not locked together in front we should have the fol-

lowing difficulties :

1. Each separate half would be weaker than the horseshoe-arch,

in whose unity lies strength.

2. The trituration of the food would be less thorough, as the teeth

could not be brought in contact with the same force, because the

transmission of muscular force from one side to the other by means
of the transverse connection would be missing ; nor with the same
firmness, because a jaw jointed at only one end cannot move so accu-

rately and with such a commensurate equality as one hinged on both

ends.
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3- Large pieces of food placed at the entrance of the oral cavity

could hardly be bitten off if there was no full jaw in front, nor could

the entrance of hostile elements into the mouth be prevented if there

were no wall formed of bone and teeth.

4. The danger of luxation would be far more imminent than it is

now, because the jaw could be not only dislocated in the forward

direction when the condyle glides over the eminentia articularis), but

also laterally both ways, inside and outside, in consequence of the

extensive (we might say preternatural) mobility of each half. The
same accident would, perhaps, easily occur to the upper and lower

extremities were they not under the constant control of the eyes, which
guide the movements that otherwise would be unsafe. But the jaws
cannot enjoy this benefit.

5. The pharynx would too easily be blocked up if both sides could

masticate at the same time, and the boluses would be crowded in

swallowing.

The argument under No. 3 also explains why the transverse ante-

rior bar unites the longitudinal sagittal halves of the jaw just in front,

Fig. i.

and not in the middle or at the rear (from angle to angle), which might
also have been practicable. But it does not explain why this front

union was not brought about at the point of natural intersection

which the longitudinal halves would have if they had been prolonged
in straight lines until they meet. For it will be observed that the

longitudinal arms of the jaw run in a convergent straight direction

from angle to mental foramen, where they are stopped by the front

bar. Why did nature not let the longitudinal jaw-halves continue
their straight course until they met, as shown by the dotted lines in

Fig. 1 ? Would that not have brought about the most natural union,

and would that not have afforded a larger surface for a greater num-
ber of teeth ? We shall at once see the reason why the longitudinal

jaw-halves were held up in their course by the curved anterior bar,

and not prolonged to their geometrical intersection.

When we measure the length of a straight line drawn from the angle
of the lower jaw to the mental foramen, and from here prolonged to

the hypothetical point of intersection, we find that we get two equal
distances (each about six centimeters long). That means that the effec-

tive length of each side of the jaw is just half as great as it would be
were it continued to the point of geometrical intersection, or that the
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mental foramen where the longitudinal half unites with the transv<

bar is just at the center oi this "hypothetical" length oi the jaw-bone.
In the illustration the measurement of the lower jaw is demon-

strated on a specimen where the alveolar process is entirely absorb* 'I

and the denuded body of the bone alone is left. The theory that

the alveolar process does not form a part of the true jaw, but that

it is a distinct bone in itself (in the consideration oi which we are

not engaged at this moment), is confirmed by two authorities. I )r.

Kingsley writes :
" The proofs are conclusive that the jaws are de-

veloped independently of the teeth and alveolar process." And
Dr. Talbot argues that the maxillary bone should be held separate

from the alveolar " process," as it has another function and another
structure. The maxillary bone is not influenced to any extent by
movements of the teeth ; the alveolar " process," however, will follow

and surround the teeth in almost any position they may be made to

assume. (A tooth can move one-third of an inch in three weeks. )

The development of the alveolar process begins at the time of the
development of the crown, and the permanent set of teeth is associ-

ated with a new alveolar process, but not with a new maxilla, and
after loss of teeth the alveolar "process" is absorbed again. The
latter is spongy and elastic, the maxilla compact. We will therefore

contemplate the jaw independently of the alveolar " process."

We see that in constructing the jaw-bone there were two alterna-

tives : either to make it twelve centimeters long on each side and to

place on this arm about twelve teeth, or to make it only six centime-

ters long, then bending it to the median line, and to place on this arch

eight teeth. The first way involved a profit of four teeth on each side,

but all teeth standing anteriorly to the mental foramen would, as most
distant from the fulcrum, be of very restricted value, if of any, as,

of course, that half of the bone which is posterior to the mental fora-

men utilizes most of the force of mastication, because the muscles
are attached there. Nature chose, therefore, the other way : viz, to

reject the anterior half of the hypothetical jaw (extending beyond the

mental foramen) and the four teeth to be won by it, because of its

lack of effectiveness. The front bar is therefore placed accurately

at the middle of the course of straight convergence of the two halves

of the jaw, to have the teeth within the reach of greatest force, and
to combine as far as possible intensity with extent. In fact, by this

combination we find the greatest strength united with as great a

working surface as possible, and this proves that the fundamental law

of construction, as quoted above, is correct ; or does anybody know
a more perfect arrangement? No other arrangement seems to be im-

aginable when the chief condition for effective mastication shall be
carried out, which, in Dr. Bonwill's words, is "to bring the largest

number of teeth nearest the center of motion." This explains why
the longitudinal bodies of the lower jaw were not prolonged any farther

beyond the mental foramen toward the point of straight intersection,

even though this would have accommodated more teeth in the jaw, be-

cause the mesial half(from mental foramen to intersection) would be too

distant from the center of motion, which is the center of active force.

Apart from this, we find the front bar (from one mental foramen to

the opposite) is curved, again a wise device, as arches or vaults have
a greater resistive power or port than flat planes. Moreover, the
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whole body of the jaw is slanted inward. What for?—to concentrate

the masticating force. All these essential features in the form of the

jaw show its wise and wonderful construction, and its admirably ap-

propriate equipment for efficient service.

It is quite true that the jaw could have been prolonged up to the

point of straight intersection and yet have retained, or even increased,

its efficiency ; but for this end it would have been necessary to re-

move the center of motion toward or beyond the mental foramen, or

to increase the masticatory or the oral group of muscles so as to make
the front part of the jaws just, or nearly, as powerful as the posterior

part (near the ramus) is. But what a disfiguration of the human face

would have resulted therefrom becomes evident from a comparison
with the masticatory frame of most lower animals (where the longi-

tudinal shanks of the jaw are, in fact, proljnged down to, or very

near to, the point of straight intersection). The human face would
thus have approached the ugly type of the gorilla or of the American
buffalo, or of the Rhinoceros Indicus, etc., and so we must concede
that a better union of beauty, efficiency, and economy could not be
devised than is evidenced in the construction of the human jaw.

External Contour of the Mouth.

According to Wiegall, the classical face shows the following meas-
urements :

The length of each half of the mouth is equal and parallel to the

projection of the nose before the face.

The thickness (height) of the upper or of the under lip equals one-
third of the distance from bottom of nose to bottom of under lip, or

one-sixth of the distance from bottom of nose to bottom of chin.

The latter distance (from bottom of nose to bottom of chin) is one-
half the length of the face,—that is, from nasal notch to symphysis.
Hence the combined thickness (height) of both lips, or the height of

the mouth, equals one-sixth of the height of the face, of which the

length of the nose occupies one-half.

"The upper lip is prominent, short, and finely curved ; the lower lip full,

round, and not quite so prominent. It is marked at its base by a depression
known as the mento-labial groove."

—

Dr. Ivy.

"A thick lip is embryonic (infantile), and characterizes lower races. It is

a remains of the nursing period."

—

Dr Thompson.
"Among low races the mouth is wide ; among high races the lips are con-

tracted to the middle third of the mouth."

Dr. Holmes says. "The corner of the mouth reveals, more than
any other facial sign, the nature of the individual."

Dr. Kingsley, in his work on "Oral Deformities," calls the mouth
one of the great centers of expression, the other center being the eye.

He writes, "The mouth presents a greater variety of expressions
than any other feature. The angle of the mouth and the inner ex-
tremities of the eyebrows, as points where a number of muscles con-
centrate, are the most movable parts of the face, and on their changes
expression chiefly depends." He also declares, "No single feature

of the face is more capable of changing the entire expression than the
teeth."

It will also be found that the length of the mouth is equal to that of
the bridge of the nose

; that is, the distance between the inner canthus
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of the eyes when measured across the nasal notch is the same as the

distance from one canthus of the mouth to the other.

General Rules regarding the Arches.

Size of Jaws.

"From the center of one condyle to the other four inches is about the
average, and from the same center to the median line at the point where the
inferior centrals touch at the cutting-edge is also four inches. Hence the
lower jaw forms an equilateral triangle."

—

Dr. Bonwill.
" The normal type of the dental arch is an easy, graceful curve, expanding

as it approaches the ends, wider or narrower, but without break or tendency
to form an angle."

—

Dr. Kingsley.

The line connecting the centers of the two condyles may be called
'

' the base of the triangle of the human jaw.
'

'

It may be mentioned that there is a pretty close similarity in size

between the human heart and the maxillary cavity. ( Under the latter

name may be fancied the space occupied by the two jaws.) This
observation seems to be confirmed by the fact that the lower jaw is

somewhat inconstant in its relative size to the rest of the face in dif-

ferent individuals. When measured at their greatest diameters, near
their centers, both bodies will be found to have nearly the same size.

" The heart in the adult measures five inches in length, three and
a half inches in breadth, and two and a half inches in thickness,"

says Gray.
The maxillary cavity measures five inches in length (from condyle

to symphysis), three and a half inches laterally (from one angle of

curvature of the external oblique line, which might be called the inner

angle of the ramus, to the opposite one), and two and a half inches

vertically (from the center of the vault of the palate, perpendicular to

the plane of the jaw, that is, that plane on which the jaw would rest

when placed on it, symphysis and angles touching).

This is the normal average. It should not, however, be main-
tained that there is a constant direct or reverse ratio between the size

of the jaws and heart, and that if the development of the jaws appears
arrested this is accompanied or anticipated by an adequate defi-

ciency (or conversely hypertrophy) of the heart. While this may be
so, the existence of such a relation has to be first ascertained ; also

if there is in other animals a correspondence of this dimensive ratio or

congruence shown above.
The law of harmony may furthermore be illustrated on the human

skull bv the following measurements, which in every case give the

same distance, viz, four inches :

From the inner corner of one external angular process of the frontal bone
to the opposite one.
From the anterior corner of one malar process of the superior maxilla to the

opposite one.
From the summit of one mastoid process of the temporal bone to the

opposite one.
From the center of the nasal notch of the frontal bone (nasion) to the center

of the glenoid fossa.

From the center of the nasal notch of the frontal bone (nasion) to the sym-
physis of the lower jaw.
From the external angular process of the frontal bone to the angle of the

lowerjaw (gonion) on the same side.

From the top of the coronoid process of the inferior maxilla to the symphysis
of the lower jaw.
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From the neck of the condyle of the inferior maxilla to the symphysis of the

lower jaw.
From the angle of one ramus of the inferior muxilla to the opposite angle.

From the proximate space between the two upper central incisors to the

union of the basilar groove with the margin of the foramen magnum (basion).

From the superior angle of the occipital bone (lambda) to the most anterior

point of the foramen magnum (basion).

From the superior anterior external corner of the malar process of the su-

perior maxilla to the top of the mastoid process.

In the foregoing measurements, those related to the occipital region

of the skull are true only of the Caucasian race.

The absolute distance, of course, will vary in single individuals,

here being one-eighth of an inch more, there three-sixteenths less,

but the relative proportion will be found constant, and will exemplify

the remarkable symmetry with a view to the equilibrium of forces.

We know now that the base of the triangle of the lower jaw (or

the line connecting the centers of the glenoid fossae) is just the line

of actual balance for the skull. It is true that from the glenoid fossae

backward to the occipital protuberance is only three inches, whereas
forward to the nasal notch or to the central incisors is four inches, but
the part in the rear from the line of balance is relatively heavier than
the front part, for it has no hollow spaces containing air as the front

part has, which includes the oral, the nasal, and the antral cavities,

and four other sinuses on each side.

We know, further, that a horizontal connection between the malar
and the mastoid processes forms two parallel equidistant lines of

equal length, which connected at their ends by transverse lines form
an exact square, in the middle of which is placed the basilar process

in which rests the medulla oblongata, the center of animal life. We
know also that the anterior transverse side of this square is parallel

to a line which crosses the second bicuspids in their centers, and in

this way coincides with the lateral diameter of the circle of the mouth.
Professor Flower in 1885 made the discovery that the distance be-

tween the nasion (naso-frontal suture) and basion (middle of anterior

edge of foramen magnum), which he calls the cranio-facial axis, has
an average length of one hundred millimeters (= four inches) in the

male skull, and ninety-five in the female.

This harmony is convincing, and it requires nothing further to

emphasise the perfect symmetry and the coordination of forces pre-

sented by the human skull, and the frame of the masticatory appa-
ratus in particular.

Arrangement of the Arches.

Each jaw forms an arch of sixteen teeth.

The two articulating arches run in line with the alveolar ridges of the

jaws, and are in harmonious relation to the skeleton (or the face).

The arches correspond very closely to each other in curvature,

length (mesio-distal), width (bucco-lingual), and occluding surfaces

or functional arrangement, so that in occlusion there is contact all

around the arch. Normal dentures have a true occlusion.
" In straight occlusion both sides of the arches meet simultaneously, none

before the other."

—

Dr. Haskell.

The two halves of each arch are symmetrical in all particulars, and
meet in the median line of the face.
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Outline of the Arches.

"The shape of the alveolar arch presents varieties in the different tempera-
ments.
"The arch of the bilious temperament (Fig. 2) is almost flat from cuspid to

cuspid, the lines backward from these points slightly diverging in an almost
straight line.

"The sanguine arch (Fig 3) resembles a horseshoe in shape.
"The arch of the nervous temperament (Fig. 4) presents a strong pointed

or Gothic character ; from the centrals backward (which often overlap for want
of space) the line of the teeth continues backward with a slight curve, the
greatest prominence being between the cuspid and first bicuspid.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

'The lymphatic arch (Fig. 5) is almost semicircular in its outline."

—

Dr. Ivy.*
" The upper arch forms the half of an ellipse, the lower arch a parabola."

—

Dr. E. Muhlreiter.
"The upper teeth are arranged in the form of a semi-ellipse, the long axis

passing between the central incisors.

"Frequently the third molars are a little outside the line."

—

Dr. Black.
"The centers of the tips of the anterior superior teeth are in the arc of a

*Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are reproduced from the "American System of Den-
tistry," by permission of the publishers, Messrs. Lea Brothers & Co., Phila-
delphia.



circle whose radius equals the combined widths of the central, lateral, and
canine.
"The transverse diameter of this circle will pass through the centers of the

second bicuspids, and the transverse posterior tangent will pass through the
posterior edges of the second molars.
"This circle is called the circle of the mouth."

—

Dr. Bonwill.

One fact which Dr. Bonwill did not discover is that the diameter of

this circle equals one-half of the length of the perpendicular drawn
from the point on the median line to the base of the triangle of the

jaw.

11
In the upper jaw the buccal faces of the two bicuspids and the first molar

lie in a straight line back toward the condyloid centers. The second molar
is deflected slightly inward from this line.

" In the inferior jaw the four incisors are more nearly in a straight line.

The lingual faces of the posterior teeth (from the first bicuspid to the second
molar » approach very closely a straight line."

—

Dr. Bonwill.

It is obvious that Dr. Bonwill, who has given such great discoveries to

dentistry in his observations regarding the lowerjaw (this must be said),

is less exact than might be wished. Facts are against him. The four

incisors do not stand in a straight line, nor do the teeth back of the

first bicuspid. To the position of the lower cuspid and wisdom-teeth
there is no allusion.

A careful study will, however, show that the labial cutting-edges

Cmorsal surfaces) of the eight lower front teeth (incisors, cuspids, and
first bicuspids) stand in a circle, the periphery of which equals the

size of the circle of the upper jaw, and that consequently the circle

of the mouth holds good for both jaws, with only the one difference

that it embraces six teeth in the upper jaw, but eight in the lower.

In the lower arch the circle of the mouth touches with its periphery
and also at its transverse diameter the second bicuspid at its contact
point with the first molar, and the latter tooth is also intersected by
the arc at its linguo-distal angle.

The lingual faces of the lower molars form a straight line back
toward the condyloid centers.

The posterior tangent of the lower circle passes only one or two
mm. behind the distal surface of the second molar.

It is strange that Dr. Davenport did not discover this relation of the

circle of tl\e mouth, as he writes, "A line drawn from incisors to

molars, just touching the outline of the upper teeth, runs in the same
fashion as a line touching the outside of the lower teeth ;" or Dr.
Wortman, who says,

:i Both jaws describe a regular parabolic curve."
Is it not self-evident that, when the labial curves of both arches run
parallel, the periphery of the circle of the mouth must also run parallel

in both arches?
Really it was difficult to overlook this fact, and very little study

would have sufficed to reveal the fact that both circles have the same
radius.

Overlapping

.

"The upper teeth overlap the lower all around."

—

Dr. Dean.
"The upper teeth close outside the lower."— Dr. Haskell.

' The upper teeth overlap the lower ones in front."

—

Gray.

This is an incomplete observation on the part of Gray ; the over-
lapping of the upper back teeth seems to have escaped his attention.
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"As the upper set projects outwardly beyond the lower, so docs the lower
overlap the upper set inwardly.''

—

Dr. Dean.
'The upper teeth project a little to the labial and buccal of the lower at all

points of the arch. This apposition holds the soft tissues of the t beds and
tongue presented to the teeth a little apart from the actual contact points of

occlusion, and thus prevents them from being caught and pinched, or crushed
between the teeth in the act of mastication."

—

Dr. Black.
" The upper front teeth overlap nearly one-third of the length of the

inferior front teeth. In all the teeth posterior to the first bicuspid the buccal
faces of the superior teeth overhang those of the inferior, while on the
lingual faces the reverse condition is observed."

—

Dr. Starr.

(As the crowns of the lower front teeth measure about nine mm.,
the overbite would be three mm., or one-eighth of an inch.

)

" In ninety-five percent, of cases the upper teeth project over the lower."

—

Dr. Bonwill.
" The upper front teeth usually shut over and in front of the lower, and the

external cusps of the superior bicuspids and molars generally strike on the
outside of those of the corresponding inferior teeth."

—

Dr. Harris.

Overbite.

"The upper teeth do not drop more than one-eighth of an inch below the
ends of the lower."

—

Dr. Haskell.
"The depth of overbite is about one-eighth of an inch, and varies as the

depth of the cusps of the bicuspids are deep or shallow."

—

Dr. Bonwill.

It is a question if Dr. Bonwill's observation, that the length of

the cusps of the bicuspids is in relation to the length of the overbite,

is correct. If so, then the overbite could never amount to three-

eighths of an inch, as one-eighth of an inch is the greatest length of
the point of a bicuspid, and yet sometimes we find an overbite of

three-eighths of an inch. There is no obvious necessity for a relation

between underbite and length of cusps, as in mastication the lower
teeth need not be, and are not, carried in front of the upper, but stay

behind them, and the grinding-teeth can touch each other whether
the overbite of the front teeth is ten or one mm. The length of the

cusps is constant, but the underbite varies considerably.

Horizontal Occlusion.

The cutting-edges of the lower anterior teeth meet the lingual sur-

faces of the upper front teeth, and leave no horizontal space between
them, as this would lead to mouth-breathing.

"The front teeth occlude so that the morsal surfaces of the lower make
co7itacl with the lingual surfaces of the upper near their cutting-edges."

—

Dr.
Black.

Outzvard and Inward Slant.

"The teeth project in most low races, and are more vertical in most civi-

lized races."

—

Dr. Thompson.
"The teeth slope from the gum-margin to the cutting-edge ; they do not

stand perpendicular, but have a slight outward slant."— Dr. Walker.
" The teeth do not close vertically upon each other "

—

Dr. Parreidt.
"The teeth, as a rule, stand perpendicular, avoiding either an inward or an

outward slant."

—

Dr. Haskell.
"From the cuspids backward the upper teeth slant buccally, the lower

lingually."

—

Dr. Dean.
The upper incisors and cuspids are inclined more or less forward from the

perpendicular position, or toward the lip. As a rule, the upper bicuspids and
molars are also slightly inclined toward the cheek. The lower incisors and
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cuspids are inclined with their crowns toward the lip, but in less degree than

the upper. The perpendicular position of the lower front teeth is also normal.
In many dentures the lower bicuspids have a lingual inclination, but may be
perpendicular, or even have a slight buccal inclination. The lower molars
usually have a slight lingual inclination."

—

Dr. Black.
" If the long axes of the conoidal sockets of the inferior maxilla be suc-

cessively extended inward so as to intersect a line drawn antero-posteriorly

from the nasal spine to the occipital protuberance, it will be found that their

several points of conjunction will form a series of constantly increasing- angles.

The lower the race, the less pronounced the angle."

—

Dr. Booming.

This, if correct, would prove that all the inferior teeth, having their

axes directed toward the median line, would slant lingually.

"The six lower front teeth slant outward, the back teeth strongly lingu-

ally."

—

Dr. Martin (in the newest German text-book on dentistry).

"The upper molars are inclined outward, the lower molars inward, the
lower cuspids outward."

—

Dr. Davenport.
"The upper incisors are directed obliquely downward and forward; the

axis of the wisdom-tooth is directed inward."

—

Prof. Gray.
" Seen from the labial side, we find that the upper central is placed nearly

vertical, the lateral recedes slightly at the cervix, the cuspid overhangs slightly

at the cervix, the bicuspids and two molars stand nearly vertical. In the in-

ferior maxilla the central projects slightly at the cervix, the lateral stands
nearly vertical, crown inward, the canine stands a little inside at the cervix,

the bicuspid also inside, the second biscupid overhangs at the neck and is in-

clined inward, and the two molars incline inward."

—

Dr. Starr.

What is meant is that the upper teeth slant outwardly, except the

cuspids ; in the lower jaw the reverse slant is the case.

More divergency could hardly be desired. Some say all the teeth

slant outward ; others say they do not slant, but stand vertically
;

others say the upper slant outward, the lower inward ; others state the

lower slant inward ; others mean they slant half inward and half out-

ward in both jaws ; and finally it is said both jaws slant inward at the

rear.

Here is an opportunity for investigation.

Mesial Slant.

'The upper front teeth are slightly inclined toward the median line.
' The mesial inclination of the lower front teeth is much less than that of

the upper.
"The mesial inclination is continued in the upper bicuspids and molars,

diminishing from before backward, and is usually lost at the second or third

molar.
"The lower bicuspids have sometimes a strong mesial inclination, at other

times they are nearly or quite perpendicular.
"The lower molars usually have a slight mesial inclination; in many

examples, however, it is wanting, especially in the second and third molars. '
'

—

Dr. Black.
"All teeth are inclined forward."

—

Dr. Davenport.
"The roots of all the teeth back from the cuspids are with their apices

directed distally."

—

Dr. Hollaender.

Which means that all back teeth have a mesial slant.

" The pitch of the crowns is in both jaws toward the median line."

—

Dr.
Starr.

" The upper bicuspids and molars are inclined toward the condyles."

—

Dr.
Schivarze.
"The lower bicuspids stand perpendicular, and the lower second and third

molars are inclined forward to the median line."

—

Dr. Martin.

The latter two statements are taken from the new German student's
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manual, and it would be peculiar if they do not involve mistakes, as

they are in direct contradiction to all American authorit

'The central incisors diverge in the thumb-sucking and converge in the
V-shaped arch."—Dr. Talbot.

" A line drawn from the apical foramen to the center of the morsal surface
forms an angle which always will be found to be smaller on the distal side and
larger on the mesial."

—

Dr. A. Paltan/.

This would indicate that all teeth slant mesially.

Plane of Articulation.

" The plane of articulation is a curve. The occluding line from the upper
first bicuspid to the last molar is a bow with its back downward."

—

Dr.
Dean.

This rule, which is perhaps the most important one in the study of
the articulation, seems to be unknown in the colleges. All the prac-

tice sets made there by students are on their morsal plane carefully

adapted to a smooth glass plate, or to a contour model which is flat,

and not curved. How can such a procedure be called correct ? How
can it give correct ideas for future practice ?

" The upper ten anterior teeth will rest evenly on a flat surface ; the upper
molars, however, are shorter and on an oblique line.

"The lower teeth show only the incisors and last molars touching when
placed in contact with a flat surface."

—

Dr. Haskell.
' The point of the canine rises above the level of the other teeth."

—

Gray.
' The cusps of the canines as made by dental depots are always too

long."

—

Dr. Schwarze.

The latter two statements contradict each other. As a matter of

fact, it may be mentioned that the point on the human cuspid as it

exists in the fancy of the manufacturers has hardly any real existence,

and Gray's observation seems to be based either on written descrip-

tions or on individual cases of rare occurrence. There is no use, no
necessity, for a pointed cusp on a human cuspid, hence why should
nature produce it?

" The line from before backward on which the occlusion occurs is a slight

curve, not a plane. In the upper jaw it presents a convexity, in the lower jaw
a concavity."

—

Dr. Black.
" The teeth do not occlude on a straight plane ; both arches have a decided

dip, the greatest depression being between the first and second bicuspids."

—

Dr. Starr.

"The line of the cutting-edges must not be straight, but a double curve,
dropping in front and elevated at the back."

—

Dr. Kingsley.

But whoever will examine the illustration which this author adds
to his statement (see his book, Fig. 347) will become convinced that

this is no true "type of a well-developed upper jaw," because the

bow should not be deepest at the centrals and higher (toward the

gum) at the bicuspids, descending again over the first molar in order

to rise suddenly, out just the reverse,

—

i.e. , deepest at the bicuspids,

ascending a little toward the centrals, and even more toward the third

molars.

Length of Arch.

" The average arch measures about 127 mm. (five inches)."

—

Dr. Black.

The measurements made by Dr. Black show that the sum of the



mesio-distal diameters of the crowns of the upper arch is only by one
and one-half mm. larger than that of the lower arch.

" The upper arch is larger than the lower."— Dr. Parreidt.
"The crowns of the teeth of the upper jaw generally describe a rather

larger arch than those of the lower."

—

Dr. Harris.

General Rules regarding the Teeth and Gums.

Relation between Appearance and Function.

The teeth in every species of animals are expressive of their his-

tory, evolution, dietetic character, method of breathing and locomo-
tion, as well as of their osteological structure, and even of their soft

structures (like the brain and skin).

The shape of the human teeth is typical. Each tooth has that form,

size, and strength best adapted to its special office, so that the func-

tion of the teeth is indicated by their shape.

The teeth, however, serve not only for mastication, but also for

speech, and for the formation of the features. They are a character-

istic of beauty, health, temperament, age, sex, and even of character.

They govern the expression of the lower half of the face, and indicate

the hereditary family traits.

"The teeth of every person possess in their position, form, and color more
or less individuality, and most of those peculiarities which stamp their indi-

viduality are inherited."

—

Dr. Kingsley.

This "individuality"' has been classified under the name of tem-
perament. Temperament is a coefficient of intellect and health, and
hence a unique characteristic of man, as neither intellect nor disease

is more than slightly manifested in the lower classes of animals.

Color of Teeth and Gums.

Temperament is expressed in the general form, arrangement, and
color of the teeth and gums.

"All teeth are translucent and variably yellow at the neck. They become
darker from the cuspids posteriorly. Cuspids are always more yellow than
incisors and bicuspids, and molars are darker still. Usually there is more
yellow in the lower than in the upper teeth."

—

Dr. Haskell.
" Fair teeth are admissible in younger persons ; deeper hues are required

for the aged. The canine teeth in nature are less translucent and more
deeply shaded than the incisors or bicuspids.

"The fault of many of the porcelain teeth of this country is a lack of trans-

lucency, which a little more heat in baking would very much improve."

—

Dr. Kingsley.
"Artificial teeth never match in translucency the natural living teeth, and

this lack has become more marked within the last twenty or thirty years, as
in this respect the dental depots have made no progress, but have become
more deficient."

—

Dr. Bealc.

Age darkens the teeth.

"The centrals are lightest in color and the cuspids a shade darker, with a
difference in color of all the back teeth."— Dr. Bonwill.

" The color of the permanent teeth is rather yellow, that of the deciduous
blue."

—

Dr. Parreidt.
" The gum-margins form along the outer surfaces of the dental circle beau-

tiful and regular festoons, with a very thin edge around the teeth."

—

Dr.
Harris.

" The gum is pale in chlorosis and anemia ; of a purple-red color before an
active hemorrhagic discharge and in cases of dysmenorrhea ; of a dark red
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color, spongy, and bleeding readily in scurvy and diabetes mellitus, and after
the use of mercury."

—

Prof. Schill.
' There will he a slight diminution of the pale rose-red color in the gums

after the age of puberty until the climacteric period of life, when they will

again assume a somewhat redder appearance."

—

Dr. Harris.

That part of the gums which forms the half halo around the necks
is not red, nor pink, but nearly white.

Characteristics of Teeth in General.

" Nearly every natural tooth has an inverted-cone shape."

—

Dr. Parr.
" The first upper molar is the most complex of the human teeth, and the

lower second molar is the simplest tooth-form in the mouth."— Dr. Black.
•' The lower molar is more highly developed than the upper."

—

Dr. Allen.

The posterior tooth is always more rounded in contour than its an-

terior fellow.

" The labial surfaces of the teeth always show a greater curvature on their

mesial half than on their distal.

"The approximal surface joins the morsal surface at a different angle,

—

i.e.,

the mesial side of the tooth is more angular, the distal side more rounded, at

the union with the morsal side."

—

Dr. A. Paltauf.
" The points of the roots of permanent teeth are always curved toward the

adjacent posterior neighbor."

—

Dr. Patrick.
" In thickness the teeth increase from incisor to first molar, and decrease

again from there to the third molar.
"The upper molars are by three mm. thicker (bucco-lingually) than the

lower molars."

—

Dr. Zuckerkandl.

Dr. Black's measurements show an advance in thickness of only

one and a half mm. of the upper over the lower molars.

" The enamel-surface of the front teeth is longer on the palatal than on the
labial face, but in the back teeth the larger enamel-surface is on the buccal
side."

—

Dr. Starr.

This statement (as far as its latter half is concerned) is not con-

firmed by Dr. Harris, who writes :
" The alveolus is usually a little

higher on the exterior edge of the jaw than on the interior."

"We often find the molars considerably shorter than the bicuspids."

—

Pacific Dental fournal.

But this, it should be added, is not normal.

"The summits of the crowns have, when normally developed, approxi-
mately the same level, the canines not excepted."

—

Dr. IVortman.
" There is a regular relation between the thickness and length of the crowns

and that of the roots. The longer the crowns, the shorter are the roots, and
in reverse ; short, thick crowns indicate very long roots."

—

Dr. Hollaender.

The sixteen upper teeth correspond more or less in their length to

the lower teeth (as the length of the cuspid only surpasses that of

any other tooth because its root is five mm. longer), but the length of

the other twenty-eight teeth is nearly equal.

The breadth of the three lower molars (mesio-distal) is, according

to Dr. Black, four mm. in total, longer than the breadth of the three

upper molars, but the width (bucco-lingual) of the three lower molars
is by four mm. shorter than the width of the three upper molars.

Dimensions of bidividual Teeth.

" In the lower jaw the laterals are broader than the centrals.

"The lower bicuspids are smaller than the upper, and have a more square-
like morsal surface.
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" In the lower jaw the first bicuspid is the smaller, the second the larger

one."—Dr. A. Paltauf.

"The inferior second bicuspid has a thicker crown than the first.

"The crown of the first superior bicuspid is a little smaller than that of the

second."—Dr. Patrick.

"The second bicuspid is generally smaller."— Dr. Kingsley.
" The superior second bicuspid is smaller than the first."

—

Dr. Starr.

"The upper second bicuspid is smaller than the first, the root a little

longer."— Dr. Black.
"The roots of the upper second bicuspids are shorter than that of the first

bicuspid."— Dr. Hollaendcr.

The dental depots do not seem to understand this, for they make in

upper sets the second bicuspid larger than the first, or both equal.

"The lower first bicuspid is the smallest of the bicuspids. Crown and root

is a little longer in the second lower bicuspid than in the first."

—

Dr. Black.
" The first molar is the largest and broadest of all."

—

Gray.
"The first superior molar is the largest."

—

Dr. Patrick.
" The second or third molar is larger than the first."

—

Dr. Potter.
" The second molar is a little smaller than the first."

—

Gray.
"The superior second molar is smaller than the first."

—

Dr. Starr.

"The second inferior molar is smaller than the first. The third molar is

generally the smallest."

—

Dr. Patrick.
" The third molar is smaller than the others."

—

Gray.
" In the upper jaw the third molar is, as a rule, smaller than the other molars.

In the lower jaw it is rarely smaller, but in most cases larger than the first or
second molar."

—

Dr. Hollaender.
"In the lower jaw the three molars in the more typical lower races are

-equal in size ; in the higher races the third molar is usually smaller."

—

Dr.
Wortman

.

"The upper third molar is usually smaller than the lower third molar, and
extends over its distal surface."

—

Dr. Black.
"The inferior first molar is the largest of the entire series."

—

Dr. Starr.

"The first molar is always the largest one, the third molar is the smallest."—Dr. A. Paltauf.

The same statement is made by Dr. Harris.

Dr. Black's measurements of the molars show that in the upper
jaw the breadth (mesio-distal) is one to two mm. smaller than the

thickness fbucco-lingual), but in the lower jaw the breadth is one to

one-half mm. larger than the thickness.

Morsal Surfaces.

The change of the morsal surfaces in extent and form is a progres-
sive one, and is in direct accord with the forces and resistances to

which the teeth are subjected in their work. It will be observed that

even the incisors possess tubercles, which become more defined in the

cuspids, and appear fully developed as cusps in the bicuspids and
molars, hence from cuspid to molar the change is a progressive one.

Toward their disto-lingual corner all teeth show a slight recession

and rounding of their morsal surfaces.

' The lower three molars on their posterior side have a distinctly marked
tuberosity."

—

Dr. Bogue.

The even morsal surfaces of the upper front teeth are on a plane
with the free margin of the lips.

"The unevenness of the morsal surfaces of the back teeth recurs at regular
intervals."—Dr. Davenport.

" Each jaw is a perfect matrix for the other."

—

Dr. Dwinelle.
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Cusps.

The cusps of the human denture are neither sharp-pointed nor
recurved.

" Since the cusps exist hefore the roots, the latter may be said to bi < on-

formed to the cusps, so that to every cusp there is a tendency to form a dis-

tinct root. It is, best, therefore, to study teeth by their cusps."

—

Dr. Harrison
Allen.

" The cusps of the superior set considerably exceed the lower ones in size."— Dr. Wortman.
" The inner cusps of the upper back teeth are longer than the outer. Their

outer cusp is more acute, the inner rounded ; the lower the reverse, inner
sharper and outer rounded."

—

Dr. Bonwill.

Contradictory to this, the Pacific Journal says, "The inner cusps
are lower than the outer."

"In the upper bicuspids the buccal cusp is slightly larger and more ele-

vated ; the palatine cusp is thicker and more rounded."

—

Dr. Wortman.
" The external cusps of the bicuspids and molars are larger than the inter-

nal."—Dr. Patrick.
"In the upper and lower bicuspids and molars the buccal cusp is always

higher than the lingual."

—

Dr. A. Paltauf.
" From the cuspids the cusps are less to the second molar."

—

Dr. Bonwill.
"The inferior first bicuspid is a sort of stout cuspid."

—

Dr. Dean.
"The first bicuspid in the lower jaw has but one cusp."

—

Dr. Bonwill.

And they both could add: "And this cusp is not pointed, but

rounded."

"The superior cuspid ends in an obtuse angular point ; the inferior cuspid
has a dull-pointed crown."

—

Dr. Patrick.
" The crown of the cuspid is terminated by an obtuse point."

—

Dr. Wort-
man.

" The lingual cusps, of the lower bicuspid and molar of artificial teeth, such
as are now made, are universally too short."

—

Dr. Bonwill.
" The inferior second bicuspid is provided with three cusps, two buccal

and one lingual."

—

Dr. Starr.

"The superior three polars have quadritubercular crowns (with two outer
and two internal cusps), but in many examples the postero-internal cusp is

little more than a cingulum.
"The crowns of the lower three molars support four principal cusps,

together with a fifth one behind."

—

Dr. Wortman.
" Upon the grinding-surface of the superior first and second molars there are

four protuberances. The two external are generally the largest, the internal

the smallest.

"The crown of the superior wisdom-teeth frequently has only three cusps,

two external and one internal.

"The crown of the first inferior molar is divided into five protuberances,
two internal and three external.

" The second inferior molar crown has always only four cusps, two internal

and two external.

"The third inferior molar usually has four cusps, but frequently five."

—

Dr. Patrick

.

"The upper molars yield four cusps (excepting the third molars, which are
variable).

"The first lower molar is commonly composed of five cusps, of which the

outer row yields three and the inner row two.
"The second lower molar is composed either of five cusps, of which two

are on the outer row, two on the inner, while the fifth is on the posterior border,
or the tooth is composed of four cusps only."

—

Dr. Harrison Allen.

"The first permanent superior molar (like the second deciduous molar) has
four cusps.
"The second and third permanent superior molars have but three cusps."—Dr. C. N. Peirce.
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"The second superior permanent molar Dearly always has four cusps.''—
Dr. S. H. Guilford.

" In the lower jaw the first permanent (Jike the second deciduous) molar
has five cusps, the second permanent four, the third permanent five."

—

Dr.
C. N. Peirc
"The superior first molar has four cusps, two buccal, two palatal. The

anterior buccal cusp is the longest of all. The palatal cusps are broader
than the buccal."

—

Dr. Starr.
" The superior first molar has four cusps, the second also four, sometimes

three."

—

Dr. Hollaender.
"The first molar has four to five cusps."

—

Dr. A. Paltauf.
"The crown of the first molar has three outer and two inner cusps."—

Gray.
"The inferior first molar has five cusps, three buccal, two lingual."

—

Dr.
Starr.
"The second molar has four cusps in the upper and five in the lower

jaw."

—

Gray.
"The upper second and third molars have mostly three cusps only."

—

Dr. A. Paltauf.
" The inferior second molar has four cusps, the longest of which is the an-

terior lingual, and the shortest the posterior buccal."

—

Dr. Starr.

It is surprising that not even upon the number of cusps, can re-

liable records which agree in all particulars be obtained from the

authorities !

Prominent Positions.

"The canines are placed immediately behind the angles of the mouth."

—

Dr. Parreidt.
"The crowns of the canines lie under the corners of the mouth."

—

Dr.
Kingsley.

" The bicuspids scarcely show from the front."— Dr. Walker.
"The cuspids stand a little prominent, giving a fullness to the corners of

the mouth."— Dr. Black.
'

' The arch at the cuspids stands more prominently than any other teeth. "

—

Dr. Bonwill.
" Of the six front teeth, the cuspids are generally the most prominent,

especially at the neck. The bicuspids drop inside a trifle of the range of the
canines."

—

Dr. Haskell.
" The body of the canine presents more of the mesial surface because it is

a little thrown out."—Pacific DentalJournal.
" Behind the upper centrals is the orifice of the anterior palatine canal,

through which pass the palatine arteries.

"Opposite the upper second molar opens Steno's canal, the duct of the
parotid gland.

"Just below the root of the lower second bicuspid is placed the mental
foramen, which gives passage to the mental nerve and artery."— Gray.
"Immediately behind the central incisors of the lower maxilla, on the

median line, I have found foramina analogous to the anterior palatal in the
upper maxilla. These are not figured in Gray or any other work, but seem
to be constant in the bones. It would seem probable that small branches of
the vessels (inferior dental vessels and nerve) passing through the inferior

dental canal here find an outlet and supply the adjacent soft tissues."

—

Dr.
Ottolengui.

Approximal Contact.
" The adjacent teeth touch each other, to prevent food from passing be-

tween."

—

Dr. Ottotengui,
" The teeth of each jaw, in a perfectly normal state, form an uninterrupted

series in close juxtaposition, and all of nearly equal length. In this particular
man differs from all other animals."

—

Graham.

It is known that even in the anthropoid apes all teeth do not stand
in approximal contact, and that this contact which distinguishes man
is a decided beauty.
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'The normally arranged human teeth touch all around in both arches."

—

J)i . Davenport,
" The teeth are uninterrupted at any point by the intervention of diastemata

or spaces."

—

Dr. Worlman.

Dr. Walker publishes the following opinion: "A little space
judiciously given will generally tend to a more natural appearance.
The most space should generally be left between the centrals and
laterals. The latter should be a trifle shorter than the former, and just

a trifle out of line."

The same hints are given by many other practitioners ; but what do
they intend? They try to produce an irregularity not large enough
to be called a monstrosity.

It seems that experts in general are fond of irregularity in their

prosthetic work. Dr. Bonwill says he arranges irregularly, and Dr.
Haskell also states that irregularities always give a natural appearance.
If such policy should be uniformly followed by all dentists, so many
persons would at last wear sets of irregular arrangement that even
natural irregularity would be suspected to be artificial.

" The more regular the features," says Dr. Kingsley, "the more
difficult it is to avoid regularity in setting artificial teeth without pro-

ducing deformity, for deformity is only relative, and what would
deform one would enhance beauty in another." This shows that Dr.

Kingsley also thinks imitation of defects is admissible, and he gives

important advice in this direction in his book.

" In bicuspids the contact is with the buccal angles. In molars it is removed
rather more to the lingual, but in the best formed denture it will be found
nearly in line with the buccal cusps.

" The mesial surface of a tooth is nearly flat at the contact point, while the
distal surface of the neighboring tooth is sharply rounded."

—

Dr. Black.
" In the upper and lower molars the approximal surfaces are more rounded

and narrow on the distal side, and more flat and broad mesially."

—

Dr. A.
Paltauf.
"The actual contact surface of the teeth is a small rounded point ; but as

the teeth have a certain, whenever restricted, amount of motion in their

sockets, the contact points are rubbed in mastication, and become flattened

by wear."

—

Dr. Black.

The Gum.
" In the mesio-distal direction all of the teeth are a little broader at or near

their occluding surfaces than at their necks.
"Their proximate surfaces leave V-shaped openings between the necks.

These interproximate spaces are filled with gum-tissue. The gum comes up
to the contact point in a sharp margin.
"The average sum of the interproximate spaces measures one and a half

inches in an arch measuring five inches. The interproximate spaces vary
much in width.
"The gum-pedicle is fullest in that portion which is central between the

teeth."

—

Dr. Black.
"The pedicle is the thickest part ot the gum-tissue."

—

Dr. Ottolcngui.
" The length of the gingivus (that is, of the free margin of the gum) from

the attachment to the neck of the tooth varies from one to four mm.
"The gingival line of the teeth is at the border of the enamel and cemen-

tum. As age advances the gingivae become shorter, showing more of the

crown."

—

Dr. Black.

The Gum- Line.

'The roots of the cuspids are prominent toward the lip."

—

Dr. Black.

Consequently the gum must bulge out somewhat at that point.
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"The form presented by the gingivae on the labial and buccal surfaces is a
series of imperfect semicircles."

—

Dr. Black.

These curvatures are much flatter over the bicuspids and molars
than over the front teeth, as Dr. Black's measurements have shown.

"The necks possess typical forms. At the cervix the gum is curved like a
rounded triangle."

—

Dr. Starr.

Ruga: and Vault.

"Almost innumerable forms of ruga- may be noted on the roof of the
mouth radiating from the median line toward both sides, stopping short of the

gingiva?."

—

Dr. Black.

It is probably a fact that the variableness of the rugae of the roof

of the mouth is a feature peculiar to the human race.

Dr. C, C. Carroll thinks that "the rugae have something to do
with the resonance of sounds produced."

Dr. Harrison Allen published an article upon "The Palatal Rugae
in Man," in the Dental Cosmos of January, 1889, in which he
undertakes to describe those folds which are more or less constant,

and to show that the presence of hyperostosis of the maxillae modi-
fies the shapes of the rugae, and that the variation and asymmetry of the

folds are correlative with morbid phenomena, as the rugae are modi-
fied by nutritive and developmental processes and by mechanical
influences. Dr. Allen classifies the following features which appear
regularly on the human palate :

" 1. The incisive pad is an elliptical or pear-shaped body, which
answers to the position of the incisive foramen (anterior palatine canal

or fossa), and is in line with the raphe.
"2. The raphe is the seam-like line which occupies the middle of

the palate, and is ordinarily composed of two parts, one of which
represents the median line, and the other is deflected from it to the

left at the posterior free end. The raphe and incisive pad form the

longitudinal rugae.
'

' 3. The transverse rugae extend back no farther than the first molar,

and are composed of papules which are arranged in series. The
folds are Smallest where the membranes are the thinnest, and are

the largest where thickest.
" 4. The largest transverse fold lies between the cuspids or first bi-

cuspids, and answers to the suture between the maxilla and the pre-

maxilla. It may receive the name ' sutural ruga.' The sutural ruga
is the wiriest of any in the entire series ; it is usually inclined some-
what backward, but never forward.

"5. The post-sutural space has four to seven rugae, which are

named in order from before backward. Of these folds the third is the

best developed, the others being often aborted."

"The average height of the arch is .58 inch. The more intelligent the
race, the higher the vault."

—

Dr. Talbot.
" The vault is highest at the space between the second bicuspid and first

permanent molar."
" If the vault is high, the cranium will be high."

Whether this rule agrees with the facts is yet a question, and
whether there be an index of mental or moral propensities outlined

in the shape of the vault or of the rugae has to be determined.



Inter articulation.

Antagonism.

'Teeth antagonize when they strike only here and there, and prevent the
other surfaces from touching."

—

Dr. Davenport.

This is an insufficient definition. It ought to be said,
'

' Teeth antago-
nize when the lower jaw is carried laterally to one side, so that the

teeth stand accurately vertical on each other and do not overlap.

Both sides of the mouth can and do articulate simultaneously, but the
antagonizing can only be done on one side at a time."

Articulation.

"The lobe of the ear is nearly intersected by an extension of the dental
plane (of the upper arch)."

—

Dr. C. T. Howard.

The straight part of the line of occlusion (from centrals to second
bicuspids), when extended posteriorly, will be found to touch not only
the lobe of the ear, but also the base of the inferior surface of the

cerebellum.

"The most common irregularity of the human teeth is defective inter-

articulation."

—

Dr. Dean.

While this may be true, the constant use of the teeth might be
expected to correct the bite to a considerable degree. Be this as it

may, the consequences cannot be of much moment, for it is not the

teeth that have to be ground, but the food, and when the arches run
parallel and when the pressure falls mainly upon the back teeth, the

effect of mastication must be satisfactory.

" Better articulations have always very square and firm teeth, with a close
adaptation of the teeth opposed to each other."

—

Dr. Dean.
"Jaws set with massive, regular teeth strike squarely upon each other."

—

Dr. Whitney.
"In man the teeth occlude squarely, the one against the other."

—

Dr.
Ottotcngui.
"Every tooth of the upper jaw articulates with two of the lower."

—

Dr.
Parre i dt.

"The inferior central incisor is the only one that strikes against a single
antagonist in occlusion."

—

Dr. Starr.

The upper wisdom-tooth has also but one antagonist !

"The grinding-surfaces have such perfect relation to each other as to per-

mit contact throughout their extent."

—

Dr. Davenport.
"The grinding-surfaces of the bicuspids and molars have a typal shape,

allowing them to meet with all their surfaces touching."

—

Dr. Bonwill.
"The upper central covers the central and about half of the lateral of the

lower jaw, while the superior lateral covers the remaining half of the inferior

and the mesial half of the cuspid."— Dr. Harris.
"The upper cuspid fits between the cusps of the lower canine and first

bicuspid. The point of its cusp overlaps the lower teeth."

—

Dr. Black.
" The cusp of the lower canine is between the upper lateral and cuspid."

—

Dr. Haskell.
"The posterior side or slope of the lower bicuspid presses on the anterior

side of the upper."

—

Dr. Haskell.
" The posterior edge of ,the inferior first bicuspid articulates with the an-

terior edge of the superior first bicuspid."

—

Dr. Starr.
' The buccal cusps of the upper back teeth articulate between the buccal

cusps of the lower ; they interdigitate, but the palatine cusps of each upper
back tooth fit into the depression of each corresponding lower tooth.

'The lingual cusps do not shut into the spaces between the lowerand
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drive them apart, but instead, the cusps strike into the depression of the next

forward tooth, thus crossing over the space and binding the two lower teeth

together."

—

Dr. Davenport.

This can be explained somewhat more precisely in the following

way :

The mesial inner cusps of the upper molars strike into the depres-

sions of the corresponding lower molars. The distal inner cusps of

the upper molars strike into the space between the two lower molars.

The mesial outer cusps of the lower molars strike into the space be-

tween the corresponding two upper teeth. The distal outer cusps of

the lower molars strike into the depressions of the upper molars.

"The outer lower row of molar cusps works (rests!) between the two
upper rows, and the inner upper row works (rests !) between the two lower
rows."

—

Dr. Darcnpori.
" The lower buccal cusps rest in the upper fissures."

—

Dr. Parreidt.
" The lingual cusps of the upper bicuspids and molars fit with more or less

accuracy into the general sulcus of the lower teeth.

"The buccal cusps of the lower bicuspids and molars, in a similar way, are

fitted into the sulcus of the uppers."

—

Dr. Black.
" The palatine cusps of the upper molars fall into depressions ot the

lower.
"The molars engage one another only in pairs (one to one) ; an upper

molar interlocks only with its fellow of the same order in the lower jaw
(although it slightly articulates with the adjoining lower molar too)."

—

Dr. Dean.

This statement is contrary to that of Dr. Davenport. The ques-

tion arises, Who is right,—Dr. Davenport, who says each molar inter-

locks with two, or Dr. Dean, who means one molar interlocks with

not more than one of the other jaw? Dr. Harris says in his text-

book, "The first superior molar covers the distal two-thirds of the

inferior first and the anterior third of the second molar, while the

remaining two-thirds of this last and anterior third of the lower
wisdom-tooth are covered by the second upper molar. The wis-

dom-tooth of the superior maxilla covers the remaining two-thirds

of the corresponding tooth in the lower jaw." This dictum is in

favor of Dr. Davenport's view, which also seems to be the correct

one when we have recourse to Dr. Black's measurements of the

mesio-distal length of the teeth, and make a diagram according to his

figures. We see there the right buccal side. The molars are repre-

3d. 2d. ISt.

sented in their real length (mesio-distal), which is stated in millimeters,

and we can measure now with mathematical correctness that the third

upper molar is only in contact with the third lower molar, of which
2. 1 mm. are given to the upper second molar. This latter articulates,

however, mainly with the lower second molar, of which it touches a
surface of 7. 1 mm. The remaining 3.6 mm. are given to the upper
first molar, which covers with its remaining 7.1 mm. the larger part
of the lower first molar,—4.1 mm. of which remain disengaged for

articulation with the upper second bicuspid. This is the interarticu -
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latioil of the molars when the wisdom-teeth do not overlap at the
rear. Dr. Black informs ns, however, that the upper third molars
formerly extended over the distal end of the lower wisdom-teeth. If

that is so, then the double antagonism of the molars would be even
more extensive, and the second upper molar (coming farther hack-
ward) would not only get 2.1 mm. of the lower third molar, hut
perhaps 3 or 4 mm. And also the first upper molar would not only
touch 3.6 mm. of the second lower, but perhaps 4.5 or 5.5 mm.

It seems to be proven by these arguments that the molars (except
the upper wisdom-tooth) not only stand on one leg, but they stand
on two legs, every molar interlocking with two other molars of the

other jaw.

If we should stop our researches at this point, it would appear that

Dr. Davenport's statements are the only correct ones, and that Dr.

Dean, who assures us that the molars close only one to one, is de-

cidedly mistaken. Guided, however, by the desire for actual truth,

we must request the reader to follow some deeper investigations which
will exhibit the fact that both articulations of the molars are a general

occurrence, and that a regular denture looks just as natural, beautiful,

and useful when the molars stand 1 : 1 as when they stand 1:2.

Besides, it ought to be remembered that the divergence in question

concerns only the extent to which the upper molars include the next

distal lower molars in interarticulation, for Dr. Dean himself acknowl-
edges that a slight inclusion does occur,—let us say as much as

one-half or one millimeter, whereas Dr. Davenport, Dr. Black, and
Dr. Harris consider three to four mm. as more nearly correct.

If, in the first instance, we compare the illustration which Dr. Black
himself gives (in his book, "Descriptive Anatomy of the Human
Teeth," page 135) of an ideal denture with the illustration based on his

own average measurements, we arrive at the striking discovery that the

two dentures, the ideal and the average one, do not at all agree, and
this gives us the healthy lesson that the measurements and statistics

made by single private persons cannot serve as a standard, and that

those figures which are supposed to represent an average of normality
are in fact often only an undesirable pell-mell classification of de-

generated and healthy individuals together. A normal average can
only be obtained by studying normal, healthy people separately, with-

out foreign admixtures. This is, again, an argument for statistical

records of the armies of Europe. Dr. Black does not state in his book
how many teeth he measured ; he only remarks that his tables repre-

sent "the results of the measurement of many teeth" ; but even
had he measured a million or more, how little would that weigh when
compared with a record of soldiers who are all of the same sex, same
age, same health, and same nationality ?

" No two teeth strike directly against each other," says Dr. Bonwill,

whereby he means that none of the teeth of the upper arch articulates

exclusively with one of the lower, but that it always includes a little

of the distal neighbor of its lower analogue ; for instance, the upper
second bicuspid includes in its interarticulation a portion of the distal

neighbor of the lower second bicuspid (that is, of the lower first

molar), and so on. But this rule does not in every case hold good for

the molars,—at least not for the second and third molars,—as many
regular dentures may be found where the upper molars hardly touch

the distal neighbor of their lower analogue.
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Illustrations could be drawn from nearly all authorities in dentistry

showing the divergence of their ideas of the normal denture and the

character of occlusion of the molars they think to be correct. Hence
we can make the following rule :

The upper molar may either confine its occlusion to its fellow of the

same order in the lower jaw, or it may be extended to the distal asso-

ciate in the lower jaw to the extent of from one to five millimeters.

For the first molar this extension (which means an occlusion with two
molars in the lower jaw) is rather usual, but the second and third

molars occlude, as a rule, only with their respective fellows.

As a good example of what notions even learned anatomists may
have about the interarticulation of the teeth, the accompanying
Fig. 6 may serve, taken from an older German anatomy. Here
the teeth stand one to one instead of interlocking with two occluding
teeth, as would be correct. As we have seen, however, the bicuspids

never stand on top of each other, but without exception they inter-

digitate,— that is. their cusps fall into depressions, and do not fall on

Fig. 6.

the opposite cusps. So while the molars may more or less frequently

occlude one to one, the bicuspids must articulate one to two, never
one to one.

The dispute between Dr. Davenport and Dr. Dean is hereby set-

tled ; both are right and both are wrong. The other points of conten-
tion, however, remain open :

i. Does the length of the cusps govern the overbite?
2. Do all teeth stand perpendicularly, or slant outwardly, or does the

lower jaw slant inwardly, or do single teeth only alternate in the slant ?

3. Do all teeth slant mesially, or are the bicuspids excepted ?

4. Is the plane of articulation fiat, or curved, or double curved ?

5. Does the average arch measure five inches, or what differences

are presented in the various races and nations and sexes ?

6. Are the human teeth designed for omnivorian or for frugivorian
diet ?

7. What is the exact cause or meaning ofthe color ofteeth and gums ?

8. Which of the bicuspids and which of the molars is the largest ?

9. Is it better to represent the cuspid with a rounded or a pointed
cusp ?

10. What is the correct number of cusps for each tooth ?

These are mooted questions yet, and it would be desirable for the
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Fig. 7.

Side view from nature, showing normal occlusion.
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Side view from a cast, showing normal occlusion.
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profession at large to settle them, for the present article is only a

weak effort in this direction. When these facts shall have been deter-

mined it will be possible to secure a typical model of the normal
human denture for the use of students as a guide for study, and which
will serve also as an ideally perfect specimen for suggestive use in the

construction of artificial dentures.

Figs. 7 to 10 present views from nature showing several aspects of

a denture which embraces nearly all of the points which should belong

to an ideal normal denture, as noted in this paper.

As to the external contour of the mouth and face, ample opportu-

nity is ottered to every observer to study the correctness of the fore-

going indications in the exhibitions of fine arts, especially in the

work of the Greek sculptors, which throughout represent the uni-

versal norm of the human stature, which, showing ideal types of

nature, will ever form the authoritative, unchangeable models for

highest artistic beauty.

Masticatory Movements.

Having thus far arrived at what ought to be a clear idea of the

masticatory apparatus in its state of rest, we are now prepared to

study how it comes into action.
" As long as the teeth occlude they resist efforts to move the jaw

lateralis', ihev interlock so as to hold one another firmly," says Dr.

Dean. The jaw cannot even be brought forward without first pressing

it downward (which is an interruption of the occlusion), because the

front teeth of the upper jaw establishing a transverse horizontal occlu-

sion prevent the lower ones from moving anteriorly.

So we see that all movements of the jaw depend in the first place

upon its previous depression ; unless the jaw be first depressed, not the

slightest anterior, lateral, or rotary movement is possible. This con-
firms what the study of the muscles showed us : that the main force

is exerted from below upward ; that is, raising the jaw results in the
greatest pressure on the morsal surfaces, as in motion in other direc-

tions (directly forward or sideways) much less force can be exerted.

It is plain that mastication requires that two grinding-surfaces, as

large as possible, be brought into contact as closely as possible by
sufficient pressure.

The contact of normal occlusion, as we have already seen, is the

most immediate, but not the fullest one possible, as the arches over-

lap both inward and outward, those parts which overhang being
naturally excluded from contact.

To correct this and to achieve broad contact, the lower jaw, as the

only part which can be moved, must be pushed laterally outward, so
as to bring the teeth face to face.

The outward excursion is, however, possible only on one side at a

time, and while one side profits in getting a broad contact, the other
side loses nearly all antagonism.
As a consequence, " only one side can be used at the same instant"

for mastication, as Dr. Bonwill says.

This, however, does not mean that man is one-sided in his mastica-

tory work, for healthy individuals will by the instinctive law that all

organs require exercise for their health be induced to employ each
half of the mouth alternately.
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Dr. ( ralippe, oi France, supports this view by stating :

" A person
having all the teeth, devoid 01 pain from pressure, masticates on the

right and left sides alternately. It is not the same with individuals

who have carious teeth. By a reflex action, mastication is made on
the side where the pressure is but little or not at all painful. Begin-

ning in a passing accident, the habit may become fixed ; but in the

normal state mastication is made alternately on both sides. There
is naturally some division of the work. The maxillaries operate-

simultaneously only on soft substances which offer slight resistance."

The latter observation is also correct, but when both sides crush
food simultaneously, the trituration is done merely by the force of
occlusion, and not by real mastication, which in man requires rotary

movements, and can engage only one side of the mouth at a time.

But mastication requires not only the broadest, but also the closest,

contact, and for the latter end the broad contact has to be abandoned
to bring the jaw back in the next movement to the occluding position

which alone can give the final closest and fullest pressure.

The regular movements of mastication are comprised, therefore, in

three stages :

i. To drop the jaw downward and outward, to one side.

2. To bring it upward and outward on this side in the antagonizing
position, to get the largest and most extensive surface available for the

exertion of the preliminary pressure.

3. To pull the jaw laterally back into the occluding position for the

exertion of a still closer and higher though less extensive final pressure.

This shows that the motion of mastication requires hardly any for-

ward excursions, and any one can convince himself that it is quite

easy for him to grind food while his finger is pressed on the edge of

the upper centrals in such a manner as to prevent the lower jaw from
coming forward.

Nevertheless, as a rule, the jaw in grinding slides a little forward

too, so as to have more opportunity for the exercise of pressure, and
to give a rounded effect to the movements, whereby time is saved.

This circle ofmovements is called the rotary grinding process, which
always involves only one side of the mouth at a time, as before noted.

One fact is of importance. It is impossible to grind food on one
side when the jaw is depressed to the other side and raised from the

interior of that side outwardly ; for instance, food cannot be ground
on the right side when the jaw is first dropped to the left and then

raised upward and outward to the right side. The pressure must
hence always come from the outside of the half on which the food is

placed by the tongue, or it must at least, and occasionally does, come
straight from below as in occlusion.

Dr. Starr confirms this by saying, "The principal force of occlu-

sion is exerted from without inwardly. The teeth strike in exactly

the direction in which the greatest resistance is found in both jaws."

Dr. Black, Dr. Davenport, and an innumerable host of other emi-

nent dental authorities have made the remark that the human teeth

are fitted for tearing. It would be interesting to see this demon-
strated by placing a napkin in a human mouth and exposing it to the

tearing movements. These movements are only possible in dentures

which have a carnivorous outfit. No human being can tear anything

with his teeth.
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Dr. I. B. Davenport says, also, in one of his essays, " The masti-

cating surfaces slide upon and into each other, constituting a self-

sharpening machine." Let us examine this. Supposing the sharpen-

ing really takes place, then it must be conceded that those teeth

which lose their antagonists are not sharpened any longer, and must
become blunt, a circumstance which hardly has been on record yet.

It has also to be proven that the enamel is either so thick that even

by a lifetime's sharpening it can never be ground so far down that

the dentine at last becomes exposed (provided such havoc is not

brought about by caries), or else that it is constantly growing and re-

placing those layers which have been sharpened away. But the tissues

of the teeth, it is taught, can never reproduce themselves. To say

the morsal surfaces require constant sharpening would mean that

either the teeth wear each other down (which they cannot do, as it is

not the teeth that are ground, but the food) or that the normal food of

man wears down the enamel. Let us see if the latter is possible.

According to Hoppe, the hardness of the human enamel ranges in

the rifth class of Moh's scale (that is, as ha^rd as apatite), and according
to Kopetzky, it ranges even in the seventh class (quartz). Now, the

hardest substance which man eats is salt, which, however, represents

the second class only of this scale, and it is therefore impossible that the

normal food ofman could ever mechanically wear out the human enamel.

So we see that in fact the normal food of man does neither me-
chanically nor chemically attack the enamel, and hence there is no
necessity for a sharpening of the teeth.

Somewhere else in his rich essay Dr. Davenport says, regarding
the teeth, " Forces and resistances are evenly balanced." This is an
admirable law, and if the doctor had recognized its full meaning he
would have left aside the idea of the self-sharpening machine, because
the oral apparatus is (like all works of nature) fitted for lifetime, and
needs no repairs in healthy subjects. This law, like all basal truths,

can be absorbed by higher laws, but never be refuted. The enamel
would never be able "to balance" the invasive "forces" of the

normal food (if there were any), as it has no other " resistive" power
but its hardness, for it cannot reproduce itself nor can it continue
its growth. Its density alone makes the enamel immune, and conse-
quently healthy people have sound teeth, which are not worn down as

long as they live.

Dr. T. Dwight Ingersoll said in 1888, "The self-sharpening,

chisel-shaped teeth of rodents are continually supplied with new
tooth-substance as fast as the cutting-edge is worn away. Nothing
like it is known in the human family."

Now to return to our object proper, two questions might be asked,
viz, Why do the teeth have cusps and uneven surfaces? Could more
uniform, safe, and rapid pressure not be exerted with smooth and even
morsal surfaces f

To this question we may answer,

—

i .
" The double crossing of the lines of division of the arches has the

effect of binding the teeth into firmer contact in the arch.

2. ' To afford the greatest amount of contact surface for the attri-

tion of food."

—

Dr. Davenport.

3. " As the cusps wear down the lower jaw moves forward."

—

Dr.
Davenport.
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|. ' I Uneven surfaces < ul and divide food bi tter. "

—

Dr. Hazeltim
This does not mean (what point 2 says) that the active surfa<

enlarged, but that the food is placed at a disadvantage when it is

pierced by cusps over other cusps into depressions.
A further argument would he the point of beauty, and a sufficient ex-

planation is contained in the process of formation, or rather < • olution,

of the teeth.

It will be remembered that in former times the molars w< re called
" double teeth," a name which is in one sense accurate, for two bicus-

pids put together give the unmistakable appearance of the molar, and
so are the bicuspids a fusion of the cuspids. In a word, nature has
" doubled" the supports to give more strength.

A seventh argument is that the cusps serve as guides or dowels
during motions to bring the jaw always exactly to the proper place.

The other question is, Why do the lower molars have only two roots,

and 7iot three, as the npperf
To this we may reply,

—

1. It is a general mechanical law that where two parts strike each
other the fixed part has to be the larger, the movable part the smaller

or lighter one, as for example in anvil and hammer. The lower molars
belonging to the movable lower jaw, are therefore supplied with only
two roots.

2. As for esthetic reasons the skull has to be tapering somewhat
from vertex to base, so the lower jaw must appear a little smaller

than the upper. The lower arch hence runs inside the upper, and
the lower three molars are together four mm. or individually one and
one- halfto three mm. narrower (on each side ofthe jaw) buccolingually,
but four mm. broader (mesio-distally) than the upper three molars. It

being necessary to arrange corresponding to this contour of their crowns
the roots of the lower three molars, so it is that in the lower jaw
the crowns, which are broad but not wide or thick, are supported by
two broad roots, and the additional root which has to support the

width or thickness is only to be found in the upper three molars, which
are wide or thick, but not broad.

3. A glance at the anatomical investment shows that all the lower
molars got a compensation for the one root less which they have by
the increase of strength which the lower jaw affords to them by its

two ridges, the mylo-hyodian or internal oblique line on the inside

and the external oblique line on the outside of the roots of the molars.

Even apart from these ridges is it known that "the alveolar walls of

the upper teeth are generally thinner than those of the lower," as Dr.

Harris says.

Dr. Black also says upon this point, " In the lower jaw the sub-

stance of the bone is more compact and stronger than in the upper ;

especially about the molar teeth, where the alveoli are in the substance

of the body of the bone."
The investment is hence stronger for three reasons : The alveoli

are generally stronger in the lower jaw, the bone is thickened by two
ridges, and the roots are put down in the body of the bone itself.

4. On the other hand, it is evident that a special provision had to be
made on the part of the upper molars against the vibrations and the

pressure coming from the blows of mastication. We have seen that

these blows come constantly in one direction only, and that is from
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without inwardly. This made it necessa~ry to anchor the tooth by a

special inner (lingual) root to prevent any displacement. So we find

the axis of the upper lingual extra root just in line with the direction

of the greatest force from the motions of mastication, and there can

be no doubt that the third root has and answers the purpose ol m-
ising the firmness of the upper teeth.

5. Moreover, the lower jaw or the moving part does not suffer so

much from the concussions of mastication, as it can always slightly

recede or rebound at the moment when the impact occurs, whereas
the fixed upper jaw has no means to avoid or to diminish these shocks.

6. The upper molars had to be fastened in a more secure manner,
i> they uninterruptedly have "to work" against gravity, whereas the

lower molars could not fall out of the jaw even if they were loose, be-

cause in their case the operation of gravity is reversed.

7. " The roots of the upper molars are round and slender, those of

the lower are broad," says Dr. Parreidt. The disadvantage of the

the third root is therefore partly balanced by the stouter

.\m\ more massive construction of the two roots which support the

lower molars. Had these teeth been supplied with three roots, then

a diver. in their direction would have been unavoidable, as it is

a mechanical law that the best and safest foundation by three bases

can only be afforded when they are placed in a (equilateral) triangular

arrangement. To bring the third base in the same line as the other

two would be a nearly useless, unpractical thing, for it is better to make
(out of the same mass) two bases in one line instead of three in a line.

Having ascertained this plain rule, we can easily understand why
nature preferred to make (out of the same bulk of root-material)

two thick roots in one (alveolar) line instead of three in a triangle,

for, as we have seen, the arrangement of three in one line is out

of the question. The arrangement of three roots in a triangle (as

in the upper jaw) would, moreover, have involved the disadvantage for

the lower jaw that in case of extraction fracture of the bone would
have occurred much easier than it can occur from the extraction of a

tooth with two hardly diverging roots which are arranged in a line.

This may explain sufficiently why out of the same amount of root-

substance these two roots were made which afford the same safety ot

anchora- is they are slanted in the direction in which the greatest

resistance is required.

The criteria which characterize the apparatus ot mastication in

man, in contradistinction to nearly all lower animals, may be collected

together as follows :

1. The evidence of a certain coincidence in the development of

the human teeth and brain, which are alike nourished by the common
carotid artery,—viz, the most rapid increase in the growth of the
brain falls within the first seven years of childhood, at which age,

simultaneously with the eruption of the first permanent teeth, the
brain enters the stage of consolidation. At fourteen years the growth
of the brain is nearly completed, and its further increase is restricted

to the cerebellum, just as the denture is complete at fourteen years
excepting the last posterior teeth, and by twenty-one years brain and
denture reach the stage of full capacity and complete function. The
development of the teeth is accompanied by marked physical dis-

turbances, that of the brain by psychical. That the seventh year
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represents the really correct time of normal beginning of second
dentition is also supported by the following authorities. Or. Patrick,

who consulted about seven of the best dental anatomies, says in his

paper (Dental Cosmos, August, 1886;, "The first of the per-

manent set appears at seven years." John Tomes, in his "System
of Dental Surgery," states that at the age of six years and five months
the first permanent molars have cut the gum, and that at seven years
they are on a level with the temporary teeth. Erasmus Wilson, in

his "System of Human Anatomy" (1858), says, "The period of
appearance for the first permanent molar is at six and a half years,"
—that is, during the seventh year.

2. The similarity in form and between corresponding diameters of
heart and maxillary cavity, though under the exciting influences of
modern life the heart rarely conforms with the standard heart, and
this seems to be reflected in the shape of the jaw, which also rarely

harmonizes with the jaw of the " standard face."

3. The semi-circular curvature of the front part of the arches, which
seems to be indicative of the shape of the trunk. In this respect it

would be interesting to investigate whether there is any parallelism

between the dental and the pectoral and pelvic arches in the different

species and classes of animals.

4. The tripod arrangement of the jaw and the conspicuous ten-

dency to constant relations between jaw and skull.

5. The relative smallness of the interstices of the teeth.

6. The unfitness of the human dental organs for attack or defence.

7. The roundness of the cusps and absence of sectorials.

8. The individuality of the teeth in expression of temperament,
character, race, morbidity, etc.

9. The approximal contact. Though some naturalists assert that

the Anoplotherium, a fossil pachyderm, possesses in common with
man an uninterrupted arch of teeth, as long as dentists have not
indorsed this as a fact it is questionable if in this animal's denture
there is really approximal contact all round the arch, as in man.

10. The overbite of the incisors. In other animals the incisors

bite edge to edge.

11. The curved plane of articulation and the mesial slant of all

teeth.

12. The conformity of all teeth in length and symmetrical arrange-

ment.

13. The remarkable translucency, owing to the high degree of
organic crystallization.

14. The variableness of the rugae of the palate.

15. "In the upper permanent molars (and the second deciduous
molars, both above and below) the 'bicuspid' cusp (i.e., the antero-

palatal) tends to extend obliquely across the tooth to join a corre-

sponding proloneation of the 'molar' cusp (i.e., the postero-buccal

cusp). This forms a ridge which is characteristic of the human
molar."

—

Dr. Allen.

Having studied now the statical and dynamical relations of mas-
tication in man in all particulars, we must confess that it exhibits a

marvelous correspondence, free from any incongruities whatever, and
this gives weight to the conclusion that the human denture, which
represents the highest form in the organic scale, is manifestly designed
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for effectiveness and health, and not for irregularity and decay. And
yet our literature teaches only too plainly that all civilized nations

are far remote from this standard of oral health. Where else can the

fault for this misery be found if not in dietetic incompatibilities ? We
see that wherever civilization is followed by omnivorian habits,

caries of the teeth becomes the inseparable companion of man. Why
has no attention been paid to this fact, although Plutarch and Pythag-
oras emphasized it so highly? Why has mastication in man not

received the same care by our modern naturalists which it received

two millenniums ago by those and many other distinguished philoso-

phers? Why has this study, which forms the main key to the full

apprehension of the true natural dietetic character of man, not been
made the mainspring of all biological researches? As far as science

at this moment has progressed, no one can prove that man is an
omnivor, but everybody can demonstrate the terrible havoc through
diseases among civilized races, the cause of which is chiefly to be
sought for in the dietetic outrage of omnivorism.
To complete the cycle of our conclusions on the human apparatus

of mastication, we cannot forbear to state that hardly in the entire

organic world is there so substantial an object to show, in all particu-

lars, the ratio between use and development. How could this be if

elasticity of adaptation were not an inherent quality of all organic
forces ? But it may be declared that although it is plain that work
specializes organs, it is evident from what has been said that the

legitimate work of the human masticatory organs (muscles and teeth)

is energetic exercise {i.e., a food which requires real mastication), and
hence that a distinct design seems to govern the direction of develop-
ment. Design becomes also apparent from the periodicity of growth
which we witnessed in the sevens of eruption, and furthermore in the

well-balanced arrangement of equal distances in the skull. But does
that require special arbitrary creative injunctions, or can it not just

as well be the outcome of one grand original aim, of which evolution

is only a subordinate process ? In every physiologically healthy (z.<
.

,

harmonious) construction, demand and supply counterbalance each
other, for antagonists act through mutual expenditure. Waste counter-
acts nutrition, development in one direction is always coextensive with

development in the other twodimensions,—a fourth dimension having
not yet been discovered,—elongation precedes eruption, impingement
produces absorption, loss of antagonism favors displacement. Every-
where in the vital domain, and especially in dental anatomy, do we
find retroactive influences . Changes of environment and adaptation to

sustain the highest effectiveness are synchronous everywhere. Im-
pairment of strength means injury of contour, decrease of activity is

associated with structural diminution, strain is opposed by reinforce-

ment, pressure excites counter-pressure, stimuli encourage growth.
Matter and force constantly compensate each other. Impact influences

structure and shape, use determines the form and health. Nature
works all through in proportion, and balances and operates toward
best adjustment. Extraction leads to contraction, inactivity reduces to

rudimentality . All forces influence each other, yet not without a plan,

the focusing of which tends manifestly to the uniform accordance of
one great aim. and that is—perfection. We found also universality

of rhythmical movement in all functions ; we found it in the oscillation
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of the single teeth at their conta< t point, and found it in the rotation

of the entire denture, just as we found it in the periodicity of erup-

tion. However great though this reciprocity between physical and
organic forces is, it varies in different individuals, for these for' el are

constantly (though to many perhaps not perceptibly; controlled,

—

i.e.y antagonized by the psychic forces which are called instinct, con-

science, and will.

Taken as a whole, the human masticatory apparatus exemplifies that

force without equilibrium, and beauty without effectiveness, is a farce.

It exemplifies also the truth of the theory of evolution, the tenor of

which may be expressed in the two theses : The multitude of bionts

is the result of gradual development, higher forms always following the

lower ones ; and, External influences

—

i.e., mechanical causes, etc.

—

have been instrumental in bringing about this development.
We could arrive at lofty conceptions if we should pass to an inquiry

into the origin of these causes, but that would transcend the limits of

our subject. As Kant declared that metaphysical knowledge begins

with the understanding of the supernatural, so we may stop where
this understanding would have to begin, for mastication in man is a

strictly physical object, and from its physical aspect the question has
been discussed here more fully than ever before. When in this work
errors of previous authors were exposed, it was done for the purpose
of getting at the truth, and the reader will, no doubt, notice that all

criticism has been made without reflecting upon many.
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THE CAUSES OF DENTAL CARIES.

By Hans block, Dresden, Germany.

All authorities agree, in effect, that caries, the molecular death

of the teeth, is at present the most frequent disease which afflicts the

human family,—at least as far as the civilized nations are concerned
;

but their opinions as to the cause of this condition are somewhat
divided,—less so, however, than a few years ago, before the undeni-
able facts of recent microscopical research were brought out.

It may, at all events, not be out of the way to review the nucleus of

these opinions, in order to combine them into a systematic whole for

comparison and study. In doing this we will not refer to the time or

persons of those meritorious investigators who propagated them,
avoiding, in this way, any glorification or detraction or complication,

for what we have finally in view is only to show that all these opinions

compel to the adoption of a method, destined to redeem the human
family from dental caries. In what this cure consists will become
clear hereafter. It is, in fact, not desirable to make this inquiry

lengthy or exhaustive, for, of all the branches of dental surgery, the

etiology of caries is that upon which most has been written, and
which, therefore, is, in some of its aspects at least, sufficiently familiar

to everybody. The popular confidence in medical science is not

based upon'the amount of peculiar knowledge stored up in the acad-

emies, but upon the practical ability of the medical men to cure. It

is only the cure which is desired, and all studies which may be required

are shaped to this end.

This makes clear why the etiology of caries has received such a

great deal of attention, for, as long as the cause of a disease is not

known, it cannot be removed, and all therapeutics has the one aim,

viz, to remove the cause. With the understanding of the real cause
of a disease we are its master, and by the re-establishment of health,

we can claim to have removed the cause.

The entire system of every organic structure (hence, also, of man)
is dependent for its health upon two main sources,—nutrition (acqui-

sition of new material) and circulation (distribution of this, and re-

moval of the waste material). These are two such complicated pro-

cesses, that, in the effort to understand and control every part of
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considerable labor has been employed in tracing the most OCClllt

minutiae of all particulars in the function of every single organ and
tissue, it has been overlooked that to secure a return to normal nutri-

tion and normal circulation of the entire system is the only way to

remove the cause of every disease in every single organ and in every
smallest part of it. It has been overlooked that the health of every
.organ and every molecule is too intimately connected with the health

of the entire system to permit of the slighting of general nutrition

and circulation under the pretense that the disturbance is " only a

local one," and can be treated independently ; but such blind special-

ization has, as a rule, a baneful effect.

Owing to this fallacious policy, modern therapeutists do not record

that amount of cures which is to be expected from the high range of

general progress in all other branches of human culture, and they have
hence lost a good deal of popular confidence. The reason for their

failures is in their narrow-sighted effort to remove the presumed local

cause without sufficiently recognizing the necessity of a general treat-

ment. This, of course, requires such a wide study as would enable

them to grasp their subject in the whole of its natural, and not of its

doctrinary, relation. Hence the singular spectacle of one therapeu-

tist being ignorant of hygiene, another knowing nothing of water-

treatment (hydropathy), another nothing of the natural dietetic char-

acter of man, another neglecting the results of cultural history and
the philosophy of statistics, although all these topics are the most
essential of all for a successful physician, inasmuch as they comprise
the principal circumstances by which health can be affected or the

lessons in which the fundamental causes of disease are displayed.

These important pursuits being, however, cultivated by the greatest

philosophers of the earth, it is our duty to concentrate them upon
therapeutics, which deals with the most valuable capital in the world
(the life of man), and to consider them in the study of dental caries, of

which they are, properly speaking, the necessary components. We
are, however, not to describe in detail in this paper the use that

might be made of these materials, as its object is merely to show that

it is indispensable that we should deal comprehensively with the high-

est branches of knowledge, and not make only local examinations
and local treatments when we want to arrive at ultimate results through
fundamental truths,—for example, when we wish to find the funda-

mental cause of caries.

The problem immediately before us is to ascertain the method of

discovering the law by whose application we may be enabled to pre-

vent or arrest caries ; in a word, that cause which, when excluded or

removed, warrants or restores health. For this end it will be con-

venient to state all conditions which have been found to produce or in-

vite caries, and to show that the views of all preceding pathologists

will strengthen and not combat the theory that omnivorian habits are

the great final source of dental caries, however strange this will ap-

pear to those who believe that omnivorism and perfect human health

are compatible.

A few introductory lines will suffice to show to what conditions the

teeth are subjected in the mouth and how they are fitted for them.
It goes, of course, without saying, that the teeth are to be regarded



as strictly vital organs as long as they possess a healthy pericemen-

tum, and that every molecule of the tooth which is free from caries is

alive and subjected to the laws of vitality.

The human teeth receive their protection against any injurious in-

fluences, like thermal shock, acids, dust, and pressure from smaller

foreign bodies, by three factors,—the tongue, the soft structures,

especially the gums, and the oral fluids,—and it will be accepted as a

truth, that as long as these three protective elements are in a perfectly

healthy condition the teeth are safe against caries. We here except

the cases where the roots lose their protection,—the alveoli,—as

these are rather exceptional, and caries concerns mostly only the

crowns and not the roots. The tongue will exhibit a nervous excite-

ment and restlessness as long as any disturbing foreign substances in

the mouth are discoverable ; likewise will the gum manifest pain

should it be irritated anywhere, and the oral fluids, especially the

saliva, will increase their flow in the same ratio as their help is re-

quired. The strength and rapidity with which this assistance is ren-

dered is often astonishing, and Dr. Ottolengui remarks very properly,
" As soon as a patient is hurt, fluids are discharged into the mouth."
The lower teeth are more profusely bathed in the oral secretions and
in more frequent contact with the tongue, and this may partly ex-

plain why they are less exposed to caries than the upper.
This physical protection is very necessary, for the permanent teeth

are destined for lifetime's use, and when we see so few metropolitans
nowadays who enjoy the possession of a sound and complete denture,

we may infer that they have not obeyed the laws of their physical

being, and that this is the reason why they have forfeited those valua-

ble treasures which, in the language of Don Quixote, are " more pre-

cious than diamonds."
Besides this, there is also a psychical protection erected, and though

it not only shelters the teeth, but the whole economy, yet the teeth

would be the first parts which might be damaged in its absence. This
psychical protection is rendered by the senses of smell and taste, which
enable us in most cases to discriminate between healthy or esculent

and impure or poisonous substances. Our main protector will,

however, always have to be our brain, and by intelligently studying
the causes of caries we are best enabled to escape this disease or to

offer relief.

The structures of the crowns of human teeth, called enamel and
dentine, possess no recuperative power. Any part in them whose
vitality is destroyed will be lost forever ; it cannot repair itself. There
are observations on record that in young children with soft teeth

carious cavities have disappeared as the decayed part was really re-

produced. This evidence of vigorous vitality seems, however, rather

to represent cases where the growth of the teeth was not yet com-
pleted, and as long as the dentinoblasts have not yet retired from
office they might naturally even take care of a leak.

The vitality of every structure requires that its natural molecular
relations remain undisturbed, and the destruction of the inorganic
matter must hence necessitate that of the organic matter with
which it was and ought to remain in relation. Caries of the teeth is

thought to be such a process which, strictly speaking, attacks the
inorganic matter only, so that the organic matter is involved second-



arily. If it were not for the inorganic matter, the organic matter
would hardly he in any danger in the human mouth. This is clearly

manifested by the fact that the soft tissues of the mouth, which
consist merely of organic matter, suffer comparatively little from any
disease. The substance of the teeth, however, every mole< tile of
which consists of organic a?id inorganic elements, is the object of the

greatest havoc in the same mouth which otherwise is free from dis-

ease. For this reason it is commonly and, we may say, justly be-

lieved that it is the inorganic matter which has to yield first in caries.

If the organic matter is afterward destroyed by one or more known
or unknown forces, it may be regarded as a matter of little import-
ance, for, when once separated from the earthy half, the organic
matter has to fall anyhow, and even should it be left alive it would
be of no use to the system, as it is only the earthy matter which gives

strength and hardness to the teeth and makes them fit for the work
of mastication. Only in so far as the dissolution of the organic
matter can result in the formation of acids which in their turn mav
become dangerous to the neighboring tooth-substance which is free

from disease—only thus far is it of practical interest, as this second-
ary stage of caries may alternately become the cause of a further

progress of caries. This can, however, hardly be called a new cause
of caries, because it is no distinct factor in itself. If we only know
what breaks down the earthy matter, then the cause of caries will be
clear to us. It is now also generally conceded that the roots are

far less liable to decay than the crowns, and that dental caries com-
mences externally and proceeds toward the interior of the tooth.

This is one, and perhaps the only, instance where we have to take
exception to Hunter's law, that all diseases move more rapidly toward
external than toward internal parts.

Since we see that the enamel is the first tissue attacked by caries,

our main question will be, How does caries succeed in breaking
through the hardest substance in the whole human body,—the highly

crystallized enamel, which contains about ninety-seven per cent, of

mineral matter? For it will be understood that as soon as the pro-

tecting cover of enamel is lost at any point, the further destruction

of the crown through caries is an easy process. The same forces

that are able to destroy enamel will so much the more be able to de-

stroy dentine. The thirty per cent, of organic matter contained in

the latter can form no barrier for the progress of caries, for not only

must this unconditionally lose its vitality and, when dead, become
decomposed as soon as the inorganic matter is dissolved out of it,

but it has also been demonstrated by microscopists that fungi and
microbes are constantly present in every mouth, and these organ-
isms are able to decompose any dead organic matter, thus producing
an acid fermentation. This acid fermentation is, however, very
small in the incipient stage of caries, and has in a healthy mouth no
practical existence, not only because the dead organic matter does
hardly amount to the most minute quantity, but also because there is

a continual flow of fluids in the oral cavity which dilute and really

more than neutralize this eventual acidity resulting from fermentation

of parts of the dentine. So much is sure : With the removal of the

enamel (always including Nasmyth's membrane with this name) caries

is encouraged considerably, and it is only too plain that it works its



way much more rapidly through the dentine, which consists only of

seventy per cent, of inorganic matter, and is hence endowed with less

immunity than through the enamel.

Immediately under the enamel we find the so-called interzonal

Liver, an extremely sensitive border-line between enamel and den-

tine. An exposure of this sensitive layer must, sooner or later, result

in a local inflammation, for everywhere where there is undue friction,

parasites, sudden change of temperature, chemical influence of acids,

etc., inflammation will occur. How much the more will it then

happen (in the mouth, where these conditions take place so often) to

the interzonal layer ! As inflammation is a disturbance of nutrition,

it is natural that the medullary elements of the interzonal layer must
decay when submitted to inflammation causing interference with their

nourishment for any length of time. Congenital exposure of the

interzonal layer may hence be regarded as a predisposing cause of

caries, and this would be an instance where (exceptionally) caries be-

gins with the destruction of the organic matter. These are the con-
ditions presented by the tissues of the teeth themselves, and we can
now proceed to enumerate those changes and forces which are pre-

sumed to be the causes of dental caries.

The causes of caries can be distinguished as external and as inter-

nal influences, and it may be well to state that the latter are always
entirely powerless or illusory without contravention of hygienic laws,

whereas the external influences can only, in such cases which repre-

sent traumatic disturbances, be said that they cannot safely always be
" neutralized" by a proper regimen. Therefore, if everybody would
live on a hygienically correct plan, caries could invade the human
system only under the foreign flag of external influences, and even
then only seldom. As internal influences, may be classified : deficient

development, malnutrition, loss of lime-salts, morbidity, suppression
of tegumentary respiration, and senility. And it will be observed that

these causes, with the exception of malnutrition only, are all predis-

posing or mediate or indirect causes only, to which the real exciting

cause has to be added from the outside. As external influences, may
be regarded : micro-organisms, acids, and physical agencies. Ofthese,

the first two groups are exciting, immediate, or direct causes, or, in

the opinion of many experts, the only real causes of caries, whereas
the physical accidents create only a predisposing condition for caries.

The individual teeth are, of course, variously afflicted by caries,

according to the accidents and contingencies to which they are sub-
jected through use. We shall enumerate now the various causes
belonging to each of the groups named.

Physical Agencies.

To begin with the latter, we find that mechanical destruction of the
enamel may expose or split the dentine, thus creating loopholes for

the decomposition of small or larger particles of food, which during
fermentation form acids ; these acids dissolve the inorganic part of
the tooth-structures. This mechanical reduction of the enamel may
be brought about

—

By the friction of badly fitting artificial sets and clasps.

By the excessive use of hard tooth-brushes or coarse tooth-pow-
ders.



By the use of metallic tooth-picks or dental instruments.

By biting on hard substances, such as hard candies, fruit-stom

nuts, etc. Dress-makers and other women bite off threads, whereby
they injure their incisors. In the same way does the playing of the

clarionet or the holding of a tobacco-pipe injure the teeth.

By habitual mastication of abnormal food-substances.

Or the entire tooth, or a part of it, may be fractured or injured by
traumatic cause,

—

i.e., a fall or blow on the face, an incomplete
extraction or a forcible displacement, etc.

Or the enamel may be fractured by sudden and marked changes of

temperature in the mouth ; for example, by hot dishes immediately
followed by ice-cold water, which may produce crevices down to the

dentine, where organic matter may undergo decomposition without
hardly a possibility of being prevented. Violent thermal changes
will, however, set up an inflammation of the pulp instead of forming
fissures in the enamel.

Acids.

Food-particles may decompose and excrete various acids which
attack those places where they lodge. This accumulation of food-

particles is favored

—

By fissures (congenital faults) in the enamel, especially on the

morsal surfaces.

By irregularity, malformation, malposition, and malocclusion of

the teeth.

By insufficient reach to the sucking or scouring action of the

tongue.
By morbid recession of the gum from the contact-point (which may

occur through irritation produced by tartar, or by a vitiated state of

the oral fluids, or by the death of the pulp, or by the loosening of a

tooth, or by tobacco-chewing, or through the action of micro-
organisms).

By insufficient cleanliness in the mouth (which in the opinion of

many dentists even requires for its accomplishment antiseptic mouth-
washes, though they forget to prescribe the brushing of the tongue,
which is more effectual than its bathing).

By any roughness produced on the crown (through instruments,

calculus, imperfect fillings) which forms a recess or nidus for debris.

By artificial attachments to the teeth so that food may be wedged
between the foreign body and the tooth.

By the oily cover left on the necks of the teeth through the fatty

acids of the combustion-products of tobacco in smoking.
Acids may also be introduced into the mouth from without, and

when in sufficient strength they may in the course of time chemically

dissolve or soften by degrees the earthy part of the teeth. Exam-
ples : sour or acid dishes or drinks, medicines, mineral waters, acid

mouth-washes or tooth-powders, chewing-tobacco, etc. Among the

noxious drugs used in the preservation of food, boracic and salicylic

acids (which destroy the enamel so rapidly) play the largest part.

Mince meat and beer contain, in most cases, salicylic acid, and it may
be imagined to what dimensions the havoc wrought through these

acids must amount when it is considered that in 1892 the breweries

produced two hundred million hectoliters of beer.

Furthermore, acids may be excreted on localized portions of the



mucous membrane when it is irritated continually by contact with

roughnesses on the tooth, however small these may be ; for example,
tartar near the neck, or overhanging or badly finished fillings, etc. ; or

the mucous membrane may experience a pathological change through
the congesting influence of tobacco-smoke, which causes the mucous
glands to give off acid secretions.

Eructation or vomiting may throw hydrochloric acid from the

stomach into the mouth. It seems, however, hard to imagine that

such a weak acid as is associated with diluted pepsin should do any
harm to the teeth, especially when we consider the shortness or rare-

ness of the occasion.

Galvanic action from two metals of different potentials, placed in

the mouth, may develop hydrochloric (HO) or nitric (HN0
3) acid.

In how far the small amount of metal represented by a filling is prac-

tically able to create an electric current, and if such travel from a
higher to a lower potential can also take place in the presence of

alkaline oral fluids, has practically not yet been ascertained. The
analogous case, on the other hand, of current arising from prosthetic

work made from two metals of different potentials would be very
rare.

Inhalation of great quantities of dust may affect the teeth when
they become covered with it, as the dust may enter into a chemical com-
bination with the enamel under the influence of the oral fluids which
may result in its decomposition. This may occur in any industrial

establishment where powdered chemical ingredients are handled, or

in any confectionery or flour-mill where finely divided sugar or flour

fills the air, or in printing-houses where the dust of lead flies around,
or in the working-shops of mother-of-pearl turners where the dust is

laden with particles, creating an atmosphere worse by far than that in

many mines. Also the rag-men have to suffer from the dangerous
dust in which they constantly deal.

Inhalation of poisonous vapors may chemically injure the teeth
;

this may occur in chemical and in match factories, also during the
smoking of opium, or in sulfur baths, etc.

This comprises what has to be said about acids, which form one of

the main exciting causes of dental caries ; and although the teeth as

parts of the vital economy are not so helpless against their attacks as

they would be when extracted and exposed to the same acids, yet

they cannot preserve their immunity when the struggle lasts too long
or becomes too violent, on the same principle that "many drops
hollow a stone."
• Micro-organisms.

We come now to consider the other, or what is even thought by
highest authorities the only exciting cause of caries ; and as it is the

one which has appeared last in the field of research, it is at present
highly in style, and sheds its brilliant rays over the entire scientific

world of dentistry. It has become almost dangerous to think with-

out the support of a microscope, dangerous to assert without a dis-

play of molecules and cells, but the world would soon require a new
arrangement if we had to part from what we cannot prove by chemi-
cal and optical demonstrations. Without deviating too far from our
object, we may remark, that however valuable the results of optical

magnification may be, they are decidedly inferior to the results of
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correct reasoning based upon the observation of the whole body and
of all factors oi physical life, and the confidence in some subordinate
microscopical resources cannot inspire us to discard the immense 1 1

1

sures of wisdom and philosophy stored up through live millenniums,
which teach us that the severity of proof re(|uires that useful inquiries

must be extended over the entire surface of human life, and not only
over the fragment of a decayed tooth. As long as experience and
solid reason are the two great pillars of truth, we do not need the

microscope as the tutelary angel of hygiene or of human physiology,
for by far greater benefit can be derived from the lessons of those
nations who remained free from caries without the optician's tool.

The real principles of etiology have to be founded upon general
hygiene, and not upon microscopy, as the latter can hardly serve as

superstructure, and much the less, then, as a base. Hence the micro-
scopists have no right to usurp the position of leaders of hygiene ; they
are not able to teach us how to reform our life in order to escape
caries. Indeed, Hippocrates' s view (which was proclaimed to the

world 2350 years ago) that vitiated secretions have to count for the

cause of caries contains one thousand times more wisdom than the

revelations of microscopists, because it suggests the great truth that

the condition of the blood (from which the secretions are derived) is

responsible for the mortification of the teeth. Shall we ignore for

these reasons what has been discovered about micro-organisms ? No,
certainly not ; but much less must we stop there. Every little particle

of truth is precious, and so is the knowledge of bacteria ; but funda-

mental truths are more precious than secondary truths, and the truth

highest in rank deserves the most attention.

We are now ready to examine the facts discovered by the micro-

scope. They are the following :

Every human mouth contains millions of bacteria carried thither by
food and through the air, and they find the most favorable conditions

for their existence in the mouth,—viz, moisture and warmth,—and they
live on dead organic matter, not on living organic matter, as otherwise

they would soon eat hollows through the cheeks, but on dead or dying
organic matter always present in the mouth in the form ofepithelial cells,

food-particles, etc. They have, therefore, a very useful function, as, by
removing dead matter, they act as road-sweepers, like the Opalines

in the frog, or the Histriobdella on the lobster, or the species Nemer-
tina on the crab, or the small crab on the large Modiola, or the inserts

on the birds, etc., which all live, not at the expense of their host,

but for his profit and good health. But of the mouth-bacteria it is

asserted that they unluckily balance the good they do by their excre-

tions. They have been found to excrete an acid which dissolves

the inorganic matter of the teeth. This acid is contained in the

ptomaines or alkaloids derived from the bacteria, and hence the pto-

maines are really the immediate factor in destroying the tissues of

the teeth. This action has sometimes been described in words saying

that " fungi bur through the enamel" ; but such language is rather

confusing, because by burring we understand the activity of instru-

ments and not of acids ; dentists bur through enamel, but fungi do
not.

When we take hold of this description, we find two loopholes.

The first one is, How can it be stated that every mouth contains



mouth-bacteria as long as only very few mouths have been exam-
ined? The earth is populated by fifteen hundred millions of men,
of which nine hundred millions arc uncivilized, the majority of whom
live on a frugivorian though not on a hygienic plan ; they never

smoke, and never take other drinks than water or milk, and live in

very different atmospheres, of which that in the civilized communities
^where the bacteria were found) is certainly not the best ; they enjoy

a different average of longevity, and last, but not least, they are, in

many instances, entirely tree from caries. All reverence, therefore,

to the students of Berlin or others who have been the estimable

objects of investigation ; but are these the types of mankind ? are

their mouths the standard for past, present, and future? Individual

subjects, however .satisfactory they may appear to the superficial

observer, if they do not live on a strictly hygienic plan, if they do
not confine themselves to frugivorian diet, and if they are not the

offspring of recognized healthy parents, are unfit for a scientific

standard of normality. Hence nobody is entitled to say that bacteria

may be found in every human mouth, for there are very different

mouths in the tents of Arabia, in the villages on the Himalaya, from
those to be found on the streets of a civilized capital. The earth

has two hundred and seventy metropoli (i.e., cities of more than
one hundred thousand inhabitants each), and these metropoli repre-

sent together a population of one hundred millions. As only the

smaller part of these have been the object of medical investigation,

the records must appear desultory.

The other loophole is the circumstance that people who live in the

same atmosphere exhibit very different degrees of dental caries, and
some are even entirely free from it. How can this occur with a

mouth bathed with the same amount of bacteria, or do equal causes

not produce equal effects ? Do bacteria which cause caries in one
mouth not produce this same condition in another ? Why shall the

same quantity of bacteria be powerful enough to entirely destroy mil-

lions of dentures, and yet some few dentures in the same city with-

stand their efforts and remain entirely free from caries? If it be true

that bacteria are the fundamental cause of caries, then every mouth
containing bacteria should become the prey of caries ; as the sun is

the fundamental source of all treasures of the earth, then, also, the

treasures of Chicago must have their fundamental source in the sun.

Chicago alone cannot escape from what all other places of the earth

experience. Neither could the teeth of Michael Eugene Chevreul,
the distinguished French chemist, who died four years ago at the

advanced age of one hundred and three years, have escaped from the

havoc ofcaries before his fortieth year because his mouth also contained
bacteria which implicitly produce caries within the first forty years ; and
yet Chevreul had no caries, and so had millions of other men no
acquaintance with dental caries. Moreover, the case recently re-

ported by Dr. C. \. Peirce, where true caries had destroyed an un-
erupted wisdom-tooth, proves that bacteria are not even an essen-

tial factor for caries, as, in this instance, caries did occur on a tooth
which never was exposed to external influences, hence also not to

bacteria.

These injunctions are two bitter pills for the microscopist, for they
affect so extensively the theory that micro-organisms are the fimda-
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mental^ the ultimate cause of caries, that everybody is forced to the

conclusion thai there must be some real cause behind these bacteria

which brings them or any other medium into dangerous activity.

This docs not deny the fact that the bacteria play some part, or even
the immediate part, in the production of caries, for this is a well-

established fact which permits of no doubt or disparagement, but, it

seems, the soil has first to be prepared for them through processes

within the tooth.

There are circumstances where these organisms grow beyond nor-

mal in number and activity ; for example, when the atmosphere is

saturated with micrococci derived from putrid decomposition of or-

ganic bodies, as in bogs and in malarial districts, constantly pass-

ing into the mouth the air will deposit abundant quantities of mi-
crococci which must exert a deleterious effect at last, for, when in

such masses, even strong vitality will not be able to stand their attack

for a great length of time. An over-crowded sleeping-room is like-

wise a hearth of contagion.

Also drinking-water when mixed with impure organic particles

may have an effect on the teeth, as it carries putrid material into the

mouth. In such a case it would not be the water itself which does
harm, but only the abundance of pathogenic microbes for which
the water forms the vehicle; but it would be a difficult problem to say
if the naked presence of the microbes causes the disturbances, or if the

effects come through the system after the microbes are absorbed
through the villi into the blood.

We may turn now to the internal or systemic influences, where we
find the following groups:

Deficient Development.

Defective calcification of the teeth may leave spaces on the crowns
which are unprotected by enamel, and which though originally offer-

ing no nidus for the accumulation of food debris, yet expose the softer

and sensitive dentine, which may become inflamed or worn out through
attrition, and when deepened become a region of decomposition.

This incomplete covering with enamel or partial absence of enamel
may be due to eruptive fevers, which leave grooves and pits due to

and indicating arrest of development
;
general cachexias during the

stage of dental formation interfere also with the nutrition of the teeth.

The entire substance of the teeth may be poorly {i.e. , insufficiently)

calcified, owing to a long-continued constitutional disturbance which
did not permit of proper nutrition of the dental organs.

Malnutrition.

A general malnutrition of the entire system, owing to a faulty diet,

must naturally involve the teeth, which when badly nourished soften

in structure, and in this way offer less resistance to any destructive

agent. Not only this, but the enamel will be eaten away also, because
the oral secretions which have likewise a faulty composition will show
an acid instead of an alkaline reaction, and begin a perverted activity;

instead of protecting the crowns, they will attack them and produce
what is known as erosion. A morbid modification of the saliva and
mucus can only take place under malnutrition.

There are many observers who think that caries is much encouraged
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by the circumstance that the interchange of the oral fluids is stopped
during sleep, and that hence the night is actually the birthday of

caries, as it has been demonstrated that in many mouths the reaction

ot the saliva, when tested early in the morning, is acid. While all

this is true, we are yet not entitled to reprimand nature that no swal-

lowing can take place, and that the epiglottis has the prerogative of

being held open during sleeping, as it is not the quarantine to which
the oral tluidsare subjected during night which predisposes or excites

caries, but simply the improper nutrition which results in a (sometimes
only slightly) degenerated composition of the saliva, so that it cannot
stand the test of stoppage during sleep.

An electrolytic reaction of the saliva is said to dissolve the crowns
of the teeth, which are the positive elements, whereas the roots are

the negative ones. As this reaction positively does not take place

under healthy conditions, it would require a special explanation as to

what are the causes of this reaction ; at all events, it would require a

perverted condition of the oral fluids. Any change of climate, when
not compensated by a change of dietetic and other habits, may ma-
terially affect the teeth, though it is not the climate, but the wrong
habits, which have to account for that. Or caries may be caused by
a diet which insufficiently supplies the blood with lime-salts, though
it may offer all other constituents in abundance. The teeth, however,
being chiefly dependent for their existence upon lime-salts, have to

starve during their development, and will appear as weaklings. This
is mostly the caries of rich people, for in these the teeth have practi-

cally to starve. Lime-salts can only be found in the fruits from field

and tree, and also in the drinking-water. Notwithstanding this, we
find hardly one dentist who advocates a frugivorian diet, or who
would even warn his patients not to deprive the flour of the highly

valuable bran ; the consequence is that many nations consume a bread
which is a ridiculous farce in comparison with what it could and ought
to be, were not such stupendous practice predominant in the city

bakeries. Or the individual, and not only his teeth, may be exposed
to a long-continued starvation, which precludes sufficient nourish-

ment ; this may occur under the influence of disease, or of accidental

causes, or of poverty, and this will invite caries,—the caries of the

poor. Lack of nutritive circulation in the tissues of the teeth may
result in their insufficient nutrition, which would cause a softening of

their structure and weaken their resistive power against caries. This
may occur as a consequence of lack of jaw-exercise when the teeth

are unduly exempted from their legitimate work of grinding by the

use of soft or even fluid meals, or by absence of antagonists. Or it

may be the outcome of general anemia, or it may happen when the

pulp or the pericementum is suffering and unable to fulfill its office of
nourishing the tooth. In this respect it is significant that caries will

be often found associated with tortuosity of the roots, which favors

stagnations in the pulp, whose sickening becomes the precursor of
caries.

Loss of Lime- Salts.

Or the individual may be well nourished in all respects, but any
disproportion between the demand and supply of lime-salts may re-

duce the density of the tooth-structures,—for instance, during preg-
nancy or diabetes mellitus, etc. In these cases the demand for



lime salts is increased beyond normal, and the system establish*

retrogressive metamorphosis. This can also happen under mental
overwork, debauchery, sleeplessness, and intemperance,- conditio

where the expenses are always greater than the income. Many
mothers lose a tooth with every child.

Morbidity.

There may occur a deposit of pathogenic material through the

nutritive current within the teeth, thus making the teeth the seat of

morbidity. This dyscrasia may result from constitutional impurities

like syphilis, scrofula, smallpox, measles, etc. It is a common habit

among physicians to examine the teeth of certain patients for evi-

dences of syphilis. Or poisons like mercury introduced into the

system may prefer the teeth as the place of settlement ; their char-

acter as foreign substances makes them, however, unbearable ; a strug-

gle for existence ensues, which, in such poorly organized tissues as

the dentine and enamel, must end in their decay and death. This
would be an exception to the rule that caries begins from the outside,

for here it begins from within. While the cosmetic lotions of our
generations frequently contain mercury, the paint of the Egyptian
ladies, four thousand years ago, contained lead. In both instances

the teeth have to suffer under such poisoning.

Suppression of Respiration.

The teeth as a part of the tegumentary system are partly depen-
dent for their health upon respiration ; if this is cut off through
foreign obstructions, like calculus, gold caps, etc., the tooth will soften

in structure and undergo gradual decay. Through the suppression

of exhalation the products of physiological regress are retained

within the hard structures, and they begin to mortify as soon as the

canaliculi are obstructed.

Senility.

Every part of the human system is destined to die, so also the

teeth. In consequence of old age, vitality may recede from the

periphery of the crown more and more to the interior, as the pulp
has nearly ceased its activity. Then the enamel may crumble away
in brittle particles ; but whether this leads to caries is doubtful, as in

fact caries rarely appears after the age of forty, and nearly never in

old age.

To get at the bottom of all these causes, we may ask, How can

we remove them in order to escape from caries ? And we shall see

that one single rule wall be sufficient to break the force of all those

deleterious elements which induce caries (except only the mechanical
injuries), and that one rule for the whole term of life will suffice to set

dental caries at defiance. And this rule, which was discovered thou-

sands of years ago, says, "Live according to the rules of nature,"—i.e. , on a strictly hygienic plan, and observe a frugivorian diet.

All non-poisonous fruits from field and tree possess a nutritive value

which affords the development of the highest physical and psychical

perfection. The truth of this assertion has been demonstrated in

innumerable instances by the fact that no diet enables man to reach such
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a high degree of longevity (and hence of vitality) as a firugivorian

does. Vitality is the most effective germicide, because it is present

in every atom of the system. A frugivorian diet brings the fluids and
solids into a state of better resistibillty than any antiseptics ever can.

Antiseptics, though more powerful, are not so effective as the efforts

perfectly healthy system, because they can only act on the outside

where tln-vare placed ; they can never permeate the entire substance of

a living tooth, and if they could it would be to the utmost undesirable,

as they are poisons. The best teeth, teeth constantly free from caries,

are not to be found in the mouth regularly bathed with antiseptics,

but in the best and healthiest system, which again premises a whole-
some diet and hygienic regimen. The best mouth-wash cannot
change a scorbutic saliva into a healthy one if the regimen which
permitted the outbreak of scorbut is not changed also. Caries is a

systemic disease, and requires systemic prophylaxis. It is not by
antiseptic mouth-washes that we reach the healthiest conditions in the

mouth, but by a pure hygienic life, which excludes everything per-

nicious to general as well as to local health.

Some investigators have spent, or rather wasted, great trouble on the

demonstration of the fact that fruits and vegetables contain more acids

than meats, as if every child could not find that out within a second
by mere tasting. To their discovery they added promptly the fol-

lowing conclusions: "Acids produce caries; fruits contain large

amounts of acids ; consequently fruits are the generators of caries."

Nothing could be more misleading than this short-sighted argumenta-
tion, by which its originators have really digged their own graves, in

the eyes of every man who has his sound senses. Physiological

investigations must not be based on dusty books or chemical experi-

ments, but on the golden experience of life, for physiology is the

study of organic structures in a living and healthy state. Chemical
analysis, however, can never ultimately determine the character of

living structures, nor their vital conditions, for chemical examination
requires the previous destruction of life. What elements constitute a

tissue in a living state is unknown to the chemist, for to examine it

he has first to destroy its life, whereby, of course, the tissue experi-

ences a change. The result of examinations made on dead tissues

can hence never fall within the compass of physiology, as this is the

study of organic structures in a living and healthy state.

Experience teaches us that fruits undergo a much slower and lesser

decomposition than meats do, which within a few hours reach the putre-

factive stage in the mouth. Experience teaches us that meat is more
liable to leave fibers between the teeth than fruits, and bread, correctly

prepared, on the contrary scours and cleanses the teeth. Experience
Reaches us that fruits take more kindly to organic structures, and
hence are less liable to irritate than meats ; that fruits stimulate the

salivary and mucous glands to activity, and produce a refreshing sen-

sation, whereas the more we confine our diet to meat the more repug-
nant, putrescent, and lax will our mouth become. The secretions
will lessen and thicken, the tissues will become indolent and flabby.

Experience teaches us that the food and the same saliva do not
remain within the mouth from four to thirty hours, but hardly more
than thirty seconds ; we have, therefore, not to deal with the phenom-
ena exhibited by food kept under the same saliva for thirty hours, but
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with those oi thirty seconds. Experience teaches us that the most
numerous and most ancienl nations of the world lived exclusively on
fruits, like apples, bananas, maize, wheat, oats, rice, and similar pro*
duels (not on beefsteaks, mixed pickles, and lemons; ; that they do
not exhibit any effect on the teeth, and that there is not a trace ofa< id

decalcification on the teeth, during or after the mastication of thi

fruits. Experience teaches us that the mouth will have a sour taste

and pestilential smell after carnivorous dishes, but will be tasteless

and also free of smell after a meal of fruits ; that frugivorian races have
the best dentures and are free from decay, whereas the civilized omni-
vorian classes are the slaves of caries. All these things cannot be
observed under the microscope, and yet there is the greatest weight
in them.
The lesson contained in the foregoing demonstrates that it is not

the absolute amount of acid contained in the food which causes caries,

but it is its character and physiological relation which alone come
into consideration. Only experience can prove which food is best

fitted for man, and it is our pure sense of smell and taste, the absence
of after-effects, besides the satisfying feeling of vigor and the final

amount of longevity, which recommend a food. All these are com-
petent factors, but they are beyond the sphere of the microscope.
Not the ridiculous doctrines of modern book-worms should guide

us, but the invaluable lessons of the world's history, and especially

those of cultural history, combined with the immortal dicta of the

greatest thinkers and philosophers. These are the sources which
prove better than anything else that frugivorian diet prevents caries.

Whoever shall be able to combat one or even more of the sources
of caries by any better means than pure hygiene and frugivorian diet

may proclaim it to the world, for his advice will be most precious.

Should he furthermore be able to cite the greatest thinkers of the

world in support of his revelation, it will add to his credit and
strengthen his position immensely. As yet, however, it is doubtful if

such advice can be brought forward, and where would it find its his-

torical support ? But maybe some sage will be so lucky as to dis-

cover this arcanum which will do away with caries, although at present

the accumulated experience of five millenniums and all common sense

are against him.

As has been shown in this paper, it is not at all necessary to lay so

much stress upon the activity of the mouth-bacteria, for the reason

that their efficiency is entirely frustrated by a strictly hygienic life

combined with frugivorism. The discovery that the human mouth is

a focus of infection can therefore only in one way be of real value to

the world,—viz, by arousing our attention to the fact that this infec-

tion by the pernicious activity of mouth- bacteria is totally illusory

under the hygienic frugivorian regimen, and that we must strictly

follow this regimen to set caries and other diseases at naught. Until

now, however, microscopists have believed that they can combat the

mouth-bacteria simply by means of antiseptic mouth-washes, although
it was long ago known that bacteria can be killed down to the last

trace hardly by a boiling temperature. All antiseptic materials, how-
ever powerful they may be, are incapable of removing every vestige

of sepsis, simply because the antiseptic cannot reach every part of

the structure. Besides this, antiseptics create dead organic matter,
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which in turn may undergo fermentation as soon as air and moisture

are admitted. Moreover, antiseptic mouth-washes are incompatible

with an ideal hygiene, for, though seemingly refreshing for the first

few moments, they leave the oral tissues in a state of marked relaxa-

tion, which pure water never produces. Relaxation is the inevitable

sequel of every artificial stimulation. The sacred human body is too

valuable to be prostrated artificially in any of its parts, and as long as

a sound gastric juice is the only condition under which the body can

offer the best resistance to putrefaction we have to discard those

means which are of inferior value.

During the last two decenniums much information has been obtained

about the life of mouth-bacteria, but however far our knowledge upon
this subject has advanced, it is still at this moment not clear whether
these organisms have a well-organized state, a queen and an excel-

lent memory like bees ; whether they have slaves and policemen like

the ants ; whether they are animated with the infinity of love as other

animals and even flowers are said to be ; or whether they even enjoy
the benefits of an independent journalism like their enemies, the

dentists.

All these details will, however, sooner or later be elucidated, and
those who are interested in the matter will be satisfied.

Not so, however, those who think that besides physical injuries

there exists only one source of disease,—viz, violation of the hygienic

laws of nature, for which there is no exception on earth ; either they
must be obeyed or the individual has to suffer from disease.

Everything that acts at the expense of health shortens our life,

hence we can reversely conclude : those who reach the highest

degree of longevity act upon the best hygienic principles, for success

is the teacher of truth.

Microscopic or germane studies may be adapted to confirm these

general hygienic laws, but they cannot upset them, for there is only

one kind of truth in the world, and the contradictory half is the wrong
one, and must be error. The chief characteristic of hygiene is that

she always deals with every organ (hence also with the teeth) as a

part of the whole body, and this has established as the basis of all

hygienic science, the one sublime law. Local health is dependent
upon general health. This is an irrefutable truth, and the system of

hygiene, which is founded upon it, excludes mistakes. The value of

an antiseptic treatment of the mouth, with disregard of the much more
important dietetic and hygienic regimen, is here unmasked as an
irrelevant, if not a burlesque accessory.

In an article upon " Mastication in Man," published in the spring

issues of the Dental Cosmos of 1893, ft nas been shown that only
the correct and natural diet can warrant a general health of the body,
and that the earliest authorities insist upon a frugivorian diet for man,
as omnivorian habits are implicitly associated with all kinds of disease,

among which dental caries is uppermost. Such a view deserves
full attention. Dentists ought to investigate in a judicial, scientific

. manner, which requires physiological experiment of at least fifty years'

duration if it is just and true.

It is high time that hygiene received the fullest attention in the

dental profession ; that all therapeutic and prophylactic methods be
tested as to their compatibility with the sublime laws of hygiene ; that
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hygienic advi( e be given to patients and to the public in general
;
that

oral hygiene be regarded as inseparable from general hygiene
;
and

that dentists be endowed with influence in congressional and legisla-

tive bodies, and everywhere where the physical weal of the masses is

the objecl of consideration.

Ultimate results in hygiene, however, do not grow out of obsc

tions made on little glass slabs, but out of observations upon the

entire man ;
and not upon one man, but upon thousands of them

;
and

not upon the observations of a week or two, but of generations.

Only by such extensive researches can scientific results be accom-

plished, and only through real truth can be found the measure of

success.
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The Necessity of a Universal Dental Notation,

By Hans Block, Dresden, Germany.

Only a few months more and the World's Columbian Dental

Congress which will gather delegates from all civilized countries,

will consider the subject of Dental Notation, and probably estab-

lish a standard which may last for centuries. In order to become

aware of the extreme importance of such an event we may open

our considerations with the utterance of a profound thinker who
declared. "Though we may love our own vices, we do not generally

love the vices of our neighbors. Mankind at large has far more vir-

tue than vice. Evils are constantly diminishing, but solely by the

activity of the human intellect. The greater the contact between

nations, the greater the respect. Hence, it is that, among the in-

numerable benefits derived from advancing knowledge, there are

few more important than the improved facilities of communication

which develop the boundless resources of the human understand-

ing."

This dictum shows plainly the intimate bearing which every

congregation of scientifical and international intercourse has upon

the advance of knowledge, ethics and morality, and as such in-

tercourse receives its immediate furthering by a rational system of

nomenclature and notation we are encouraged in our discourse.

Nomenclature is like a mint where, before they are delivered

to public circulation, the treasures brought to-day receive a coin-

age which explains their value and tenor. .Without the coinage

of a proper name the treasures of science would have a difficult

passage as they would meet different interpretation, and in spite of

« the most prolix wording there would frequently arise nothing but

confusion.

Nomenclature which means uniform denomination is intended

to avoid this confusion. It is the uniformity which secures



clearness of understanding as descriptions, bare of systematic

nomenclature, season mnltiferons apprehension. On the other

hand also, the necessity to avoid circumstantial clauses for convey-

ing one idea developed the canon of expression which forms the

vocabulary of nomenclature. Especially for the description of

localities it became compulsory to accurately designate them by

single words, and also not to give the same name to two different

places, otherwise the right place might be missed. Since this

necessity has been comprehended, geography and anatomy, which

is the topography of organic bodies, have improved egregiously in

clearness and it is by mere words, without the assistance of any

illustrations, that we can now impart morphological ideas. The
mind, so to say, replaces the eye and that is a decided progress.

In modern times has this desire for uniformity in denomination

become universal because its practical usefulness grew too appar-

ent, and it is the aim of the scientific circles to introduce uniform

terms, or (where that is impossible) uniform principles, in the lan-

guages of all nations to facilitate the mutual intercourse.

The time may even approach when besides a universal time

and universal measurement, weight, stamps and money, we shall

have a universal language, but the poor make of the so-called

"Volapiik " will certainly not be this language, because it is an ugly

barbaric stuttering well adapted to roughen the mentality of its

adherents instead of refining our faculties. It was the German
philosopher, Leibnitz, who, in the last century, made the first

attempt to compose " a language for all," (Allsprache) as he called

it, as a medium for international confabulation without prejudicing

any of the vernacular tongues. Since then it was tried repeatedly

to create such a cosmopolitical idiom, but always without success,

and the general demand has to wait yet for some gifted linguist

who will redeem the thirsty minds.

At present we have to be contented with professional terms

which are universal so that in every nation men of science can de-

scribe the same thing by the same word, or at least by clearly rec-

ognized terms of definite, unmistakable meaning. This universal

wording called nomenclature permits of course, of improvements,

for like all human work it has to run through three stages ; first

complicated and imperfect, then complicated and perfect, and at

last simple and perfect, and hence also the congresses of the next



century will find themselves engaged in reforms of the system of

nomenclature.

The accessory link of nomenclature is notation, which means

uniform abbreviature. Since the grey times of antiquity has it

been in style to abbreviate familiar words, and f. i. over the cross

of the young philosopher who suffered for the establishment of

humane principles there were standing the letters J. N. R. J., for

Jesus Nazarenus Rex Judeorum.

Notation is a further step in developing international intel-

ligibility, but it offers, besides that, the other advantage of such

economy as we find realized in shorthand writing, and hence is it an

aid in study. For nobody can be expected to be a wandering

encyclopaedia, if such ability were at all desirable which is doubt-

ful as it is more important to master general principles than to

memorize single facts and figures. It is therefore only natural

when we meet opposition to all tendencies which are liable to

increase that material which requires memorizing, for there is dan-

ger of overburdening the student. This opposition should, how-

ever, not be extended on dental notation as the trouble which

may be caused by its memorizing is so small that it will greatly

be outweighted by the benefit of saving labor and time in making

daily clinical records and the acquaintance with a practical method
of abbreviation will be highly profitable to everybody.

Many thinkers and bel esprits have emphasized the value of

keeping a diary as a means of self-education, and this may explain

why among conscientious dentists the office record has become not

only an indispensable source for reference but also a foundation

for independent study. We are perhaps not remote from the time

when for all physicians such records will be obligatory bylaw just

as the ledger and bookkeeping is by legislation demanded from a

merchant, for the interest of suffering humanity can, no doubt, be

better sheltered by the busy practitioner who is the possessor of a

record than without it. The stories about the marvelous memory
which remembers everything, even after 10 or 20 years, will, as a rule,

prove as the work of imagination, self-deceit, or self-glorification,

when traced to their correctness. Besides, in the dentist's note-book,

the lessons of the past are recorded and enable the original invest-

igator to systematical pursuits which contribute to the general pro-

gress of art and science. Without a record the dentist sinks back



into the class of indolent money-makers who are not interested in

the benefit of the general public nor in the honor (Jf the profession.

In an article on dental jurisprudence, by Dr. G. W. Sichel

(see Dental Review, February, L893), the importance for maintain-

ing a regular office evidence has so strongly been emphasized that

it requires no further plea to demonstrate its usefulness. Dr.

Sichel thinks also of the value of such records as a means of iden-

tification and as a help in cultivating the appreciation of the pa-

tients should they fail to realize the value and extent of the benefits

achieved. But how can such records best be sketched, if not by

means of a good notation ?

There is, of course, no objection against having an own private

stenography, but when we consider that the international notation

will be the result of the combined efforts of many well-experienced

men it is well justifiable to expect that their notation will be easier

to mind and clearer to comprehend, also more exact and precise,

more logical and graceful, in a word more handy than the weak

trial of the single man who struggles to swim against the current.

The older practitioners will perhaps be reluctant to leave their

queer habits and to form new ones, for it " hurts" to reform one's

self, but their conservatism will form no stumbling block for the

improved method of terminology and abbreviature as— if the)7 are

not stubborn—they will approve it in principle and endorse it for the

younger generations, to whom the future belongs. The number of

those who are "old" or who concede themselves to be "old" will

moreover be very small indeed, for as long as we continue to study, so

long do we preserve eternal youth; only those who cease to learn

are getting old. Therefore, a young man of 21 years who after his

graduation touches no text-book any more and gets along "splen-

didly" without periodicals, who, in a word, turns his commence-

ment into the conclusion of his study, he will in verity belong to

the old and decrepit class, whereas a gentleman with 70 years of

age who keeps abreast of the progressive journalism will be young

and flourishing as ever. No fear, therefore, for the success of den-

tal notation; only the veterans who are bare of strength will have

no need for it! What a shame for him who would not join and

would not learn the general way of writing; while he may be well

able to understand his own notes he would be excluded from the

professional literature as the public and universally adapted stand-

ard of abbreviature would be occult to him like hieroglyphs. What



a pitiable spectacle would he present, being cut off from communi-

cation with his fraternity like the soldier who does not understand

the signals of his regiment and gets lost.

It is true, our mnemonic chambers are already filled with num-

erous other symbols, for instance, in chemistry we have to deal

with about one hundred of them and further with half as many in

materia medica, and so the same in physics, mathematics, micro-

scopy, etc.; we have furthermore to be acquainted with the official

signs for the weights, measures and monetary validities of all coun-

tries, to say nothing of those many, many names aud expressions

which in ever)' branch of science constitute the outside frame of

knowledge. To all these termini technici the indices of dental no-

tation would have to be added. They do however not increase

our glossary, as they produce no new words, but are merely signs

specially selected for old terms which are or will be chosen as

standard names.

So by a rational application of nomenclature and notation we
shall be unburdened from many things which otherwise would have

to be memorized and this will help to concentrate our attention on

more important matter, which may enrich every member of the pro-

fession and promote progress. We shall also be better enabled to

communicate with other nations and to take a share in their ad-

vancement, to show them our virtues and to profit by their ex-

ample.

The uniformity in terminology has sometimes been repri-

manded for creating a stultifying monotony, but this unjust blame

can only be maintained by those who are suffering from the tape-

worm of phraseology. Or is there any monotony in nature? And
yet nature is our greatest model with respect to uniformity, as this

is expressed by John Hunter who wrote :
" Nature is always uni-

form in her operations and when she deviates is still regular in her

deviations." Moreover how can a system, like notation, be stulti-

fying and enhancing at the same time ? Hence, Dental notation

deserves the same appreciation as any other noble impetus which

prevents intellectual decay as it assists to diffuse knowledge. The
spirit of doubt which is a necessary precursor of improvement will

hereby be abrogated from the profession in the aggregate, because

dental notation must necessarily improve the circumstances under

which the faculties come into play, so that every member may
become an instrument of culture for which man has been created.
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A LETTER TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COM-

MITTEE ON NOMENCLATURE.

Chicago, III., June 15, 1893.

Dr. G. V. Black, Jacksonville, 111.

Dear Sir:— It was a month ago, at the meeting in Rock Island

and Davenport, where I had the honor of making your acquaint-

ance, that you handed to me an expose" on the subject of nomen-
clature, and asked me to study it and to write you a letter with my
opinion upon the scheme which you have devised for a universal

system. It affords me great pleasure to accede to your kind

desire, but before I respectfully submit to you such suggestions as

I think best, I wish to assure you, dear sir, of my highest consider-

ation for the extensive labor and deep thought which you have

devoted to the problem, a problem which was so much the more
difficult, as you had to do the work of a pioneer in an entirely new
field, and I am convinced that all who followed your succinct lec-

ture must have acquired a clearness which will assist them materi-

ally in their own researches. So, for my part, please let me thank

you, that by such instruction you have helped me out of my own
inferiority so that I am now enabled to discuss the matter on a

broad scale.

The object of science is to ascertain new truths; that of

nomenclature is to postulate such concise names that no further

explanations are required in order to let these truths safely achieve

the most exact interpretation with the greatest number of nations,

or rather with all. While science does the work of inquiry,



nomenclature lias to take care of the formulation of the means and

results of such inquiry, and thus I may say, that knowledge finds

its amplification qualitatively through science and quantitatively

through nomenclature which manages a universal distribution of

what the wit of man has devised. Science acquires and accumu-

lates, nomenclature diffuses knowledge.

There is no state of rest for either, both are constantly im-

proving and progressing, or, as you said it, "they are necessarily a

growth," and while science propagates incessantly new discov-

eries, nomenclature diffuses them in proper shape over the world.

Before investigating the question : What is the most perfect

plan for spreading the acquisitions of the human mind abroad

through the channels of nomenclature, it may, however, be just to ask

if the display of scientific ideas is at all free and unrestricted, or if

there is a conspiracy of silence? For what can the best nomen-

clature help when entire streams of thought are ruthlessly sup-

pressed, and when the best advancements are kept away from the

front of the profession ? Is there such a conspiracy, is the inde-

pendence of dental science a farce, is the truth tied and knowledge

restricted ? It seems not; for as often as a party of malcontents

who had formerly complained of "tyranny." was enabled to estab-

lish their own journal, this journal did not reveal anything that

had before been prevented from publication, it produced no

thoughts which had been imprisoned, it manifested no systems

which had been refused, nor did it generate a spirit whose concep-

tion had formerly been discouraged.

And yet while there is no real oppression of scientific dental

literature we have yet reason to fear that the growth of our profes-

sion is somewhat checked or delayed by two remnants of illiberal-

ly which unintentionally restrict the free exchange of thought and

therefore ought to be abolished in the interest of progress. These

restrictions are the barriers surrounding the full discussion of

papers.

The one barrier is that the papers are not published at least

two weeks before they are 'discussed, so that the profession can

consider them with such thoroughness as they deserve. The un-

practicalness of this procedure is obvious, for as the papers are

given to print anyhow, why not print and distribute them as early

as possible ? Why chastise an illustrious auditory with the hasty

declamation of an essay which requires for understanding a careful



study, often under assistance of books or experiments, an essay

containing thoughts often difficultly comprehended even after

repeated perusal in silent solitude ? How can such a hurried lec-

ture be even partly digested in an over-crowded and often noisy

and over-heated assembly ? Is it perhaps delightful to hear a

man read who is no trained professional recitator, or is it not rather

an unjustified outrage which exhausts the auditory often more

than the essayist ?

Dr. Kirk, as Chairman of the committee on essays, wrote

recently a letter to France wherein he says: "The motive for

demanding that the essays to be read at the congress shall be

handed to the committee on publications at least three months

before the opening of the congress is the desire to announce to the

profession the titles and object of these papers so as to enable the

members of the profession to prepare themselves for discussion."

This intention is very laudable, but would it not have been

much better to publish the entire papers in advance? Would that

not enable the profession decidedly better to come forward with a

thorough discussion ? Who knows how many men give all discus-

sion entirely up, because they fear or feel that their insufficient

knowledge of what the essayist really means or said does not

enable them to a competent discussion ? And who knows what

those who join the discussion would really say when they would

have prepared themselves and thought over the matter repeat-

edly instead of extemporizing a moment's unqualified thoughts ?

The result would, no doubt, be that the meetings would have a

fuller attendance not only because the scourge of monotonous

declamation would be taken away from the defenseless auditory

which struggles in vain for an explanation of what has escaped

the ear in one moment, or what was too hard to assimilate in

another moment, not only because the essayist would only give

a short review (a synopsis or syllabus) of the salient points of

his communication (published in full a month ago) and speak

free from the shoulder just as his heart's emotion may suggest

to him; not only because this would do away forever with the

most terrible moments in the dentist's career (the paralyzing in-

fections of reading), but also because everybody would feel en-

abled to join the discussion, a discussion so solid and comprehensive

that it would really represent a series of excellent essays only

with the difference that these essays are no monologues any more



and contain not the narcotizing poison of "canned reading/' or

" brain conserves," which by their mostly stale and unpalatable

mode of declamation benumb the desperate hearers.

The other barrier is the unworthy habit of making the motion

to pass a subject. Such a procedure is practically an act of vio-

lence and unbecoming any scientific body. By such a motion

anybody can be prevented from expressing his opinion, for the

discussion is forcibly cut off. The code of ethics, /. e., not the

written code, but the unchangeable, immortal and eternal code of

ethics which requires no statutory limits, is trembled down in an

eclatant despotical manner by such a procedure. All the old Eng-

lish authors to whom the world is indebted for the establishment

of the fundamental laws for the free and highest development of

the human intellect have unanimously condemned every attack

on and every restriction of the liberty of thought in speech and

print. The English parliament has strictly accepted this law, and

no speaker can there be interrupted in his speech, and would he

even talk for three days and three nights in one succession. All

parliaments who have adopted this rule have brought their na-

tions to success, honor and progress, whereas everywhere that

the liberty of speech is undermined the welfare of the majority

(hence of the nation) will be found at stake.

How under such circumstances can a scientific body dare to

cover itself with the disgrace of undermining the free discussion?

This is incompatible with science, and therefore this shameful

scheme ought to be henceforth relinquished once and forever in all

countries and by all scientific societies, especially however, in the

United States, as it runs directly against the noble message of the

immortal Declaration of Independence which spreads its light over

the entire world. When this necessity had not been com-

prehended by all men of science it was no doubt only due to their

lack of attention in this regard; but it is now the highest time to

mend the serious mistake and to grant unrestricted liberty to every

opinion and to every speaker. Should the discussion last too long

and it become too late, the chairman may make the request to cut the

speeches short and to say only such things as are really new, but to

rule out any speakers should be impossible. The least sense of

tact will cause every speaker to occupy not more than five

or ten minutes, but no abridgment should be enforced and the

two barriers which prevent the outbreak of scientific thought



in the most noble moments of emotion and conviction should be

torn down.

On the other hand the editors of all scientiffc journals should

be obliged to publish only such articles and notes which are signed

bv the author. All anonymous communications should hence be

excluded from the press. Such policy is necessary in the interest of

truth, of which the World's Fair entrance-arch says : "Ye shall

find the truth and the truth shall make ye free."

This is what might be said about the possibility of a scientific

intercourse, and I can return now to nomenclature which treats of

the best mediums for such intercourse. There are probably thou-

sands of men who had to sacrifice sleep and youth for the defects

of nomenclature; others, again, even abandoned the study of for-

eign scientific literature entirely because they met with too many
difficulties in untranslatable technical terms, and thus they did

not only fall short of their aims and their career, but their

services to their patients and scholars were of less good (if

in some cases they did not entirely fail), as the achievements of

the great men of other nations could not come to their benefit.

Not only this, even in his own mother language the student is

often baffled by enigmas, for just the word which is the keynote

to the entire instruction may be vague and undefinable, so that

he has to give up the acquisition of knowledge. Dishearten-

ing is such a struggle when the study which ought to be a

pleasure, worries the young soul and discourages the ablest mind.

Many say farewell, if not to the profession, to (what is worse yet)

true science and become an undesirable element of doctors.

But not all of the vassals of science perish in the hardships

of interpretation; on the contrary every day brings new conquerors,

and at present the armories of nomenclature are well filled, and

only a system is required which brings a little more order into the

technical expressions. How can we get the desired universal sys-

tem which will prevent the many failures described above, how can

we "discover the laws toward which the usage of the technical

words of dentistry is tending;" how can we establish the rules

which will be convenient for every nation; how can we accommo-
date terms which will even provide for the discoveries of the

future ? These are the questions which puzzle our profession; and
the nearer the congress is approaching, the more fervent grow the

desires for a happy solution of the problem.



Is there any omen of a failure; is the enterprise too frantic; are

the difficulties unsurmountable; is the time insufficient to devise

the plan of dental nomenclature ? I can answer to all these injunc-

tions with, "No !" The arguments with which I can support this

"No" may follow, and, if I bear too much upon your patience,

I hope you will forgive me in view of the manifoldness of the

subject.

English, French and German are the three languages which

come mostly in consideration for the presentation of a system of

dental nomenclature, because nearly the entire dental literature

has been published exclusively in these languages and at least

ninety per cent of all dentists belong to or speak one of them.

Moreover all rules which will satisfy these three nationalities will

most probably also cover the needs of all others. We shall take

therefore our examples from these languages only, as there is also

no other language represented in the committee on nomenclature.

It requires no profound observation to see that there has never, in

the entire history of the world, been a time where all nations

became so ostentatiously and pronouncedly engaged in emphasizing

their special national peculiarities, customs and idioms as just at

present. In all countries there have been founded special associ-

ations and leagues during the last decennium for the sole pur-

pose of cultivating the sacred treasures of the nationality, and

considerable parts of the sessions of the parliaments have been

occupied with tendencies of strictly national character. To ig-

nore this decided antipathy against exoticism would be a mistake,

and hence also those who wish to reform nomenclature should

avoid intrenching upon the natural crystallization of the national

pride. A nomenclature overladen with extraneous elements would

not suit the popular taste and might be swept away by a wave of

national indignation.

Without being a philolog, it is easy to understand that out of the

three languages the English was the most successful in the assimi-

lation of scientific names, and this is indeed mostly due to the fact

that "the bulk of all English terms are anglicised Latin words."

The least fortunate in this respect is the German language which

also owing to a foolish predilection for everything that is foreign,

embraces thousands of French, Latin and English words which

pollute this otherwise beautiful language; but since the peace of

1871 a thorough opposition against these un-German words has



set in, and only those literary works are acknowledged now as

classical which are written throughout in genuine German words.

Severe was therefore the criticism when (during the last two years)

there appeared in Vienna a voluminous text-book on dentistry, ed-

ited by Dr. Scheff and composed by thirty-nine German speaking

Jews, which represents such an ugly mixture of foreign and

German words that it is no more a language, but only a jargon.

This dislike of foreign words has however its limits and should

not go so far as to displace domiciled terms or to make ridiculous

constructions of "home words." So much is sure: foreign nations

must keep away from those disputes which concern one nation only,

for even the compatriots will not agree upon many of the points

of contention because it is often a mere matter of taste and habit.

One strange circumstance deserves however mentioning here

and that is, that there are real and good German words which are

entirely unknown all over Germany, or at least the larger part of

it, and hence they ought not to be used in German books without

commentation. Such words are: Fraisen (an expression popular

in Vienna) for screaming fits or infantile convulsions. Another word

is Delle (which is a remnant of the medieval time) meaning groove.

I do not know if such a state of things also occurs in America,

but the word dowel (used for "post" in crown and bridge work)

seems to be unknown to many Americans and can not be found

in Webster's older editions.

If it were the object of nomenclature to make a collection of

beauties we should be compelled to glean some words from every

language for every one has its unique beauties; especially the

French language is generally conceded to be the most beautiful and

elegant language of the world, and there was a time, for many cen-

turies, when the higher circles of Europe conversed in no other

language than this.

On the other hand there are also words of superior practical-

ness in every individual language, and we should again be obliged

to gather single words from every nation, should we desire to make a

blow in this direction. The French word se carier for to be-

come carious exists in no other language; also insensibilisation for

making insensible, and further odonte'le for nodule of secondary dentine

have no equal. From the German language Matrize and Patrize

for matrix and puncheon are preferable.

There are also words which are based on the peculiarity of the



temperament of a nation and cannot be verbally reproduced in

other languages; as the word surexcitation, which shows that for

the French a word like excitation is not excited enough.

Other words again are entirely absent just in one langu

while all other nations have them, and yet the deficient nations do

not complain of this partial shortness or are not even aware of it.

The Germans have no word for artificial set, though the

French have dentier and the English have denture. The latter do

not care about a word for anorexia, though the French enjoy inap-

petence and the Germans Appetitlosigkeit. While the French make
u?ie aurification, the Americans and Germans trouble themselves

with a gold-filling (Gold/ullung.)

Great is the range of synonymous words, and I do not at all

agree with your cruel verdict, dear doctor, that "redundant words

must be refused place" in our nomenclature, for as we shall see

later on, there is no necessity for a Bartholomew night. This is

perhaps the only point wherein I differ from you, but it is a point

of the utmost importance, and I have the feeling that all members
of the 'committee on nomenclature, nay, really the entire profes-

sion were hitherto of your opinion, viz.: that all words which are

identical in sense should be melted down to one, while the other un-

needed terms had to be excommunicated. This murderous plan

was originally also slumbering in my bosom, but I feel so much
lighter since I have abandoned it that I think it must be a great re-

lief for all who sink it down into the river Lethe. Let us for in-

stance imagine a patient comes to a French dentist for une extrac-

tion and after /' avulsion the operator discovers pus oozing out from

le sinus maxillaire, he treats /' antre antiseptically and after a short

time la cavite' d 1 Hyghmore heals up very nicely. Z' ablation of the

tooth was hence of a beneficial effect for le cavu??i, and when this is

described in an essay of four or ten pages length it will certainly

be more interesting than when only the words "antrum" and "ex-

traction" are used.

When we come to draw a conclusion from these general con-

siderations we might say: So innumerable are the words of ever}''

civilized language, so innumerable are its virtues and beauties, and

so long as the ideal world's language has not been discovered, no

vernacular language should be proposed to absorb the others.

Every nation should use her own language as exclusively as possi-

ble and extirpate redundant foreign words in the interest of classi-



cal purity. The scientific terms should harmonize as much as

possible with the popular language provided this does not deter

accuracy. Words generally in use are as a rule preferable to such

of rare or only local occurrence, modern words to antiquated ones.

The best words are those requiring no commentation and having

no double sense. Domiciled foreign words deserve more credit

than clumsy native constructions of factitious artificiality. The
antipathy against exotism is natural and just. With the suppres-

sion of her language the nation herself is suppressed. All

languages are in a state of constant development and are not only

the most precious property of each nation but also the product of

the combined activity of the entire nation, whenever the poets and

thinkers have the largest share in the enrichment of their

languages. Every language has a repository which when it con-

tains two languages is called dictionary. Dictionaries are never

complete.

All this refers only to the popular language, but how is it now
with the technical speech ? Do the same laws hold good for pro-

fessional literature and are they sufficient to cover all exigencies,

or what rules have to be corrected or added ? These are the ques-

tions which shall bring us to the point of our problem, but here

again it may be permitted to consider first professional languages

in general, before the special territory of the language of dentistry

is entered.

From a general standpoint is every science, every craft, every

industry and every trade a profession; the special knowledge and
skill required in each profession is called its discipline, and the lan-

guage used within the profession is called its nomenclature. The
better the nomenclature, the better is the discipline, and reversed-

ly. The nomenclature is created and widened by the entire pro-

fession at large, and especially by its teachers, writers or, what are

called, the experts. Science differs in so* far from the other pro-

fessions as her territory is neutral; her progress is dependent on
perpetual intercourse with all nations and hence her nomenclature
is more or less international, universal. To secure this univer-

sality it became usual to employ the ancient languages, Greek and
Latin in one part, or the whole of the word. But these half an-

cient words represented not the only name for the thing or idea which
they included; on the contrary all nations supplied from their own
languages native words to match the half-ancient term. Sometimes
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such a half-ancient term has ten or five or two, mostly of course

only one native "pendant," but sometimes it is even without it.

This is a deficiency which finds its correction gradually, by the in-

stinctive predilection of the members of the profession for their

mother language. In the reversed case when the native word has

been supplied, but no international counterpart, the damage is not so

great as either the native word possesses so many virtues that it is

adopted tel quel by the other nations, i. e. it is raised to the rank

of an international term, or the native word is so simple that every

language can easily translate it verbally.

As a rule, professional terms appear queer to the outsider, and,

should he even master the language to which they belong, or should

they even be of his own language he can not understand them
without the aid of an adept. For instance, a German citizen can-

not understand the language of a German hunter, nor can an

American capitalist read a book written by an American engineer

on the details of the improvements of textile machinery, nor

would the mayor of Paris especially enjoy the French translation

of your anatomy of the teeth, however admirable it is. There is a

popular feeling that nobody likes to have a layman look into his

business, and it was therefore not for this class that the keys of

professional language were published and that each profession re-

ceived its own lexicon. These lexica, which are indeed the keys

of nomenclature, were edited for the benefit of the members, and

especially the scholars of each profession, for whom they are an

indispensable mentor. In fact it would be rather tolerable to

burn down all professional schools and colleges than to destroy

their lexicography.

What were the rules upon which these technical terms were

manufactured, were they the work of chance or of reason ? The
bulk of the professional names are, no doubt, the result of strict

adherence to the rule that the word shall indicate as terse and ac-

curate as possible, inherent properties, characteristic of the object

or condition to be described. This does not explain the origin of

all words but of the larger part at least, and it is not desirable to

investigate this etymological question here exhaustively at the

expense of our object proper.

The steady companion of nomenclature is notation; all pro-

fessions which have the one, have also the other. While nomen-

clature, as we have seen, may behalf or entirely national; notation
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is always entirely international. For nearly every instance

is notation only subordinate in rank; music is the only profession

where this ratio is reversed (according to the international or

rather spherical character of her products) and here does notation

overbalance nomenclature. The language and writings of music

are really merely a cobweb of signs (called notes) and marks

which have no meaning in itself but have to be endowed with

meaning by special instruction. It deserves attention that even

music which, by virtue of her undeniable universal character, had

hitherto confined her professional terms (such as risoluto, con es-

presstone, etc.,) exclusively to Italian words has to give way, now
gradually to the pressure of nationalism and that these words are

replaced by vernacular ones, because it has no sense to bother mil-

lions of disciples who never came across Italian words with the

foreign words which can just as clearly be expressed in their own
language.

Notation, as we saw, works therefore exclusively—or ought to

work—with geometrical signs, figures and letters, not only because

they secure a truty international character, but also because this is

the only way to achieve the aim of shortness. Notation is a system

of, so to say, primitive diagrams and concerted signs, while nomen-

clature works with words, i. e. with words of real meaning, and is

therefore not of that deaf-mute appearance which characterises no-

tation.

Having discussed so far the object and compass of nomen-
clature in general, we can now devote a few thoughts to the no-

menclature of medicine, which had to play intermediately the part of

a foster mother for dentistry. The code of medicine comprises

from fifteen to fifty thousand words, of which many are universal

because they are compiled from a few hundred ancient names
which, supplied in a varying manner with about sixty prefixes and

half as many suffixes, give an unsurveyable range of denominations.

It is evident that these about one hundred pre. and suffixes are the

real base of the entire system of medical nomenclature, and this

lifts up the secret of its success. These prefixes (such as mal for

mis or anti for against) and these suffixes (like His for inflammation)

can be found in every medical dictionary, and their application

will most probably remain obligatory for many centuries to come.

The principle of constructing a new name is likewise very simple;

in anatomy the name shall mainly involve a morphological and
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topographical definition, i. e. it shall tell the place and shape of the

object; in pathology it shall tell the organ and its condition and so

in every science the name shall answer the main interest of that

branch. There is nothing difficult nor doubtful about that.

After these introductory contemplations, we are prepared to

consider the best method for the establishment of a useful plan of

dental nomenclature. Dentistry has a rich store of technical terms

already, hence what is it that has to be done ? This is the very

focus of our problem and the following propositions shall converge

to it. Will you permit me, dear sir, to state first the ideas with

which I desire to familiarize you:

Sec. 1. It is indispensable to have a dental dictionary.

Sec. 2. It is unavailing to favor so-called universal, mostly

old-fashioned words in Greek and Latin.

Sec. 3. It is unadvisable to annul synonymous, seemingly re-

dundant words.

Sec. 4. Nomenclature must be governed by principles only;

notation, however, by laws.

Sec. 5. The duty of the committee is only to stimulate, not

to decree.

Sec. 6. A competent scheme for nomenclature can be pro-

posed.

Sec. 7. The scheme of notation requires greater care as it is

compulsory.

Section 1. Although it has already been shown that every

language and every profession has and needs a special dictionary,

and that hence dentistry is the only science which has no own lexi-

con for her professional terms; it shall yet be indicated here by

several examples that the words which cannot be understood with-

out the aid of a dictionary are legion; thus, Aussaiger?i is a me-

chanical, and J^ingerbeere an anatomical German word which re-

semble a book with seven seals; in French we might ask what

means: le bois du Bresil,. le caustique de Viefine, le liqueur de Van

Swieten, le trou sous-mentonnier (mental foramen?) le nevraxe,

(spinal cord?) le bourgeon ?naxillaire, (maxilliary process?), la

merographic, le pied de biche (Geissfuss), la laminaire (a kind of

leaves, but what kind ?) Or who shall be able to smell that whiting

is chalk made wet, that mycotic means fungous, that godive is an im-

pression material, that cross-pins are arranged in the occluding line,

and straight-pi?is in the vertical direction, that caliper-tweezers are
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delicate tweezers opened by a screw and that band-amalgam'crown

means a permanent band filled out by an amalgam filling, etc. All

this and all other words are of course self-evident for him who knows

them, but what under the sun is not self-evident? Is it not self-

evident that the inhabitants of the earth have never seen the other

half (backside) of the moon or that her light is 618,000 times weaker

for us than that of the sun ? Everything is self-evident that we
know, i. t\ , what we have learned, and therefore it ought to be con-

sidered that the meaning of every word in the dental language is a

secret for the new beginner or for the foreigner and that nobody,

however well-informed he may be, is omniscient. Everything is

easy for the " canner " and nothing is absolutely difficult in itself.

The words shown above (like nearly all dental terms), can even not

be found in encyclopedias, is it wise to make every one of the three

thousand students who enter the profession every year waste his valu-

able time with their deciphering ? The golden opportunity of three

years' study should be treated like gold. This will only be realiza-

ble as soon as every word of the professional language can be

found in the dental dictionary. Besides, the necessity will cease

then for having even a single universal word, as only the order,,

classification and completeness of the work need to be uniform

in all countries, whereas it is not at all necessary that any word

need to be similar or literally the same in all or even only in

two languages. In this way many cumbersome bars in the con-

struction of professional words fall away as these can be unre-

strainedly adapted to any mother language without taking care

for a similarity of nouns or inflections, or syllables or apprehen-

sions. When the Germans like to call the "filling of teeth"

Plombircfi, let them do so, it is just as logical, as beautiful and

clear. The manifoldness in expression is hereby preserved, and

the invincible difficulty to agree on the details of "censuring" is

dismissed. Likewise the addition of new words is materially

facilitated in this manner. The dictionary and its annual appen-

dices will furnish the instruction so urgentlv needed, and no

student need to despair then any more, as for every word, new to

him, he can find the key in the dictionary. The modern text-books

plunge into the midsts of professional expressions and leave it to

the reader to guess what may be meant; science is, however, not

the field for guesswork; and hence, every professional man must
take a special course in the inexhaustible labyrinth of nomenclature
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in form of a lifetime's reference to tin; faithful vademecum or cicerone

of a dictionary. The singular scandal of a profession without a dic-

tionary cannot be endured any longer.

Sec. 2. Much has been said already in this discourse on the

righteousness of preserving every modern language as pure and

unmixed (unbastarded) as possible, and it is evident that it can

only increase the popularity of a science when she is honestly

national in her nomenclature. This wisdom has been compre-

hended in the United States, for here there is really no difference

between the popular and the scientific language and nearly all

words have been assimilated or translated to vernacular names.

This accounts for it that the American text-books are the easiest to

understand and find the greatest circulation. The father of cul-

tural history, Henry Thomas Buckle, makes the following instruc-

tive remark in this behalf: "The highest intellects of Germany use

a learned language; they turn their mother-tongue into a dialect,

eloquent indeed, and very powerful, but so difficult, so subtle, and

so full of complicated inversions that to their own lower classes it

is utterly incomprehensible. Their nomenclature has increased

the distance which separates the great German thinkers from that

dull and plodding class, which, though it lies immediately beneath

them, still remains uninfluenced by their knowledge and uncheered

by the glow and fire of their genius. In America we see a civiliza-

tion precisely the reverse of this; we see a country, of which it has

been truly said, that in no other are there so few men of great ig-

norance. The stock of American knowledge is spread through all

classes, the stock of German knowledge, though immense, is con-

fined to one class. Civilization is regulated by the accummulation

and diffusion of knowledge." This has been written fifty years

ago, but it leaves no doubt that if the interchange of ideas is in any

relation to the prosperity of a nation that that system of nomencla-

ture is the least advantageous which creates the greatest interval

between the highest minds and the lowest minds. Can any

stronger verdict against a nomenclature, saturated with Greek and

Latin names, be advanced, can there be any doubt that the

first party destined to profit by the acquisitions of science is one's

own nation and that hence each profession must make her nomen-

clature as palatable to the common understanding of her disciple?

as possible by using the smallest amount of extraneous names that

can be afforded, and can there be any doubt that for the intercourse
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with other nations alien words are not a bit better than native

words registered in a dictionary ?

As long as science converses in any of the vernacular languages,

so long is it of no value to favor the use of alien, ancient or half

ancient words because they interfere only with the purity of the

vernacular languages whose harmony they disfigure without aid-

ing to any extent in the establishment of a universal interpre-

tation. Synonymous vernacular words have therefore not only

the same value as ancient words but they deserve even to be

preferred. Let us imagine an American dentist would read

a German text-book and would find there the word septum nasale

(representing a would-be universal term.) Either he is conver-

sant with the German language, then he will just as well under-

stand the word Nasenwand; and should he even not know which

anatomical part is meant, then he can have recourse to the

German dental dictionary which will tell him all about that; or

he is not conversant with the German language, then the entire

text-book will be of no good to him. That is one example

to show that every year thousands of German practitioners and

students would have to stumble over innumerable obsolete un-

national words which would only soil their language without aid-

ing in the least any foreign reader. Martin Luther was a great

pioneer in the reform of his language to the effect of extirpating

unnecessary foreign terms. Or is it not decidedly an exhibition

of bad taste to write into a German text-book : Icterus instead

of Gelbsucht, Prurigo instead of Kratze, or Lichen instead of Flechte ?

Has it any sense to confound thousands of German readers in order

to assist (if it would !) two or five dozens of foreign readers, or is it

not better that the latter help themselves with the dental dictionary

or have the kindness to engage a hired translator for themselves.

When you say, "The cases where Latin roots are not available

comprise but few words." I should like to reply, "And the case that

a vernacular word would not be available for a Latin or Greek
metaphor does not exist at all." The time where the amount of

learning was taxed by the use of strangulating foreign, mysterious

words has passed.

It must not be forgotten that it was the desire to keep the

general public in an ignorant state and in a respectful distance

which, to a great deal, stimulated the physicians to use ancient

expressions intended to surround their persons with a special nim-
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bus. This interest has passed away, and in contrary the Aus-

trian government has for instance ordered that all prescriptioi

have to be written clearly and in full words so that everybody

may understand them.

While I advocate a nomenclature as vernacular as compati-

ble with highest exactness, I wish yet to destroy every doubt

that I hold poor unskillful preparations made of modern words

in abhorrence: A name for instance like Kiefergei-iist (for max-
illa) is positively no improvement, as the jaw is neither a scaffold

nor a stage. A little better is perhaps the word Bandscheibe (for

interarticular fibro-cartilage), at least preferable to Menisken (meni-

sci). And clearer still is such a word like Wurzelloch (for api-

cal foramen), which has a weak competitor in the word Wurzel-

spitzetioeffnung, which is really long enough for a whale's mouth.

A word (used by many Germans) on which I could pour boiling

acid is the word Gummiplatte (for rubber dam), because the word

Platte means a hard plate (like that of an artificial set) but not

a piece of cloth; it should, therefore, be exchanged by Gummi-

damm (a verbal translation), or by Zahnschurze, Gummischiirze, or

Mundschiirze, which words mean an apron, what the "dam" really

is, for hitherto the word dam was reserved for use in the roman-

tic valleys of the Alps and along such majestic rivers as the

Mississippi; but Dr. Barnum thought perhaps the dentist is an

engineer who has to defeat the elements of nature, and so he

erected the "dam."

The French use also the term la digue en caoutchouc. At all

events in America where swearing is regarded as the greatest

crime on God's green earth, a dentist ought to be careful not to

ask a patient : Would you like to be rubber dammed for this

operation ?

But this is only to show that even universal or seemingly

harmless words may have a really objectionable flavor and yet

do good service, like a tooth with a bad contact point. But Greek

or Latin will not bring order into this system, nor is there a man
to prevent the French from using la moufle as a flask; he could

say, " Look at the Germans, they take a cuvette, and don't say

Kochbiichse. Why do you French not also use the French word

"cuvette ?" And they could answer him, "Why not ? For the same

reason why we prefer couisson (boiling) for vulcanization."" Or an

American dentist could say to a French, "Take le forceps for this
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extraction," and he would answer, "My dear colleague, I am no

accoucheur, I use It davier ."'

These examples prove that no word can be displaced by mere

reason, because the habit is more powerful, and dentistry has no

right to interfere with these habits, but she has the duty to register

them in her dictionary and that will be of the greatest good for the

largest number.

Conceding that it is more difficult to memorize a strange word

than a native one, it will appear better to write instead of labium

leporinum, in English, hare lip, in French bee de lievre, and in Ger-

man Hasenseharte, and it will be noticed that in each case the ex-

pression is as concise as can ever be desired, though the word "lip"

is not even literally translated in the various languages. But for

the sake of argument let us even imagine the labial cleft would be

called "moon-chasm" (should any nation find that drastic comparison

more in line of her taste or wickedness), would that interfere with a

universal interpretation as soon as the word is duly registered in the

dental dictionary of that nation? Positively not, for the word

would be just as good (always providing it were in general use in

one country) and clear as a real photography, and the Latin name
could go home to his forefathers. In this respect it should be

remembered that all nations speak of the rising of the sun, though

the sun stands still like a door nail.

Shameful is it when a German author writes dehiseirt instead

of gespalten (split), or when he writes Pistill instead Stoessel, or Rei-

ber or Moerserkeule (pestle), but as long as the Germans have no

better word for Kautsehuk which the Americans have energetically

replaced by rubber, and for which the French use the universal

name vuleanite, they need not to commit suicide, for as said

already several times, there is no need for universal terms, but only

for universal principles, and with the one rule, "Register every word
in the dental dictionary," the necessity of repeating and copying and

monkeying is gone once and forever. The auctroyation of foreign

words, be they Greek or Japanese, or whatever else, is only liable

to raise hate and indignation in a nation, but not love and esteem.

The man who is not satisfied with a word like Zahnstein for tartar,

or with SpeieJielstein for Sialolith, although he can find it in the

dental dictionary, may go to the north pole with his ancient predi-

lection but not to a dental congress.

Sec. 3. It is nearly unnecessary to emphasize particularly
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that (he hope of those who expected a magnificent cha e on re-

dundant words from nomenclature will be forlorn because the no-

ble lords of ancient Greek or Latin origin who were intended to

displace the modest citizens of modern descent cannot receive the

exclusive dominion of omnipotent prerogatives. <;The hall of sci-

ence is the temple of democracy," and when the scheme proposed

in the first two paragraphs was democratic, it might perhaps bein-

fered that its base is in accordance with the laws of science. The
present paragraph can only reinforce the arguments used hereto-

fore. From the standpoint of scientific equality such a thing as

"redundant" does not exist, for all words are equal, and whenever

some may possess higher virtues than others, this does not expro-

priate the latter from the domain of nomenclature. Every word

must be recognized, i. <?., registered in the rubrics of the dental dic-

tionary as soon as it has once been used to any extent.

There is only one objection which could make a word really

impossible and that is, that the word be indecent. But within a

profession an indecent word will never come up. Dr. Krafft-

Ebing, in his work on Psychopathia Sexualis, says in the preface :

" In order that unqualified persons should not become readers, the

author saw himself compelled to choose a title understood only by

the learned, and also, where possible, to express himself in tertninis

technicis. It seemed necessary also to give certain particularly

revolting portions in Latin rather than in German."

This is striking as an example which shows that there are

authors who think it necessary to obscure the context artificially

in order to confine the circulation of a book to professional circles.

Shall dentistry adopt such a method for an essay in which it would

f. i. be discussed how the teeth (which are the mirror of the

general health) can disclose a propensity for anomalies of the

sexual instinct? Shall dentistry prescribe or recommend to make
the reading of such a class of psychiatric essays difficult ?

It seems a misapplied delicacy to do that, as any kind of

scientific literature can use the vernacular terms which are just as

decent and pure as Latin descriptions ever can be, and it is child-

ish to expect that anything really offending to the ethical and

aesthetic feeling could become sanctified by obsolete expressions.

The highest degree of morality cannot be manifested otherwise

than by the spirit of the author whose true intention will become

unmasked, may he use Latin or vernacular names.
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To suppress any truth is against the welfare of society,

and hence no shadow}' mysterious language should be made
the instrument of such suppression. Even the policy, to sell a

work only by subscription to members of the profession is unjust.

Sexual questions need not such a nomenclature as Dr. Kralit-Ebing

has preferred in order to prevent mischief, for there is hardly a

scientific book in the entire world which maybe found in the hands

of so many laymen as just the one referred to (Psychopathia Sex-

ualis), which proves that the latin nomenclature did not restrict

the greed of the readers, nor can it improve their morality, as the

latter is influenced by the spirit and intention of the author and not

by the difficult)' of his language. To those readers however who
are poisoned even by the most selected and pure discussion of sex-

ual life also a nomenclature of crystalized Sanskrit would bring no

help.

The use of vernacular terms is therefore preferable even for

the discussion of sexual psychology.

From some standpoint or other every word will recommend
itself, as without inert rights it could not have become more or

less popular, and nobody will risk his good reputation by earnestly

proposing an altogether crazy word.

Moreover everybody waits before he uses a new word if his

word finds approval or if his proposal vanishes into thin air. At

least has there never been an instance that a name was en-

tirely improper; on the other hand is even the best name not

beyond criticism. Therefore, it has no sense to kill a name or to

rule it out. Such a policy would be an attack on the liberty of

thought and speech, which should not be allowed in scientific cir-

cles. Who shall make the ruling ? The profession at large ?

They will never agree. The majority? Then the minority is

gagged. Or the committee? Then the committee would usurp

the power of a dictator, and it might justly be asked: ''Who shall

watch the watchers?" Does it any harm when there are several

words for the same thing? Certainly not; on the contrary it is enter-

taining and refreshing; it permits of variation and gives an agreea-

ble flavor to the essays. Why shall we not call the same surface

mastical, coronal, tritural, morsal, or occlusal ? Why not ? There

is no profit in being more pious than the Pope. Any autocracy in

this line would only cause bad feeling among the adherents of the

suppressed words.
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A nation has the right to condemn the use of dispensable

foreign words and to say, we want to be national: we want to have

a pure and truly national language; we abominate every son of our

State who is not proud of his language or who dares to pollute il;

a nation has this right not only legally, but because, it is in the line

of nature and leads to highest perfectness. And a profession has

likewise the right to discard words which are confusing because

they have no definite exclusive meaning; but words which are just

as clear as clear can be and which are in every way equal to any

other word should not be abandoned. The name cuspid needs not

to live at the expense of ca?iine or eye- tooth.

It may recommend a word that it is already long in use, and

that the profession has become accustomed to it, like the word
artery, but that is no reason to declare this as the word, i. e. as

the only word which should be used, because any day may bring

us a better word, a word whose etymology is more in line with the

essential nature of the object, for an artery (which means air-con-

tainer) contains no air, hence there is plenty of room for a better

word. The circumstance that the word artery is in general use

since centuries need not to detain any man from proposing a better

word which combines more points recommending it; for the one

point "long in use" is considerably counterbalanced by the point

"full of nonsense," and were that even not the case it would not

entitle the profession to erect a bar around the word and to declare

the word "out of sight." The generations which will come after

us are not yet accustomed to the word "artery," and should any of

them come across it in an old dusty book, they will find its defini-

tion in the dictionary, because the dictionary has no power to ex-

clude words which have got out of use.

In short the law of evolution will manifest itself in nomencla-

ture just the same as anywhere else and will formulate itself in

about the following manner: "Every word not conforming to all

requirements of perfectness (hence including objections) may ex-

perience the fate of being replaced by a better word in the favor

of the profession." No word is exempted from this rule, and be it

even attired in the royal purple of Greek and Latin. But the den-

tal dictionary has not only to contain these words which enjoy this

favor but also those which lost the paradise. The common sense

of the profession and her leaders will decide which words are the

fittest for standard, but it lays in the nature of things that this-
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standard will change and vary more or less and that in many in-

stances two or more names (belonging to the same object) will

keep each other equally in balance.

If there is such a thing as an ideal word, which properties

should it exhibit? What are the laws of nomenclative perfectness

especially with regard to dentistry?

The first and implicit exigence is that no word should be am-

phibological, ever\- thing should have its own name, and no two

things should own together one name. You state that very concise-

ly by saving: "Call a particular thing by a particular name; don't

call different things by the same name." Prof. Paolo Mantegazza

criticised, for instance, fifteen years ago, that all nations call the

entirely different emotions of sympathy for a mother, a son, a friend,

or a wife by the same name of "love" though these are feelings

just as different as the motions of walking, driving, swimming,

flying. If we would call them all by "swinging" only, this would

be just as inexact as to call the different forms of friendship

"Love." And yet the defect has not yet been repaired because

the sagacity which would be requisite herefor is a divine inspiration

and cannot be deposited "to order," whenever nomenclature is in

urgent want of it. Words of doubtful meaning should be cor-

rected to a strictly confined meaning or be dropped.

New things should receive entirely new names, and obsolete

names should not be usurped for innovations. It is, however, not

"a valid reason for the change of a name when the same word is

employed in a different sense or for a different object by a profes-

sion not related with dentistry (for instance, botany)." The word
orbit, for instance, is used by ophthalmologists and astronomers for

different objects.

The new word should be in line with the nomenclative system

of the science and group to which it belongs. For instance, in

chemistry the compounds are made recognizable by the termina-

tions of their names, and this rule cannot be slighted. A short

time ago a new compound for gum-freezing was invented in

France, and the substance was called le coryl according to its apper-

taining to the methyl group. The new apparatus for pulverizing

this volatile fluid was very practically called le coryleur.

These are two very striking examples to show how the names
of similar subjects belonging to one group or to each other should

best be classified. Everybody is unconsciously governed by the
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prevailing custom that the name should answer either to the old

rules for ancient and half ancient words, and that the appropriate

pre or suffix should eventually be employed, or that it should

answer to the modern rules of the specialty to which it belongs, or

to the general rules referring to modern languages which were dis-

cussed in the introduction. Words adapting themselves to the

traditional plan of the group of which they treat will meet more
understanding than an apostate.

When closely similar notions receive similar names, this will

sound more logical. Especially when they are used in one com-
bination, things of familiar contents or sense should be called by

names of familiar origin, but that means not, that our professional

groups should introduce the poetical play of alliteration and as-

sonance, etc., into our terms.

Scientific literature is governed not only by the laws of clear-

ness and accuracy, but also by those of classicism. When the

rose adorns herself, adorns she too the garden. These are pretty

extensive restrictions for the formative prospectus of a name, and

therefore the plan of that penurious astronomer would not answer

our purposes, who, some years ago, advertised that he was ready

to baptize the planet which he had just discovered with the name
of that person who would give him a certain sum of money.

Anybody able to make discoveries in one branch of science

will also be able to supply proper names for them, as a discovery

requires such previous researches through the literature and its

forms of nomenclature that the discoverer will be thoroughly

acquainted with the rules of custom to which he has to conform.

Hence dentistry can enter any field relating to her, and supply the

missing or improve the existing names. We have, therefore, "a

right to go beyond the teeth and their membranes," just as medi-

cine may enrich dental nomenclature if she likes to.

It is self-evident that in coining a new word the grammatical

rules of the language to which this word belongs should not be

disregarded. Thus in the English language the ending ism indi-

cates a constitutional condition, sion a tendency, and sity a state,

and such endings cannot be mixed up. When, therefore, Dr.

A. C. Hewitt proposes the name obtundure for the state of being

obtunded, he uses an ending (ure) which indicates an action and

not a state. He therefore ought to call it obtunsion, but this word
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is needless as the English language possesses already the word

obtusion or obtuscncss herefor.

As we saw, the name shall not only have the prescribed finale

and praeludium, but it shall also express the correct thought. It

is a weak point when the name is incongruent with the nature of

the object. To be exactly translatable is a marked advantage for

a word, for only onomatopeical words can claim to be stolen out of

nature's mirror, and hence universal by birth. The universality of

a word should be facilitated by its verbal translation, /'. e., meton-

omasy should be favored wherever practicable.

As different aspects require a different name for the same

thing, so it is that one thing may possess two or more names, i. e.
f

it may be polyonymous. This is an advantage for every object,

but no disadvantage. Those fond of selected speech should try

to furnish every professional word with an ancient metaphor, so

that this may serve as Sunday dress. The work dress (*. e., a

popular name) is, however, mostly more important, and where it is

missing it should be created. Thus it were desirable to institute a

popular name for guttapercha filling, as the latter is too mysterious

for the patients, to say nothing that it is not exact, as this filling is

no pure guttapercha, but is incorporated with cement. It would,

however, be absurd to attempt to impoverish nomenclature by

conceding the exclusive rights of primogeniture to the antiquated

Greek and Latin words, as what the)7 seem more elegant, they are

more void of common intelligibility, and it is always better to avoid

terms which are unfamiliar ta the majority of the readers.

Multinominality produces no chaos or confusion, but saves

science from insolvency and fertilizes the world. The powers of

man are unlimited, and so must be the words which he needs

for developing these powers.

Though brevity is in itself an advantage, neither the forma-

tion of polysyllabic words nor of compound words requires any

restriction.

Every name may be changed when the change suggests it-

self by the advantages. Nomenclature must keep pace with the

wants of the age. To be new in practice is no objection for a

good word. The best word can be outwitted by a better one.

The ancient word is not throughout the clearest, nor are any of

the modern words equally clear in the various languages. Oniy
the remarks exchanged between Adam and Eve were of a para-
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disical quality, and those who receive their instructions direct

from heaven ought to be requested to publish the maxims of no-

menclature of that time.

That these investigations have not been luxurious or super-

fluous is proven by your own remarks : "The dental nomencla-

ture of general and comparative anatomy is insufficient. Dental

irregularities should have their own nomenclature. Prosthetic

dentistry, and crown and bridge work also. For operative dentis-

try the nomenclature is far from complete."

These are your own accusations, and it will perhaps be ad-

missible to strengthen them by the utterances of other authorities

which appeared quite recently.

For instance Electrician Carty said : "At present there is no

such scientific nomenclature in electro-therapeutics as there is in

the use of drugs."

Dr. Arnim Rothman gives a new nomenclature to the various

forms of pulpitis according to the histological alterations encoun-

tering the pulp. He classifies this disease into ten kinds (from

superficial acute septic pulpitis up to total gangrene of the pulp.)

Dr. Paolo Carreras : The moment has come where we
should distinguish between the dental germ (le germe dentaire)

and the dental pulp (la pulpe dentaire), which latter is the dentinal

papilla (la papilla g£n£ratrice de l'ivoire). For the pulp consti-

tutes originally three elements : Dentinal papilla, enamel organ

and enveloping follicle, and before the formation of the dentine we
should speak only of the dental germ and not of the pulp.

The consolidation of the entire pulp is no calcification, and

even less an ossification, but a transformation into dentinal sub-

stance (substance £burn£e), which ought to be called (eburnifica-

tion) dentinification of the dental pulp.

The little tumor commonly called polype de la pulpe, ought to

be named granulome.

Dr. Schlenker divides the solid new formation of the dental

pulp into emailoides, email-dentinoides, dentifioides, osieoides, dentino-

osteoides and calculoides.

Dr. Marcel Lermoyez means that there is not more than one

single stomatitis, the septic stomatitis (though the text-books state

nine kinds).

Dr. M. Nelaton : The term angine de Ludivig does not cor-
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respond to any well-defined disease, and deserves not to be con-

served any longer.

Dr. M. Delorme : I am certain that not all infrahyoid

phlegmons are identical, and hence the name angine de Ludwig

ought to be discarded.

Dr. POTTEIR : The existence of the incisive bone (l'os incisif)

in man meets no doubt any more among comparative anatomists.

Dr. H. H Schuhmann : It seems as though it would be best

to do away with the misleading term semi-malignant as the degree

of malignity is of entirely secondary importance. Tumors are

either malignant or nonmalignant.

Dr. Louis Ottofy : The oral mucous membrane forms sev-

eral folds; the fraenum of the upper and lower lip and that of the

tongue, and the inferior and superior buccinator frivnum, the latter

corresponding to the location of the second bicuspid tooth.

Dr. Thomas L. Gilmer : [/litis is or ought to be a general

term, while gingivitis designates inflammation of that part of the

gum which rests next to the teeth, known as the free margins.

All these and thousands of other Valuable differentiations are

really "for the cat " when they are not registered in the Dental

Dictionary or its yearly appendices, for in the vast sea of periodi-

cal literature they must disappear; nor do they find entrance in

the colleges— if not perchance.

It has been shown in this paragraph that those words which

have to be annulled are not the synonymous but the invalid words,

i, c. those which become nil by a newer discovery or a closer con-

trol. These invalid words have, however, not to be omitted in the

dictionary but, just the contrary, they must be carefully registered,

so that they are really nailed toward the wall. Of course a symbol

(for instance, a death's head) or an appropriate remark has to ac-

company them to warn the reader not to use them.

Sec. 4. All foregoing propositions gravitated to the effect that

nomenclature is no field for the paraphernalic chimeras of bossing

and prescribing, or restricting and condemning, but that common
sense is the only rule employed in any science for the selection of

a name. Too much government is nowhere of benefit, but in nom-
enclature the maxims to be generally adopted, leave so much
elbow-room for the selection of a name out of the dictionary or for

the creation of new names that really nobody will have to com-
plain of oppression or tyranny.
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The supreme law will, of course, be as you style it: " The plan

of the nomenclature must be the same in all the several languages,"

for the names may be different in the different modern languages

but the principle must be uniform. Nomenclature as it stands now
can be accepted in full, except the invalid words whose list grows

every day larger by the persistent efforts of the writers and teach-

ers who produce better words in their place; but the Dictionary,

which is the most important work from which to start must com-

prise them too. After its appearance, innumerable communications

from the entire profession at large, will be sent to the committee

to expose the errors which the work will contain and to supply the

deficiencies which will naturally be unavoidable. Furthermore, as

soon as the chance to complete the professional language will be

open, all specialists will propose names for the objects, etc., which

are without a name yet. For instance, the various surfaces of an

artificial denture have no concise names, etc., etc.

To say, that nomenclature must, first of all, be regular in form

(within its various groups) would tend to lay too much stress upon
the formal side of the professional language, as its completeness,

exactness, clearness and correctness, is indeed more important;

the inner qualities concern us more than the outer. That there

will be not the slightest difficulty for international intercourse of

dentists as soon as the dictionary will be at hand, is beyond every

doubt. The only question is hence, how can the description of

the objects with which dentistry is dealing, best be accomplished?

How can the words be made so clear that they give the very pic-

ture of what the writer has in mind?

Concluding from the general satisfaction with the progressive-

ness and the educational result of the dental literature, it may be

declared that the professional language must have already

achieved a high degree of perfectness (otherwise the success could

not have been reached), a degree so high indeed, that for the pres-

ent state of knowledge, hardly a fuller treasure of verbs for its des-

cription could be desired. Only a few flaws are apparent; where-

as the main improvement will have to come from a qualitative con-

densation of the material, from a simplification of those expres-

sions where too many words are needed for one point, so that with

less circumdescription the speech will become shorter in length and

superior in clearness. This indicates that the technical nomen-

clature needs rather abridging and crystallizing by more compact
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and concrete words, and that this will go hand in hand with the

creation of a notation. All new acquisitions in knowledge will, of

course, be accompanied by nomenclative improvements, as in-

quiries which wrest new secrets and new truths from nature, will

evidently always require some reform and extension of speech.

A reorganization of the dental nomenclature is hence not needed

(at least not beyond the limit of a very trifle) for the present sys-

tem is good* That its amplification (whose incessant necessity lies

in the very nature of all human enterprise) may be likewise good,

and in the best possible harmony with the foundation—this will be

controlled by all who are interested in nomenclature.

A man of the latter kind is the Prussian minister of public

works, wrho recently sent an ordinance to his railroad authorities,

wherein he commanded that henceforth uniform German designa-

tions shall have to be used in all official concerns. He gave with

the list of prohibited words a specification of the new official

terms, for instance Abteil instead of CoupS, etc. But his method of

authoritatively commanding, needs and should not be imitated by

dentistry (however much the better words may deserve preference),

for dentistry is not an indolent and ignorant corporation like the

lower railroad organs, and hence dentists have sense enough (with-

out prescription) to select the best and most appropriate words

and anybody can publish his opinion in the dental periodicals

should he be convinced that the profession is on the wrong way.

Different is the state of things in the domain of notation.

Here it would not do, to let every one ad libitum select or con-

struct what he thinks best, but in notation implicit universal laws

should strictly be observed. Without that the entire system would

be for nothing. Notation requires really a military minuteness as

a single point can change the sense and convert it into its contrary.

To propose that every nation may procede as she pleases would

directly undermine the object and nature of notation. Notation,

being a language without sounds and words, being a canvas of

figures, letters, signs and symbols only, notation is destinated for

all nations and for the entire universe. To make it national would
defeat its object and would artificially infect it with decay.

One circumstance, however, facilitates the seemingly hard and
cruel condition, in a marvelous manner and turns the whole task

into real child's play, and that is the fact, that notation does not yet

exist at all in dentistry. Notation has to be created from its very
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cradle, for not even the alphabet of this sign-language has been in-

troduced anywhere, and this is of course an enormous advant

It is true, discussions have taken place several tiling before already,

and here and there single practitioners make even private use of

some form of notation, but the profession at large has not yet used

it, nor even studied it in any country, and hence the good seed will

find an inexhausted soil.

To permit, under such circumstances, any nation to deviate

(even in the least bit) from the plan and the details which will gen-

erally be accepted would be an unpardonable mistake and an out-

rage, too. Notation destroys all individuality and nationality,

-destroys taste and predilection, for here only one way will be grant-

ed. This way will be the straight line, as the imperative demand
"cut it short" permits of no other chance but the shortest distance

between the two points. Fancy and arbitrariness may take an-

other train, if they want, but on the roads of notation no place will

be granted them.

Sec. 5. Returning from the martial law of notation to the idyl

of nomenclature I wish to analyze for a moment the range of the

committee's office. You will have noticed, dear sir, that I am pretty

frank with my opinion, because I consider love of truth and fear-

lessness inseparable from the duties of the sincere inquirer. That

the appreciation of the merits of a scientific opponent never leaves

me, you may rest assured, but I should consider it a crime, would I

not honestly advocate what I firmly believe is right. So you will

please pardon me, dear sir, when I am never loth to criticism, but

in your own esteemed circular you say repeatedly: State your ob-

jections. It is therefore only upon your own demand, when I de-

clare that I consider it the greatest wrong, that you have not com-

municated your indeed valuable circular to the entire profession

through the channels of the journals so as to unfetter the fullest

discussion of so important a theme, (that you have only sent it to

the committee.) How can a committee of sixteen men, however

great their ability may be, however much confidence they may de-

serve, be expected to achieve the same satisfactory plan which

could result from the combined efforts of the entire profession ?

In my opinion, it must discourage so few cooperators to know the

total burden of responsibility on their own shoulders exclusively.

Was it the impression that the profession would like to get

a kind of Christmas surprise which induced you to keep your work
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secret? But I think always that publicity is the greatest aid for a

perfect success in any social enterprise. As soon as a man steals

a golden watch anywhere in Europe, the accident is at once pub-

lished in all papers. Why? Because the police know that

through the cooperative help of the entire public the thief will be

discovered within half a day. And so it is, and even in such parts

of the old country where the most disgraceful and enslaving treat-

ment of the press is in vogue, and where every free word is cen-

sured and suppressed, and yet the publication of the crimes enjoys

the most powerful support by the government. This is an impres-

sive lesson on the power of the unrestricted communication of

thoughts which require the assistance of all.

As to the office of the members of the committee, I think they

have been elected so as to give to the profession a medium to con-

centrate all communications in one effective body. Their active

part will, however, be to educate the profession in the selection of

words, to instruct her in the principles which have to be guarded

and to stimulate all, to contribute their best ideas for the improve-

ment of the professional speech. The committee will have the

power to distribute the work of "supplying missing terms" among
the best specialists in each branch and to inform the profession of

the status operandi during the progression of the dictionary.

But as to the erecting of bars and the prescribing of rules, the

committee should keep away from that as much as possible and

leave it for the profession to decide what is best. Even in nota-

tion where strict and binding laws must be emanated, the profession

should receive not more than an advice which laws deserve the

most and highest recommendation. Each county should elect a

committee which manages the arrangement of the dictionary and

other nomenclature work and the various national committees could

again nominate international delegates, who prepare propositions

for the world's congress. It is probable that the American com-

mittee would have to take the lead in all these conferences.

Sec. C. The scheme which I should venture to put forth

would be based on the principles evolved at length. They are:

1. A complete dental dictionary has to be established, form-

ing the official archives of all professional words.

a. The dictionary will perhaps be best when composed on the

plan of the "American System of Dentistry," /'. e. that each branch

shall be provided with a complete glossary by a competent specialist.
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b. Besides that, all essayists could he invited to notify the

committee, if they have ever written anything (and where) touch-

ing upon notation, etymology and nomenclature. It is to he feared

that many suggestions would get lost if the originators themselves

would not bring them into fresh memory.

c. The dental depots could be asked to systematize the

nomenclature of their instruments, implements, apparatus, etc.,

and to send a list of them to the committee. It will, however,

hardly be necessary to go deep into these details; only the descrip-

tion of original instruments should be complete. If the depots

would also furnish illustrations belonging hereto, this were desira-

ble because they could be spared, then, in the text-books. A re-

form in the names of instruments seems hardly necessary; if neces-

sary, however, then this least important object could be left with

the manufacturers for settling.

d. At the close of every year the editors of all periodicals

should have to send a report to the committee on the nomencla-

tive changes and increases which have appeared in their journals.

From these reports a yearly annex had to be formed for the dic-

tionary.

e. Every nation has to have her own dictionary, in which the

vernacular words should be printed in vernacular letters. In

Germany for instance it has become the bad habit to print the con-

text of many scientific books in Latin instead of in German types

{Fracture-letters), although the latter are much better for the

reader as they are so characteristical. The motive was no doubt a

wrong idea of universality.

f. The words have to appear in their alphabetical order and

to each word shall, if possible, be added the etymology and a short

definition, or description, or illustration, or reference to books and

articles. In case the word has a Greek etymology it will be better

to reproduce the Greek words in Latin letters, as the knowledge of

Greek letters can hardly be expected from the majority nowadays.

g. If a word is objectionable, or invalid, this should be

stated and the reasons why; also, when it is antiquated, or only

locally in use; also when its meaning is not in accordance with the

nature of the object. For instance /' or adhe'sif is frequently used

in France instead of For cohesif. Also oxyde de cobalt is frequently

called what in reality is arsenic metallique pulverise. Or a tooth is

called elongated though it has not become longer but only dis-
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placed. Or we speak of six and twelve year molars though the

period of normal eruption for these teeth is the seventh and four-

teenth year. Or the French say instead of lateral incisor, la petite

incisive, though in the lower #jaw the laterals are larger than the

centrals. Or we denominate a disease Pyorrhea alveolaris, which

the French name better Pyorrhee interalveolo dentaire. Sulfuric

ether again is commonly called ether only. The Germans have

time enough to call continuous gum work, Gebiss mit jortlaufendem

Emailzahnfleisch, though they could explain just as much by saying

Emailgebiss. In this way thousands of little imperfectnesses could

be corrected, errors prevented, and improvements suggested.

//. To each word should be attached the entire list of syn-

onyms which it has. This would not only help many essayists who
look for a varying expression, but it would destroy the doubts of

the student who otherwise has no chance at all to find out if two

words are identical. For instance like /' ivoire and la dentine; or la

petite molaire, le bicuspide arid la preniolairc, or la troisieme grosse

molaire and la dent de sagtsse. The German has for impression- tray

only the following words: Abdruckschale, Abdrucklocjfel, Mundloeffel,

Mundblech.

i. It should also be said, to which subjects the word is corre-

lative, as this is done in medical dictionaries.

k. To each word should be given its translation in French,

English and German. This would be the really international fea-

ture of the work, as this would enable every foreigner to convince

himself to which word in his own nomenclature the strange term

corresponds. An American, reading French, would of course do

best to buy the French dictionary, so that when he comes across a

word like saturnin, he may be able to translate it correctly.

/. The dictionary should, like all periodicals, be printed in

octavo. (Some German dental journals are yet behind the times by

their unhandy size). This ought to be a law.

•_'. Missing names should be supplied, if possible. In every

case it seems not to be possible, for instance, for the contrary of

thirst no nation could find a name yet. But, especially in anatomy,

it is very disturbing to be obliged to circumscribe a place without

name by a long sentence. The most anterior part of the foramen

magnum for instance, which is even marked by a decided tubercle

has no anatomical name; though craniologists called about this

space basion, yet this does not belong to anatomy, and at any rate
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the tubercle has no name. Many such deficiencies have been men-
tioned by the majority of essayists, but they wore too bashful to

supply the name, which they stated, was needed.

3. That little bit of greater regularity in form which, to my
mind, could and should be established by nomenclature.-, lies within

the compass of dental anatomy, in so far, as in general anatomy the

shape of cavities, prominences and eminences has or ought to have

fixed names. These names should be regulated and then declared

universal, and a similar or the same principle should perhaps be ac-

cepted in dental anatomy. To make proposals in this direction I

think, were not proper for me, as you are an authority in this do-

main, so highly recognized in the entire world, and you have

created such a prominent part of that nomenclature yourself, that

you will be best acquainted with the needs and chances of that

work.

4. I very heartily agree with you, that all adjectives ending

in al are universal, especially when they have a topographical,

meaning, and we could perhaps express that by saying: The form-

ation of adjectives, out of Latin substantives, by the addition of

al or ial, or ical, is unlimited, and such adjectives ought to be

favored universally because they are easily understood and have

many relatives in French and English. This list is really endless,

and it were therefore needless to try their enumeration. When
even the Americans do not use (as the French do) a word like

intra-buccal (for "within the mouth"), or when the Germans ab-

stain from the word oral, they could easily become accustomed to

it or, at least, will they understand it at first sight in the foreign

literature. For the Americans, I do not see why they should not

make of their own words like lobe, cusp, angle, ridge, groove, pit, etc.,

American adjectives like lobal, cuspal, anglical, ridgical, grooval, pit-

tal, etc. They may sound strange, but not for other reasons than

that they are new.

5. As soon as the observer states exactly his standpoint from

which he looks at an object and does not change that stand in the

same article, there can hardly be made a just objection against

the use of words like inner, outward, forward, backward, anterior,,

posterior, upper and lower, etc.

6. According to a proposal recently made in general anatomy

all private proper names such as Highmore, Bright, Butchiftson,

Havers, Howship, Nasmyth, Tomes, Steno, Wharton, Bartholinir
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name itself, another one had to be furnished in its stead. Only for

instruments, materials and other merchandise the use of personal

names may be conceded. It must, however, not be overlooked

that other sciences rather keenly favored the use of private names;

for instance, electricity selected such great men as Ampere, Volta,

Ohm, etc., for making a neutrum of them.

7. The purification of the language will, however, not find its

limit herewith, for all words which leave a doubt as to their exact

meaning are not up to the standard. These doubtful words should,

however, not be autocratically excommunicated (whereas with per-

sonal names this should be done) as they will die their own death

as soon as better words will present themselves. Nomenclature

cannot refrain too much from imposing restrictions. The doubt-

ful words can also often be made clear by an explanation in the dic-

tionary.

There are, however, two other affairs which have to be

arranged categorically, with pardon for none. The one is the im-

provement of spelling. All nations and professions have a spell

where they make some slight advancements in the system of spell-

ing, and these changes should be carried out uniformly. The final

e in dentin is an example. Also your proposal is good "to leave

out the JiypJien from those compound words in which the second

word begins with a consonant, while the first ends with a vowel,

or the reverse." Etlier is better than ozthcr, and etiology preferable

for cetiology, etc.

it. The other prescription which is by far more urgently

needed concerns the context of illustrations. As a rule, there are

many points (especially in anatomical illustrations) which shall be

explained by a word or two. The lower jaw has, for instance,

about twenty such anatomical landmarks whose exact situation

shall be made clear by the addition of some context. When this

context is directly written upon the illustration, this will have the

disadvantage; that it soils the drawing; that words have to be

placed in the absurdest positions, and (what is the worst) that

ral explanations have to be left away for lack of room. It

appears, therefore, more practical to make a mark only (preferably

a letter) to the noteworthy place, and to take reference to the let-

ter so used. This system leaves the illustration clean and clear. It

will, however, be found that these letters are hard to discover
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would require half an hour to find the place which is marked with

the stated letter. In this way much valuable time is lost which

could benefit the student, if the letters were to be found on first

glance. It should, therefore, be made an unchangeable law that

a. All landmarks have to be signed by letters only, and not

by words in the midst of the illustration.

b. These letters have to be connected by an arrow or dotted

line with the white space surrounding the figure, and should be

repeated there and supplied with some eventual short comments of

context.

c. The letters of reference have to be arranged in the same
order as the figures on a dial, i. e. nearest to the median line on

the right upper half of the picture, has to begin the letter a, and

from here the other letters have to follow exactly alphabetically, so

that they appear on the outside of the drawing in the same order

as the figures on the dial. After z the letters can continue with a 1

to z 1
, a2 to z2

, etc.

This would once for all make an end to all the time-wasting

evils and flaws of the inconsequent habits observed hitherto in the

explanation of illustrations.

d. In this regard it seems also desirable to me that in every

case where really a numerical (arithmetical) notion shall be ex-

pressed the number in question should not be written in letters but

in figures, hence, not fifteen-sixteenths, but ||, and not one hundred

and forty-five, but 145. There is not one man on earth who would

not read and mind figures easier than words, when really quantities

or sizes are to be indicated or studied.

e. The anarchy now governing the use of foot-notes (in scien-

tific books) should likewise be abandoned to the effect that

each foot-note (no matter if it is an excursional branch of the essay

or the simple statement of the title and passage of a book only

which is cited in the context) shall be placed at the foot of the

page to which it is thought inserted and that it shall not be ban-

ished to the end of the work or of the chapter, as such a method

would make the reading cumbersome. It meets however no objec-

tion to supply a book with a separate list of the authors quoted.

Besides that, an alphabetical index and an analyticaltable of con-

tents are desirable appendices for each book. Desirable were also

a list of the instruments and materials used in a book.
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10. The description of carious cavities falls rather (so far as

the condition of the living structures is not concerned) more into

the domain of odontometry and will partly be settled by notation.

The nomenclative rules for this branch may perhaps be advanced

in the following manner :

a. For the limitation of the depth of carious cavities the

French system is the best which denominates a cavity as of the

First degree
t
when it has not transcended the enamel.

Second degree^ when it has not transcended the dentine.

Third degree
y
when it has just exposed the pulp.

Fourth degree^ when the pulp is decomposed or mummified.

This system should, however, not be mixed up with the

histological classification of caries into the four zones of trans-

lucency.

b. In case the division of the crown into thirds should be

employed, the following order should regularly be observed. That

third should be called the

First, which begins either mesially, or occlusally, or buccally.

Third, which begins either distally or cervically, or lingually.

Second, which lies in the middle of the two.

The three thirds beginning mesially or distally should be

called the approximal thirds.

Those beginning occlusively or cervically—the horizontal

thirds.

Those beginning buccally or lingually—the vertical thirds.

c. In this regard I should like to be permitted to make a few

other propositions which enable the odontometrician to precisely

name the districts involved by caries.

c—/. The external point of union of the roots of teeth (with

two or more roots), I mean that point which is in the center of the

tooth, when the latter is viewed in such a manner that the apical

foramina are straight in front of the observer, so that he cannot

see the morsal surface— this point I should like to call the inferior

pole of the tooth. In a lower molar the line between the two roots

would be the polar line on which the tooth, so to say, rides. In up-

per molars the polar line separates the lingual from the two buccal

roots; the surface between the two latter is the polar fossa.

c—2. The center of the morsal surface is the superior pole.

c—J. A connection of the two poles would be the axis. In
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single rooted teeth the inferior pole is absent, and the axis is the

connection of the center of the morsal surface with the center of

the root canal.

c—4. The prolongation, cervically, of the contact point which

is always more or less marked by a furrow, could on all teeth be called

the side axis, i. e., each tooth would have a mesial and a distal side-

axis. This side axis will in upper molars, and in bi- or multi-

rooted bicuspids, unite with the inferior polar line, and in all other

teeth with the apical foramen.

c—5. Any horizontal line connecting the two side axes should

be called the bar. As far as the crown is concerned, the bar would

always be longest between the contact points. This distance

should be named the normal bar.

c—6. Any line through the axis which is at right angles to the

bar should be called the cotitor.

e.—7. The labial or buccal side could be called the conto, the

lingual or palatal side the folio of the tooth.

c—8. While the circle where the enamel joins the cementum
is called the cervix, the border where the four sides of the crown

join the morsal surface should be called the morsix. Both are no

real circles but only more or less irregular lines of circumference.

In the incisors the morsix (like the entire morsal surface) is more

illusory.

c—9. Cervix and morsix have four imaginary corners each,

corresponding to the union of the four sides of the tooth with each

other. When the analogue corners are connected, we get the cor-

responding natural borders of the tooth. These borders should be

called bordices, and the conto mesial border would be bordix num-

ber one; conto-distal border would be bordix number two; folio-distal

border would be bordix number three; folio-mesial border would be

bordix number four.

c—10. The line which corresponds nearest to the center of the

conto, morsix-cervically, is called the conto-axis; that on the folio

side, the folio- axis. The contor is the direct connection between

these two axes.

c.—11. The distance between morsix and cervix can be di-

vided in three equal portions which could be called the first, sec-

ond and third {coronal) region. The first is the region next to the

morsix, etc.
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c—12. The two halves formed by the two contors drawn at

morsix and cervix could be called the {corona/) hemispheres.

c—ij. The two halves formed by the two bars drawn at the

cervix and morsix can be called the {coronal) hemiglobes.

c—14. The center of the crown is the focus.

c—/j. The surface where the tooth is amputated for crown

work is the cervical base of the crown and root respectively. Hence,

corono-cervical or radico-cervical base.

c—16. Instead of mesio-distal there could be said barial, pro-

vided a direction is meant which begins mesially and ends distally;

the reversed direction (beginning distally and ending mesially)

could be indicated by rebarial. Instead of bucco- lingual the word

con/oral (or recontoral) could be used.

I do not lay much stress upon the names proposed here, but

perhaps this system of odontometry will meet some approval or lead

to better suggestions. Should it, however, find no opposition, it

would anyhow not be necessary to introduce it compulsorily but to

let it take its own way according to the interests of the profession.

11. It will become a commandment of necessity for all nations

to agree upon a uniform measure and weight for everything within

the profession, if really universal intercourse is desired. The metric

system, which is in use since two decenniums on the continent of

Europe will have to be introduced in all countries, using other sys-

tems yet, and dentistry ought to use her influence to the effect that

this progress may be realized as soon as possible. Also for the

gauges a harmonious plan should be accepted.

The question may furthermore be asked if the following stan-

dards for comparison of pathological and anatomical objects are

adapted to convey an idea exact enough for scientific researches.

The other day, while looking over some periodicals, these com-

parisons attracted my attention, and though I picked up a rich

collection of them, I do yet believe that my museum is far from

complete. This scale of geometrical proportions seems rather

poetical to me than reliable, for however great the zoological and

botanical erudition of a disciple of dentistry may be, he will yet be

in danger to miss some of the following quizzes. What is the size

of:

Un oeuf de poule (a hen's egg); un oeuf de pigeon (a dove's

egg); un poing (a fist); une plume d'oie (a goose feather); la

paume de main (the palm of the hand); une petite mandarine (a
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small orange); une petite avelinc (a small nut); une petite

noisette (a small hazelnut); nn gros j)ois (a large pea); une

grosse lentille (a large lentil); une noix de galle (a gall-nut);

un grain de cafe" (a coffee bean); un grain d'avoine (an oats grain);

un grain de ch^nevis (a hempseed); une graine de raisin (a

grapestone); un pois cliche (a chickpea); une piece de cinquante

centimes (a piece of 50 centimes).

I wish not to expose all my ignorance, but that many of these

magnitudinal standards are Bohemian villages for me I must con-

fess. The same will probably be true of the majority of readers.

Therefore if the profession should admit such a scale, it ought to

be set up in a complete table and be supplied with illustrations in

the dictionary.

The size of gold fillings could, perhaps, best be illustrated by

the number of sheets required, and that of other fillings by stat-

ing the number of balls of the smallest kind of shot that could fill

the cavity up.

For the description of shapes the geometrical spheres will

answer.

12. The right to baptize an object either by a new or by a

better name than the old one seems to appertain to any person and

not only to the discoverer or inventor. When, f. i., somebody be-

lieves it better to call a species "Leptothrix innominata" instead of

"buccalis" he has the right to do so and others have the right to

follow him, no matter if the advocate of "innominata" is the dis-

cover himself or not. And just as well can any other man, though

he is neither a discoverer nor even a member of the dental profession

come forward with a name which will knock the spots out of "buc-

calis" as well as "innominata." The profession at large will need

no guardian to tell her which name is the best or even to compel

her to use a certain name because the committee may be fond of it.

The choice will always fall on that word which deserves it, for the

essayists, and the teachers, and the editors, and the authors in

dentistry are not a queer lot of unprincipled and immature adoles-

cents, but they are scientific men, deeply imbued with the maxims

of deontology. This is in itself a guarantee that dental nomencla-

ture will never become a heterogenous pell-mell of accidental

contrivances. Every intercourse regulates itself.

Sec. 7. We come now to the last but indeed most refreshing

paragraph of our discourse, because it is easier to make a universal
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agreement on a subject which is not yet extant and can hence be

started correctly and in fullest harmony with the wishes of the ma-

jority, than to entrench upon an Augean stable.

In notation concordance will be facile upon the following points:

1. Notation operates with three kinds of instruments only:

Geometrical signs, i. e., positional and figural indices, and the

arsenal of interpunction.

Figures, either Arabian or Roman, either large or small.

Latin letters, either large or small.

2. ller principle field will be dental anatomy and odontometry,

which deal with the surfaces of the teeth, their landmarks, lines and

points and cavities on them, etc.

3. The manual of notation shall accompany each dictionary.

To develop the essential features of the manual or grammar is

not possible here. Simplicity will have to be the sublime law

which has to guide in the selection of the details. Another law

will be greatest compatibility; for that arrangement is best which

can be coupled with all others or with the largest number of others.

From this view, Dr. Palmer's dental notation recommends

itself most. Also the more natural and less artificial an index

looks, the quicker will it be comprehended and memorized. Thus
to write for "roots diverging" an index like V, is nearly a photogra-

phical procedure.

With respect to the walls of carious cavities, I think it would

be good to call its four sides A, B, C, D, the floor or fundament,

however, F, and the side opposite to the floor, the ceiling, so to speak,

G. Though many cavities may deserve the name polygonal, it

will yet always be possible to speak of four side walls (or of their

partial or entire absence;) and the ceiling of the cavity (G) is of

course that side which is always missing, and has to be replaced

by the filling material. Only one difficulty may remain in this

little device, viz : which side shall be called the floor, F, for the

floor is, strictly speaking, also a side wall ? This question can be

settled authoritatively (if not logically), for instance, by decreeing

the cervical wall shall always have the name F. But I will not

say a better logic were not possible; I only say I am no competent

logician on this field. The most widely known system of an unre-

stricted universal notation is the international signal language used

by the ocean steamers.
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The most complete article on notation was* J believe, Dr.

How's paper in the Dental Cosmos of 1890.

This completes what I have to say on Dental Nomenclature

and Notation.

Two months ago, when I wrote that academical and senti-

mental article which appears in the Dental Review of this month
I had not the least idea that I should be called to think the

matter through, nor did I possess any more than only an instinctive

feeling of what a practical scheme of nomenclature should be. It

was only your kind instruction and stimulation which wound me
up, and I shall be most happy if you find anything accept-

able in my dissertation. That the latter became a little

exhaustive was due to my intention to answer you coram publico.

Separated as I am from all libraries during my visiting sojourn

here in Chicago, I was not able to give much fullness to my in-

quiries; but I hope their general result will nevertheless be satis-

factory.

It will be a pleasure for me to keep my further services at

your disposition while I have the honor to remain, dear sir,

Yours most respectfully,

Hans Block.


















